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ABSTRACT
The Evolving Influence of Internet Technology within Youth Ministry in Canada

Within each of us, there exists a need to be connected with others. The need to
belong to someone or something is integral to whom we are as God's creation. In this
search to be connected, youth are usually known to be the first on the scene to access the
new technologies that bring them closer in touch with each other. Historically, youth
have embraced the telephone, the television and the radio, among other various
technologies. In the past decade there has been a monumental shift in the way people
communicate with each other. With the revolution of the Internet and its related
technologies, youth are able to extend their friendship circles far beyond the borders of
culture, time and economy.
This dissertation is an examination of the responses of 231 Canadian youth (aged
13 to 23) and their thoughts about the characteristics of virtual community on the Internet
as a means of initiating, cultivating and maintaining relationships.
Reginald Bibby and Donald Posterski in their seminal work with Project Teen
Canada in the early 1980's determined there had been a shift in values from teens highly
valuing family and other significant relationships to developing a high value for peers and
friends. One of the purposes of this work is to examine the extension of those significant
friendships and relationships through the exploding popularity of the Internet. The
qualities of community will be examined both from sociological and theological
viewpoints. One of the questions in this study is: "Can the Internet provide a forum for
authentic Christian community?". Or is it glorified technology that is merely a continuing
step in our evolution as a society of communicators?
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CHAPTER 1
ENGAGING THE IMPLICATIONS OF VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY
ON CANADIAN HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH 
HYPERTEXT 1 AND THE NEW VIRTUAL REALITY

This study will endeavor to address the question, "What elements or
characteristics of authentic Christian community for the youth of Canada can be
facilitated through the Internet?" Numerous personal observations and experiences in my
ministry to high school youth, during the past several years have compelled me to embark
on a deeper investigation into the growing phenomenon of the interaction between youth
and the Internet.
My involvement for the past ten years on the local and national level, as a high
school youth specialist with Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, has given me the unique
opportunity to be connected with many Canadian youth workers in the church as well as
in parachurch youth ministries. I have been most fortunate that this position has given me
access to youth groups and youth leaders across the country. I have drawn on many of
these resources to help develop this preliminary investigation of youth ministry and its
relationship to the Internet.

1

The term ''Hypertext" is a term designated to a HTML computer programming
code that allows one to refer automatically to related citations or forward references;
these 'hotspots' may appear as highlighted text or icons within a web document. When
you touch them with your cursor the system moves you to the pre-programmed reference
point.

2

I have had a personal fascination with computers since the mid- l 980's. Since that
time, I have considered it a fascinating hobby, even to the point of dabbling in web page
management for both ministries and small businesses throughout these past few years.
Recently, I started to notice trends with the increased involvement of Christian youth and
the Internet. It was becoming increasingly apparent with the acceleration of a ''net
conscious" society, that I needed to do a further study, investigating the current and future
role of the Internet in the lives of Canadian Christian young people.
Adolescents at the beginning of the 21st century have become increasingly
accomplished and involved in the use of the Internet as a means of communicating and
building relationships with a whole range of friends. Sociologists in the late 1980's
discovered that relationships with peers had become what Canadian youth valued most. 2
This was a dramatic shift from the 1950's where youth valued home and family above
relationships with their friends.
An extension or addendum to that shift, that reaches into the beginning of the 2 l51
century, is the advent of computer mediated communication (CMC) technology to
communicate with those friends. Electronic pagers, cell phones, personal answering
services, along with the introduction of the Internet have all facilitated rapid access to
these friendship networks. Now for the first time, with relative ease, it is possible to

2

Donald C. Posterski, Friendship: A Window on Ministry To Youth. (Toronto:
Project Teen Canada, 1986) p. 9

3
facilitate friendship networks on a global scale not limited by borders or time or space.

3

The limitations of time are broken down to the degree that youth can "talk" to friends at
their leisure and leave instant messages any time of day or night. The internet takes
advantage of international time zones. Borders disappear as one student, in the afternoon
in Canada, can talk with another in Sweden just before they go to bed, or simultaneously
to an Australian that is getting ready to go to school.
Within the last three to five years, high school youth are now entering into a
whole new dimension of participating in or extending their community via the Internet.
The tools that youth use to access this "virtual-community"4 are through the
assistance of e-mail 5 and chatroom programs.

6

Chat-type activity is becoming the virtual

den or rec rooms of the Friday-night-get-together instead of the homes of teens as in the
70's and 80's. Today there are increasing amounts of youth that are entering into this new

3

Andrew Careaga, eMinistry: Connecting with the Net Generation. (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Kregal Publications, 2001 ), 40
4

Virtual community or even virtual reality are terms often used to describe
computer-mediated communication on the Internet. The word virtual gives an impression
of something unreal, not really existing. A definition of virtual is to have the effect of
being such without being such. However, the best way to understand the virtual
interaction present within the computer mediated system of the Internet is to describe it as
a form of human-computer interaction in which real or imaginary environments are
simulated and users interact with and are able to manipulate those environments.
5

E-mail has been the most common term used that describes the electronic sharing
of files in multiple formats. It has been the primary source for exchanging electronic mail
on the Internet.
6

A chatroom is the commonly used term to describe an on-line forum that is
facilitated by a host web page or service, that allows real time typewritten dialogue or the
sharing of files between one or more participants.

4
forum for the purposes of seeking or maintaining relationships, hence, establishing
community.
Howard Rheingold, one of the first to study the impact of communities on-line
offers this working definition: "Virtual communities are social aggregations that emerge
from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with
sufficient human feeling, to form Webs of personal relationship in cyberspace.' 17 Today
with the advent of virtual technology there seems to be an increasing amount of
"millennial" 8 youth that are entering into this new forum for the purposes of seeking out
relationships, hence, establishing community.

You Can't Go Back. ..
Two years ago I experienced a technological epiphany. I had just returned to my
old university campus after an eleven year absence to do some research for a paper only
to discover that the campus had been "hard wired" for internet access and data
transmission. The communication highway had literally ploughed its way through the
historic and picturesque campus of my alma mater. Every classroom, dorm room, and
area in the library now had access to a communications data drop every ten feet. I also
learned with envy. that each student as part of their tuition package upon registration, was
given a state-of-the-art laptop to download class notes, submit papers and to do research.

7

Howard Rheingold, The Virtual Community: Homesteading on the Electronic
Frontier, (New York: Harper Perennial, 1994), 5.
8

The term Afillennials is becoming one of the most predominant terms in
academic literature to describe the generation of youth born between 1982 to 1997.

5

I hearkened back to my first computer that I bought with my own money while studying
at the same institution in the late 1980's. It boasted two large 5 1/4 inch floppy drives,
nothing for on board memory and I considered my self blessed to have evolved from an
old typewriter that I had used in my undergraduate studies. The progress in such a short
period of time was indeed amazing.
As I entered the library, I noticed the old card catalogue card cabinets positioned
over in an obscure comer. Each wooden drawer stood holding hundreds of meticulously
handed type written cards laden with information, sitting at the ready for the next eager
treasure hunter, looking for that elusive hidden reference. They were replaced by banks
of computers and study kiosks (with data drops of course) with instant access to local and
international library resources, complete with the power to cross-reference and index in
milliseconds.
As I wandered over to the student union building, fond memories flooded back as
I reflected on this social hub of the campus. It was always buzzing with activity as
students chatted loudly in groups over steaming cups of coffee, catching up on the news
and bemoaning class schedules and temporarily ignoring impending due dates for papers
and assignments. I pushed through the big hewn doors and entered the building, it was at
that precise moment that I encountered the source of my Orwellian experience. Instead of
the crowded and bustling centre that resided now only in my memory, it was replaced
with a deathly quiet. There were groups of students all sitting in solitary silence, in little
huddles or facing walls with their faces lit up by the blue luminescent glow emanating
from laptop monitors. There were no raucous discussions, just the tapping of keyboards

6
and the occasional cough that echoed through the building like I was standing in an empty
cathedral.
That experience opened my eyes to our increasing dependance upon computers
and the pervasive forays into cyberspace via the internet. As I have listened to youth over
the past two years, I have noticed that there is an evolution in the way they think, feel and
talk about technology. It is decidedly different from the way that students of my era were
used to interacting with it. For those of us who were late boomers and emerging Gen
X' ers, we were enthralled with what technology could do for us. It was a glorified toy, an
ever spiralling upward experience to enjoy the sheer novelty of technological
advancement.
The internet was not readily accessible to the public less than a decade ago. Yet,
we were tinkering with the emerging tools that were to be used to usher in an era of
unprecedented access to a world beyond our wildest dreams. In general terms, youth
today have embraced technology and the internet as a part of their everyday existence. It
is not a glorious toy so much as an integral part of their day to day routine. I doubt that
most students today would even know what a typewriter eraser or correction tape looked
like.
I was recently accessing some information at a Christian liberal arts university
computer lab. In the space of about one hour I was educated once again to just how
entrenched youth today are in making technology and computers a part of their life. As I
was sitting at my terminal, a girl next to me gave a nervous shriek and put her hand over
the monitor so that no one could see the contents of the screen, apparently one of her

7
friends had sent her a questionable picture with graphic content as a joke. I remember
when good practical jokes included taking someone's car and putting it up on blocks, or
putting cologne in someone's mouthwash in the dorm. Practical jokes on campus are
advancing to include cyber-spam.
In that same hour, two girls were having a "conversation" from opposite sides of
the room using the university's intranet9 system. As one girl logged off and proceeded to
leave, the other girl hissed to her, "hey get back on there I am not finished talking yet".
The first girl replied,'' I'm too tired, let me just come over there." As she moved towards
her friend, the girl anxiously berated her friend, "No, no go back to your computer, its
better that way!".
USER FRIENDLY by llliad

(Used with permission. Copyright (c) 1999 Illiad)

I can cite numerous examples of signs of how technology and emerging youth
culture are blending together. We are finding ourselves entering a unknown realm that
we can speculate what the outcome will be in the next five to ten years.
9

The term intranet refers to an internal connectivity service that links computers to
each other within a certain confined business setting or building. Not to be confused with
Internet even though based on the same concept only for an specific environment.

8

I pride myself on being somewhat involved and connected with the latest
technology. I have spent the better part of the past three years developing and
maintaining a web site for our divisional ministry. As I began preparing for my
sabbatical to write this paper, a replacement had to be found to take over my labour of
love, by keeping the site updated and perhaps "tweaking" it while I was gone. My
replacement was highly motivated and experienced in the ways of the net and computer
lingo. The examples of his work were impressive and showed that he was particularly
gifted in the field. especially for being all of fifteen years old!
Secular experts and other noted authors (mostly adults) are painting a panacea or
golden era for the youth of our world. They tout examples of teenage "dot-com'' 10
geniuses, and promote the internet as an incubator for international good will, as we
watch the global village shrink to a mere cursor point. In light of this revelation of the
new utopia, we are left with a few nagging questions. Are we as youth leaders, parents
and teachers willing to accept this promotion without questioning the ramifications? The
internet arguably, seems to be the ''place" to which people are gravitating to find
community, fellowship and friendship. What are the qualities of this type of community?
Perhaps youth see this medium as the answer to being accepted unconditionally with little
risk of being rejected. Being accepted is an enormous driving force among youth today.
What place does community have in the lives of youth, in the church, their youth groups
and even the internet? While many questions are being raised at this point, the answers

IOThe term dot-com is referring specifically to those web sites on the Internet that
have a '.com' extension ... often refers to business related or commercial sites that exist
on the World Wide Web on the Internet.

9
will be addressed later in Chapter Six and Seven.
Technological factors are exerting great change upon our culture. Some of these
changes are being caused by the access and use of the Internet as it becomes more
entrenched in everyday life. Change is not always a bad thing. If it were possible, it
would be helpful to predict where change may occur in our culture so that we might better
prepare ourselves. Since crystal balls do not exist that can predict where technology will
take society, we need to continue to co-evolve along with it. Mark Stefik, offers insight
into the effects of change, especially with the addition of a new technology:
Although a new technology changes things, its effects are not always
immediately evident; often its initial form is not at all like the one in which it later
appears so influential. At first, too, a new technology is likely to interact with
rather than overthrow existing social processes and the installed base of earlier
technologies. There can be a long period of co-evolution during which society and
technology mutually influence each other. New technologies inspired by dreams
such as the "global village" often start with only with the crudest of
implementations. They are promoted by enthusiasts but discounted and criticized
by many others. As they are used, they are improved. During an ensuing period of
change and confusion--often lasting decades-society and technology co-evolve to
create a new order which is eventually replaced by the next one. The struggle is
between the old order and the new, between what society is and what it is
becoming. The Internet is now at this stage of becoming, a period of rapid growth
and change. It is still being invented and is characterized by open options,
unknown possibilities, confusion, and imperfect technology. Our social
structures, cultural assumptions, and legal structures are co-evolving with the
Internet. 11

11

Mark Stefik. The Internet Edge: Social, Legal, and Technological Challenges
for a Networked World (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 1999), 5.

10
The Times Are A-changing
As Christians we must examine existing cultural influences around us to
understand what is going to shape the future of youth culture. After examining these
facets of a Canadian Christian young persons life, perhaps we can then begin to discern
what stances or strategies we will need to take to engage this purported "new era" of the
postmodern smorgasbord -- which will defined later in this dissertation.
With each passing generation there appears to be an continuing exodus from the
institutional church in Canada with the exception of a few conservative churches .12
Accompanying that religious exodus is the persistent departure from traditional values,
practices and the understanding of faith. This dispiriting reality is illustrated by several
social researchers such as Reginald Bibby, Dean Hoge, David Roozen, Benton Johnson
and Donald Luidens. 13
It would appear that gone are the days of the uniform, nuclear family packing into

the family car on a Sunday morning to trundle off to the local church down on the comer.
Blended, single parent, and alternative family arrangements are an increasing norm in

12

A notable exception would be the conservative churches that seem to be
experiencing an increase in those responding attending "almost every week" or more:
conservative churches: 1957 - 51 % ; 1975 - 40%; 1993 - 59% (Source: Reginald Bibby,
"The Ten Key Findings" in Transforming our Nation, (Richmond, BC: Church
Leadership Library, 1998): 270.)
13

Reginald W. Bibby, Fragmented Gods (Toronto: Irwin Publishing, 1987); Dean
R. Hoge, Benton Johnson, and Donald A. Luidens, Vanishing Boundaries: The Religion
ofMainline Protestant Baby Boomers (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1994 ); Dean Hoge
and David A. Roozen, Understanding Church Growth and Decline (New York: The
Pilgrim Press, 1979).

11

recent years. 14 Marriage is now no longer seen as a prerequisite for having children, since
one in three babies born in Canada are to unwed parents.

15

The only significant

resurgence the church is seeing at this time is a less than overwhelming return of the
Boomers. Perhaps it is possible that they are seeking to introduce their young families to
the values of their earlier childhood.

16

This is interesting. as many boomers did not

appear to be interested in church as youth themselves. In 1996, George Barna reported
that church attendance by Boomers in the United States was actually losing ground:
Church attendance has dropped most significantly among Baby Boomers 
the generation of Americans born between 1946 and 1964. According to the
survey. only 3 in 10 Boomers (31 %) had attended church in the last seven days. In
the years 1991 through 1995, more than 4 in 10 Boomers (42%), on average, had
attended church in a given week. In 1991, half of all Boomers (50%) had attended
church in the past seven days. 17
14

Statistics Canada, "Census families in private households by family structure,
1991and1996 Censuses'' [statistics on-line]; available from <http://www.statcan.ca/
english/Pgdb/People/Families/famil51 a.htm> (accessed 7 February, 2001) (Statistics
show that the incidence of lone-parent families rose from 12.9% in 1991 to 14.5% in
1996, while the number of common-law families rose from 9.8% in 1991to11.7% in
1996)
15

David K. Foot, Boom Bust & Echo: How to Profit from the Coming
Demographic Shift. (Toronto: Macfarlane Walter & Ross, 1996), 187.
16

Joe Couto, "Canadian Churches Attendance Declines: Stats Can confirms what
church leaders have been coping with for years." Christian Week, 9 January 2001, Vol
14. No 18 p 1 (Stats Can Survey conducted in 1998). Who Goes to Church? 34% of
Canadians over 15 attend at least one religious service a month. (down from 41 % in
1988); 24% of Canadians aged 25 - 34 attend once a month; 52% of Canadians over 55
attend once a month. Church attendance nosedives when Canadians reach their mid-teens
and continue until their 30's. While 34% of youth 15 to 24 years of age attended church
at least once a month in 1998, the number dropped to 24% ten years later when this group
was aged 25 to 34. Conversely, more than half of the older Canadians (55 and up) attend
church regularly, largely unchanged since 1988.
17

George Barna, "Church Attendance Drops Again: Boomers Cut Church From
Schedule'' Barna Research On-line [report on-line] available on-line at

12

Boomers in several respects have shed the characteristics of their youth and have become
the "establishment" that they fought so hard to denounce during the Woodstock era.
They are now the gatekeepers, the executives and the professionals that are in positions of
power and decision.

Relevancy and the Institutional Church
The church however, still remains to be seen by a significant part of the younger
generation in general as archaic and out of touch. 18 There appears to be a trend towards
elevating the personal and the isolated existence over homogeneity and community which
is seen as a ancient vestige of the church. If being alone was not attractive enough, it is
possible now to be a part of a ''cyber'' 19 or on-line congregation20 without leaving the

<http://216.87. l 79. l 36/cgi-bin/PagePressRelease.asp?PressReleaseID=33&Reference
=B> (accessed 1 February 2001)
18

James Bell, Bridge Over Troubled Water, (Wheaton, Illinois: Victor Books,
1993), 31.
19

The term ''cyber" applies to a many concepts related to the Internet. The term
''cyberspace'' was coined by science-fiction writer William Gibson in his ground
breaking novel Neuromancer (1984) to refer to the ''space" in which computer-mediated
communication occurs; that is to the interface between digital bits and human
consciousness- or between silicon and the soul. The prefix "cyber" comes from the word
cybernetics, which is the study of self-regulating systems; it has been expanded, however,
to cover all the areas where humans and computer technologies overlap in strange and
stimulating ways. Found in Douglas Groothuis, The Soul In Cyberspace, (Eugene,
Oregon: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 1999), 13-14.
20

David Lyon, Jesus in Disneyland: Religion in Postmodern Times. (Cambridge,
Polity Press, 2000), 66.

13
comfort of your own home computer to engage in cyber evangelism. 21 Andrew Careaga
reports on his research about the growing number of cyber churches that are becoming
available," Despite the skepticism of this group of teens and twenty-somethings, plenty
of evidence exists that the on-line church is alive and growing at a dramatic rate. And
young people are leading the way in this new expression of the faith". 22 While this in not
likely to happen in a broad sweeping fashion immediately in Canada, there are influences
upon institutions today that are being perpetuated by Internet technology as was
evidenced in the example of the university described in the introduction.
Values of previous generations and traditional norms, are being replaced by liberal
value systems of the younger generations, which will present serious challenges for
relevancy for churches and Christian organizations into the new millennium. Janet
Somerville, general secretary of the Canadian Council of Churches is quoted in
Christian Week as saying: "Secularism and agnosticism is so normative to mainstream

Canada today". "Most [Canadians] need something big to experience Christianity."

23

The key word in Somerville's comment is "experience", youth today are seeking one
experience after the other.
Michael Adams, president of the Canadian-based Environics Research Group, had
this rather bleak prediction with respect to traditional institutions:

21

Douglas Groothuis, The Soul in Cyberspace. (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf and Stock
Publishers, 1999), 149.
22

Andrew Careaga, eMinistry: Connecting with the Net Generation. (Grand
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I believe that by the year 2020, the institutions that the boomers fought so
hard to reform will have much less significance for Generations X, Y and Z.
Organized religion, institutions like universities, the professors and yes even the
nation-state -- all will be much less relevant.''24
Reginald Bibby concurs with Adams, only with a shorter time-line, "by the year 2015, we
will be looking at a drastically revised Canadian religious landscape". 25

Ambiguity and the Future of the Church
While the power ofrevival and the influence of the Holy Spirit can never be
discounted as a means of averting these dire predictions, the apparent alarming trend of
conventional church decline seen in our nation is indeed sobering. We need to consider
the ramifications upon our culture if circumstances are left unchanged. As much as it is
seen as an unpleasant reality, the possibility exists that the relevance and influence of the
"institutional" church will continue to wane in light of technological and media driven
options, perhaps most notably among the young.
As the younger generation interacts with technology and the older generation gets
left behind, there will not only be an age gap in the church, but a technological gap as
well. There are some churches that are incorporating the use of technology and the
surrounding culture with their ministries. However, a more intentional push needs to
occur, if not to keep up with the times, to at least arrive as close to it as possible.
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Class rooms in schools and university campuses are upgrading the standards of
technology to keep pace with the rest of society. In order to stay relevant, it is imperative
that we keep pace in this competitive, technophilic age, at least by our awareness. It
seems there is still a fear of popular culture by those in the church; that it may somehow
contaminate them. Creative alternatives to the traditional understanding of doing
'church' should be considered in the near future to ensure relevance at least with the
younger generation. Ken Bellous, executive minister of the Baptist Convention of
Ontario and Quebec was quoted in Christian Week as saying:
Many churches are a fortification against anything that will harm them.
They're fearful of the culture. We've got to get over this. [Bellous says] the trend
among young people needs to be especially noted by churches. Clearly young
people don't see their world reflected within the walls of churches. We must
become international churches where all people feel welcome. We need Christian
academics to do research. We need experimental churches and we need to
educate Christians. 26
The postmodern era has been ushered in with an unabashed love affair with
internet technology and the freedom from established moral absolutes. Josh McDowell
cautions against our infatuation with technology by reminding us that, "The electronic
media have brought us together, within our own nation and with the people of other
lands. But this 'global village' created by the electronic media has also sped the
destruction of traditional moral values. " 27
The recent insurgence of the Internet and multi-media has fed this experiential and
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isolationist existence. Pluralism, tolerance, political correctness, even multiculturalism
all play a part in the dilution of a Christian's declaration of absolute truth in Canadian
society. Recently, during our last national election, Stockwell Day, a candidate for prime
minister was accused of using Christian principles during his campaign. He was
condemned for being an evangelical Christian by political peers. As we wrestle with the
multi-faceted domain of Canadian culture it needs to be stated that no single factor is
contributing to the expanding pall of uncertainty which the church is attempting to
minister within. The attempt of this dissertation is merely to look at one facet of that
equation: the insurgence of the Internet in Canadian youth culture.

Implications for Canadian Youth
The focus of this study is to investigate the ramifications and influences of
computer mediated communication via the Internet upon Canadian Christian young
people and their understanding of community. Its aim is to compare their experience of
community to that of the church in general and their youth group. While several
questions come to mind when exploring this massive new area, we are limited to asking
only relatively few, with a focus on one. In short, this study will ask the question, what
elements of authentic Christian community for the youth of Canada can be facilitated
through the Internet?

17
The Problem of "virtual-community"

As the church embarks on it's journey at the beginning of the 2l51 Century, it is
faced with a unique technological, multi-media driven culture that is reforming and
reshaping the very structure of society. One of the revelations of the past decade has been
the public acceptance and usage of computer mediated communication (CMC) via the
Internet. Everyday tasks such as banking, renting a car, buying airline tickets or buying
books on-line are seemingly commonplace. At the current time, however, there has been
a cooling off period and certain markets on the Internet have faired better than others in
the "dot com wars'' of the last few years. Video and audio communication via the
Internet were merely a dream less than five years ago, today reality, though not widely
used for the time being due to affordability or convenience.
The Christian community is no stranger to the use and influence of technology.
Churches are creating brilliant web sites and on-line ministry information "kiosks."
Missionaries are using e-mail to break down the communication barriers that cost and
distance once hindered. On-line resources for every area imaginable from worship to
fund raisers are available for the Christian community to use at will. Information
resources related to youth ministry are one of the fastest growing Christian areas on the
Internet. Christian music has made a definite mark on the Internet with Christian music
MP3's 28 files available for anyone that wants to access them.
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The advent of cheap and easy access of personal computers at home and school
has created a parallel existence for some youth as they begin to enter "virtual
communities" using chat-type programs and e-mail to make friends. In some cases youth
are making their own statements about themselves by having their own web pages.
Accessing e-mail is as easy as having a home phone with visual display, a cell
phone or a home television. No longer is it even necessary to have a home computer.
Staying "connected" can be as easy as uploading messages to a Palm Pilot™ 29 and
carrying it around with you for the details of your daily communications.
Youth have been notorious for using the various means of technology to connect
with one another throughout the years. Letter writing, as primitive as it is seen today, was
one of the first means of keeping in touch with "pen-pals". In the 1950's the telephone
was the main source of communication with friends, when affordable. Then the
television came into vogue and youth began to park in front of the ''tube" with groups of
friends. Movie theaters and television provided a new "gathering place" for youth. The
80's saw the advent of the indoor shopping ''mall", roller rinks and youth centers and
youth hung out in droves seeking community and acceptance from one another. Then in
the late 1990's the Internet became the next medium for youth, now being dubbed as
Rushkoff calls them, "screenagers." 30
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The applications and ramifications of youth using the Internet are limitless. The
Internet is an umegulated medium( for the most part), where morals and values are highly
individualized. There are less explicit standards and loosely enforced absolutes beyond
the watchful eyes of parents. Each person that enters this umegulated space has the
capacity to assume any number of identities, and enter into a limitless world of
disembodied options. 31

The Internet originally was created to facilitate military and

government communications. Interestingly enough, as it evolved, virtual communities
sprang up unexpectedly as people began to "converse" around topics of common interest.
It was later opened up for public and commercial use and since then there has been no

single entity that regulates it, as it is a 'web' of servers and computers linked across
international borders. 32

Youth Workers and Their Response

Youth workers need to engage with this technology without fear and become
savvy both with the positive and the negative aspects of the Internet as it relates to the
youth that they are ministering to. Parents, educators and youth workers should also
have concerns that the onset of 'chat' and CMC is introducing the guise of a secure and
accepting community. The question arises, "can this medium be experienced as a
redemptive communication tool that can be used effectively in working with youth?" (i.e.
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e-mail, chat, bulletin boards and ICQ). The Internet has far more advantages as a
medium than the television which is solely a broadcast medium. For the first time, youth
can engage in reciprocal relationships through an interactive interface through their
computers. In some case in both audio and visual formats. The dream concept of the
video-phone on the 1950's has come to reality through the Internet.
What are the inherent dangers or advantages of this pseudo or virtual-community
youth are engaging in? Are Christian youth at a greater risk of "contamination"or will
their values carry over into their use of the Internet? What are the unique opportunities
that will engage youth in on-line evangelism via this tool? These questions will be
engaged in the literature study in Chapter Four.
The purpose of this study is to determine if there are viable uses for the Internet to
assist in building authentic community in youth ministry, this is answered in Chapter
Seven. Is it possible to teach youth how to appropriately deal with this new avenue of
communication? Can we equip them with the skills needed to be wary of the pitfalls that
can come from an over-saturation of "virtual" on-line activity. Are youth pastors and
workers aware of its lure and the positive and negative aspects of the Internet and youth
culture today? Is it the devil's playground or are there legitimate uses for developing
community in youth ministries and invitations to "real" community and interaction with
other Christians?
While this study will attempt to answer some of the aforementioned questions, the
primary question as mentioned before that we will focus on is, "what elements of
authentic community for Christian youth of Canada between the ages of thirteen and
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twenty three can be facilitated through the Internet?"
One thing needs to be stressed regarding the scope of this study.

To focus

entirely upon the Internet as the sole influence on how people interact in community is
presumptuous and certainly not the aim of this dissertation. Among the varied cultural
influences that youth face, this study will attempt to compare and contrast how youth
interact in different communities (i.e. youth group, church and on-line). Barry Wellman
and Milena Guila raise a valid point when considering this kind of examination of the
Internet and its impact on community and other studies they have encountered around this
topic:
Much of the analysis that does exist is parochial. It almost always treats
the Internet as an isolated social phenomenon without taking into account how
interaction on the Net fit together with other aspects of people's lives. The Net is
only one of many ways in which the same people may interact. It is not a separate
reality. People bring to their on-line interactions such baggage as their gender,
stage in the life cycle, cultural milieu. Socioeconomic status, and off-line
connections with others. 33
While attempting to look at the primary question of this dissertation, it will be
equally important to be aware of other contributing effects such as stages of life,
generational and social-cultural influences. These influences also play a big part in the
formation of the lives of young people.
The structure of this dissertation is such that each chapter will build upon the
premise of the previous until the conclusions are reached in Chapter Seven. In Chapter
Two, there will be a reflection on youth culture and community from a theological
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perspective. In Chapter Three, I will be investigating the impact of generational
influences, development and postmodemism upon youth culture today. In Chapter Four I
will address virtual community as it relates to youth and ministry. In Chapter Five the
methodology of the project will be covered in detail. Chapter Six will be comprised of
the analysis portion of the survey and focus groups while Chapter Seven will deal with
the conclusions of the study.

CHAPTER2
THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS ON YOUTH CULTURE AND COMMUNITY

In the previous chapter we considered the essential question being raised in
relation to youth and their interaction with community via the Internet. In this chapter,
we will take into consideration the relationship between virtual community and youth
culture from a Biblical and theological perspective.
First, there will be an examination of the theological understanding of community
as found in the church, or ekklesia 34 and even more narrowly defined by koinonea. 35
Second, there will be a theological reflection on current youth culture.

34

eKKAT]aia - The understanding of this word as the gathering of a secular
assembly or the church or congregation. "The church as the body of Christians". Bauer
in Kittel defines it further as "The congregation as the gathering of Christians living in a
given place, and universally the church in which all those who are called together".
(Gerhard Kittel (ed.) Theological Dictionary ofthe New Testament, Vol III I-K (Grand
Rapids Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964), 501-504.)

35 Koivovia - Means fellow, participant, it implies fellowship or sharing someone
or in something. It is an abstract term from Kot vwvo~, and Kot vwvew which denotes
participation in fellowship especially with a close bond. It expressed a two sided
relationship. It also means impartation as well. Communal possessions shared in
common. (Gerhard Kittel (ed.) Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol III 1
K (Grand Rapids Michigan: WM. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1964), 798.)
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A Theology of Technology
It is not likely there would be any denial that the use of the computer and Internet

are here to stay. Yet, there still seems to be a tension in the Christian community
regarding technology. The tension in youth work centres on whether we should shun it
and teach our youth to do so, or educate them to engage technology with a Christ-like
attitude. One way to view these questions is through the lens of the five positions on
culture found in H. Richard Niebuhr's classic work entitled Christ and Culture. Niebuhr
is an excellent choice to engage a discussion on faith and culture. Niebuhr's work is a
foundational authority that demonstrates the place that culture plays in relationship to the
Christian faith. A discussion regarding this interaction will be dealt with later in this
chapter. For now, attention will be turned to the roots of youth ministry and thereby
allowing conclusions to be drawn on developing a theology.

Historical Reflections of Youth Ministry
In the 1940's and 1950's parachurch groups like Young Life and Youth For Christ
emerged to meet the needs of young people in a highly evangelistic effort. Following that
era was an awareness in the church that something needed to be done with the young
people already existing within the church. Specialized youth workers comprised of
volunteers and some paid staff began to develop programs to encourage and equip youth
in the church to be involved in the life of their congregations. 36
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For the first time, youth ministry became a subset of the overall church
community. Some critics say that the segregation of youth from involvement with the
rest of the church began here. Youth pastors and parachurch programs developed
specialized programs to "reach out" to the youth that were "tuning out" of the regular
church programs.
The various needs of youth today are indeed distinct from the needs of the rest of
the congregation. These unique needs must be understood and accommodated in order to
ensure the future survival of the church, if not, a present day preservation. Youth need
caring mentors, adults of exemplary character that will try to listen and act as role models
with love and compassion in a world that seems to care little or take time for the
marginalised. Young people also need to have proper instruction in the basics of the
Christian faith and enable them to create an apologetic foundation to defend themselves
in the relativistic world that they encounter on a daily basis in their schools and work
environments, including the Internet.
Generally speaking, absolutes are taken for granted by adults, however, for youth,
moral absolutes seem groundless as they encounter challenges at school and work that run
counter to the teachings of the church. Therefore, youth need to see other Christian peers
and adults demonstrating a counter cultural attitude to the current postmodern atmosphere
that denigrates the teachings of the gospel. These are merely a few of the special needs
that youth have.
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A THEOLOGY OF COMMUNITY

When one speaks of the church, there seems to be a natural inclination to call it a
community. The question needs to be raised is it truly a community, or what kind of
community might it be? Perhaps the church is the representation of the body of Christ on
earth, the heavenly manifestation of authentic community. As one speaks of ecclesiology
one needs to establish the roots of community in the basics of Christian doctrine as it
relates to the Trinity. These concepts will be examined in this chapter.

A History of Community

Historically, the understanding of community in the church has varied. During
the time of Constantine the official recognition of the church as a community of believers
was uncertain from a doctrinal standpoint. There was a struggle to decide if it was solely
a collection of sanctified believers, or a mixed community of the saved along with the
lost. Eventually out of this uncertainty arose a hypothesis that the clergy were the real
Church. In those early years the understanding of the definition of church remained in
flux. The doctrine of the Godhead as the triune representation of community was not
fully realized or accepted until years later. 37 The development of the doctrine of the
Trinity did not arrive without considerable dialogue and scholarship. The efforts of three
early theologians assisted in arriving at the accepted doctrine of the Trinity; Basil,
Gregory of Nyssa, and Gregory ofNazianzus ("the Cappadocian fathers"). They declared
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that God is one "essence" but three centres of consciousness or independent realities
(hypostaseis). 38 While scholarship since that time has arrived at a satisfactory

understanding of the Trinity, one may surmise from reading many authors from varied
theological backgrounds that the mystery of the Godhead will forever be unfolding before
us.

The Triune God
While there is no single verse that exclusively supports or mentions the Trinity,
the scriptures are laden with the interlocking references to the existence and unity of the
Godhead. Several scriptures help to build the understanding of the Trinity. A reading of
Genesis 1: 1 - 3, John 1: 1-3, the Acts of the Apostles, to name a few, help to shed a light
upon the tri-personal personality of the Godhead. Upon the study of Scripture one can
come to understand at least from the position of faith, that the One True God, the Lord
Jesus and the indwelling Holy Spirit are separate and distinct, yet equal and an integrated
whole - a community as it were. God is presented in these passages as the eternal
community of oneness from whom all other communities take their life and meaning. 39
A Catholic theologian, Mary Ann Fatula expands this point even further:
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...we need only read the accounts of the Gospel of John and the Acts of
the Apostles to see the reality of a God truly experienced by the early Christian
communities - even if not yet able to be clearly articulated as such - as
inseparably one and the same God and yet supremely distinct in a threefold way.
In the experience of these early communities, Jesus is not his Abba, nor is this
Abba the Spirit poured out among them with saving power through the death and
resurrection of their Lord and Saviour. 40
Since the Godhead is the demonstrable template for Christian community, then
some assumptions about how we should act as believers in community can be made. The
qualities and characteristics of the Godhead serve as the model for how all Christians
must act toward each other in the confines of authentic Christian community.
It is these qualities or characteristics that will be used as benchmarks within this

dissertation to measure what youth consider vital in their understanding of authentic
Christian community in their church, their youth groups and their on-line experiences of
community.

The Love of the Triune Community
One established, foundational characteristic one may conclude with certainty, is
that God is love (agape 41 ) 42 • This kind oflove is a self giving love that can be
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Mary Ann Fatula, The Triune God ofChristian Faith (Collegeville, Minnesota:
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The derivation of this love signifies for the most part the inclination
or solicitous love of the gods for men, or friends for friends. It means the love which
embraces everything that bears a human countenance. It is not an impulse or an
intoxication which overcomes man, but an order or task which he may evade. The
warmth of God the Father is evident in the usage of this term for his people. The acts of
love that emerge from Christian charity for one another is also expressed in this
derivation. (Gerhard Kittel (ed.) Theological Dictionary ofthe New Testament, Vol 1 A
ayarcri -
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demonstrated through the giving of oneself for the sake of others. God the Father
demonstrated this by allowing his only son, Jesus to demonstrate this through his sacrifice
on Calvary's cross. Assuming the Godhead is the epitome oflove, then we can assume
that our communities must also strive to be likewise.
It is interesting to note that the characteristics of community are hinged one upon
the other. Rarely would they or should they act in isolation from each other. Love for
example, as Stanley Grenz points out begets yet another characteristic of community;
unity. Grenz states, "'Active, self giving love builds the unity with the one God. The
unity of God is nothing less than each of the Trinitarian persons giving himself to others.
This unity is the dedication of each to the others." 43 Unity is an example of a
characteristic from the community of the Trinity that was created from love. It is quite
possible that love is the greatest of all the characteristics as so many of the others seem to
be borne out of love. 44 If this is the case, then love can have a powerful dynamic in
drawing us into community with one another and with God.
Fatula contributes to the discussion of the vital nature of love as exemplified by
the trinity in community:
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Because we have come from the God of interpersonal love, it is literally
not possible for us to gain our human fulfilment as selfish individualists.
Eventually we learn that we need the context of a loving family or community of
some kind if we are to find the peace and the joy the triune God has intended for
us. Our own sometimes painful experience teaches us that we attain our full
potential only when we also include in this goal that of consciously committing
our energy and quality time to our families and communities. Here is the ''place"
where the triune God desires us to find the interpersonal communion and joy for
which we are made, the intimate love which is meant to heal the world. 45
Agape love is unselfish, loyal, and benevolent concern for the well-being of
another. In I Corinthians 13, Paul described "love'' as a ''more excellent way" than
tongues or even preaching. The New Testament maintains this estimation oflove
throughout. The King James Version uses the word charity instead of "love" to translate
the Greek word Paul used (agape). The word charity comes from the Latin caritas which
means "dearness," ''affection,'' or "high regard."
Today, the word charity is normally used to describe acts of benevolence, and so
the word love is to be preferred as a translation of agape. This concept of agape would
most certainly fit with the notion of mutuality46 within community. One might call it the
glue, or perhaps more fitting, the mortar that holds community together. Fatula elaborates
on her understanding of mutuality and love in a community:
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Fatula, 109.

Mutuality is defined by Mary Ann Fatula as an assertion that mutuality is a
quality that demonstrates love and reciprocity within caring relationships in a community
setting. This would be the antithesis of domination and manipulation. Since love and
mutuality are linked so tightly, it is interesting to note that the survey of Canadian youth
in this study ranked love fairly high in their experience of community on the Internet. A
further discussion of this phenomenon will be discussed more fully in Chapters Six and
Seven. (Fatula, 19.)
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Our belief in a triune God thus is no easy, esoteric, merely "spiritual"
exercise but a radical way of life. To take seriously the implications of our
Trinitarian faith means in this way a process of deliverance from patterns of self
centeredness, isolation, and exploitation, and a conversion to habits of relating in
mutuality and interpersonal love. 47
Grenz also contends that:
" ... the ideal for humankind does not focus on solitary persons-in-community,
God intends that we reflect the divine nature in our lives. This is only possible as
we move out of our isolation and into godly relationships with others.
Consequently, true [authentic] Christian living is life-in-relationships or life-in
community" .48
Keeping these thoughts in mind, the original question of this study needs to be
brought back into the discussion. That question being, if youth are able to enter into
authentic community on the Internet can they experience authentic characteristics such as
love on-line? It is hoped that this significant question will be addressed in the
conclusions at the end of this dissertation in Chapter Seven.
One must come to the realisation no matter what form Christian community
assumes, relationships must be established or grounded in the divine principle of
mutuality. Therefore, hit-and-miss encounters which so often take place in virtual
communication through the Internet would not qualify as authentic community by this
definition or at the very least be found sorely lacking. We are talking here about entering
into intentional community with others for edification and mutuality.
Gilbert Bilezikian in his book entitled, Community 101: Reclaiming the Local
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Church as a Community ofOneness, expressed this poignant conviction about the
relationship of Christian community to oneness with God:
Its one of the laws of Spiritual life, as inexorable as a mathematical axiom,
that the survival and welfare of authentic [Christian] community are dependant on
the members of community being in communion with God, since he is the creator
of community. In order to be attuned to each other in oneness and the designer of
human oneness. Therefore, the quality and the viability of human communities
vary in response to the members' willingness to accept their own dependency on
God. 49

Broken Community - The Fall
When God created people to join His community, it was with the express purpose
for them to enjoy communion with Him - a divine relationship. 50 God greatly desired
intimacy with his creation. He made them in his own image so that they might relate one
to another - the created to the creator. God felt Adam was incomplete until he created
woman, demonstrating that God knew that it was important to provide a relationship for
Adam's well being.

51

The creation ofrelationship between man and woman was the

second manifestation of community. Not only was there community among the Godhead,
there was a community of the creation with themselves and the Godhead.
Today, we may belong to many different communities, some are insular in nature
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(i.e. commune, convent or monastery), while others are wholly dependent upon
relationships one with another (i.e. a church choir to the rest of the congregation).
Mcfadyen summarizes the tension that we struggle to exist with in communion with one
another as broken people:
Human being is defined by the form of its response to God's offer of
dialogue-partnership - that we be oriented on ourselves and free through our
orientation on and binding to God. The Christian understanding that humanity is
in a fallen state refers to the rejection of this offer. Instead of entering into a free
and thankful relation with God we have become closed in upon and oriented on
ourselves. We are still related to God and in God's image, but we are so in a
distorted way. Consequently, we are also related to ourselves and to one another
. a ct•is torte d way.-~
m
This distortion is manifested in the two way relationship that Mcfadyen described earlier
both in the vertical (with God) and the horizontal relationships (with one another) that we
attempt to maintain.
We must operate within those parameters. Adam and Eve made a conscious
decision to break the accepted parameters of community, and therefore, isolated
themselves from the Godhead. Their disobedience destroyed the oneness God had
intended for his created order and since that time the experience of pure and authentic
community has been fractured. Yet, God in his mercy provided his Son, Jesus, as the
sacrifice to restore the gift of communion with God once again through death and
resurrection. Gilbert Bilezikian comments:
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Only after the sin of rebellion committed by the man and the woman had
entered their world were their eyes opened to their former status of mutual
servanthood.... Thankfully, according to the New Testament, the servant
relationship that was lost in the garden is recovered in the new community. It
becomes the hallmark in the way that Christians relate to each other. In both
church and family, the two communities of oneness generated by redemptive
ministry of Christ, the mode of interaction between its members is reciprocal
servanthood and, therefore, mutual submission (Matt. 20:25-28; Gal 5: 13; Phil.
2:3-8). Accordingly men and women in Christian community do not complement
each other within an order of authority, but they minster together and to each other
in a order of mutual submission and of servant reciprocity (Eph. 5;21 ). Thus was
recovered the gift of community that had been offered by the Creator to humans at
the dawn of history. 53
We are left with the understanding that there is no such thing as perfect
community on earth. It existed once before the Fall. However, there is redemption and
grace within all Christian communities especially those who invite the Holy Spirit to be
the mediator and guide for the interaction among their relationships. Churches
fragmented by internal strife, youth groups despairing for unity, families struggling for
closeness, must accept the healing offered by God.
No community should remain in distress or confusion for an extended period of
time if they truly are seeking the guidance of God. All communities who call themselves
Christian, in whatever capacity, must include the dimension of reliance upon the full
Godhead to understand its purpose and enjoy healthy communion.
Communion is the term the Apostle Paul used to describe the nature of the Lord's
Supper and thus the term used by many church groups to refer to their celebration of
Jesus' final, memorial supper with His disciples. Paul used the Greek term koinonia to
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express the essence of the Christian faith, a sharing in the life and death of Christ which
radically creates a relationship of Christ and the believer and of the believers with one
another in a partnership or unity.
The reality, however, is that we live in a fallen world and the communities that we
partake in are fallen. Characteristics such as forgiveness, honesty, non-judgmentalism,
peace, integrity, and unity might not have been needed in the list if we were not on this
side of the Fall. There would not have been a reason to need them. We might have
instead concentrated more attention to worship, love, praying, those characteristics that
would exist in a sinless environment. The covenant that we have with God through
Christ is what lifts us out of our despair and gives us hope for restoration from the sin we
inherited through Adam and Eve. We have the example of Jesus to guide us in this
process of living in healthy and purposeful community.

Mission and Purpose of a Community
Jesus himself was a master at drawing people to himself, developing and
maintaining community. His disciples were an example of how he could work with
diversity and the ragged edges of a group of misfit fishermen. He was still able to foster
within them a love and concern not only for one another but for those around them,
crossing socio-cultural barriers. Jesus illustrated the practical dimensions of community
by reaching beyond the immediate community to those around them who were in need.
Hence, mission is a valued by-product of the focus or purpose of community. The inward
instilling of values and an external manifestation of love all blend in harmony to create a
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unified purpose for existence as a community. The Apostles carried on this principle
with the establishment of the early church community as seen in the book of Acts. These
guiding principles have served us well into the 2!51 Century, maintaining our
distinctiveness as a mission minded community.
Howard Snyder defends the missionary purpose of the church as a body or
community of Christ in the world:
The church is the agent of the Kingdom of God first of all through what it
is. It best serves kingdom interests as the messianic community of God's people
rather than as an ecclesiastical institution. The book of Acts gives a balanced
picture of the early Christian experience: evangelism and the Church,
proclamation and community, witness and fellowship. The two primary concerns
of the early church were the proclamation of the gospel and the edification of the
Christian community. Evangelism sprang from the community, and the
community grew through its witness. Evangelism was not merely something that
individual Christians did; rather it was the natural result of the presence and
influence of the Christian community in the world. The community gave
credibility to the verbal proclamation. 54
Christian community therefore, provides a spiritual presence and an influence in a lost
and dying world. It is much more than a benevolence society or social agency. Instead it
is the living incarnation of the communal relationship of the Godhead among His
creation.
Most theologians agree that without depth of human contact, intimacy and
vulnerability, there is not much hope for the viability of authentic community. Consider
this statement by James and Evelyn Eaton Whitehead:
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For many of us, community is a especially attractive in its promise of
honest communication and mutual support. We sense that relationships in
community hold the possibility of "more"; here at least we will be able to move
beyond the barriers that so often separate us from one another. Often it is a desire
for the ''more" that draws us to a community group. Here we hope to be able to
experience a richer kind of relationship than we know in much of the rest of our
lives. 55
It is quite possible this "more'' factor the Whiteheads have alluded to is what

brings youth to the Internet in the first place. Perhaps there is a hope deep down inside
each of us which draws us to consider what might be. Youth by developmental definition
are in a vulnerable stage of life, in terms of fitting in and finding their space.
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Perhaps

the Internet provides a promise of a utopian experience which will fill the "more" void. I
will now look at reflecting theologically about youth culture.

A THEOLOGY OF YOUTH CULTURE

One of the key questions facing Christians today is how does one Gospel of Jesus
Christ relate to the manifold cultures of the 21 ;t century? This question is pivotal when
examining the diverse ethos and methodology of Christian ministry as it relates to both
local and global expressions. It is no less significant as we look at the Gospel as it relates
and interacts with the multi-faceted and often counter-cultural expressions of youth
culture today.
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One of the most significant books which addresses culture and faith is the classic
by Richard H. Niebuhr, Christ and Culture. It is because of its seminal importance in the
ongoing dialogue regarding Christian community, this volume was chosen to compare
and contrast the characteristics of youth culture with his five positions as outlined in the
book.
Niebuhr illuminates five positions of how Christians may interact with culture.
The contemporary Canadian youth ministry scene can be overlaid onto his five positions
as a template that can help us examine youth culture and subsequently ministry to youth.
Examination of these five facets will help to indicate both strengths and weaknesses as
they relate to traditional youth ministry both inside and outside the church (i.e.
parachurch).
Niebuhr's treatise on culture and Christ does not present "'right" or "wrong"
positions, he merely sets out to give a thorough explanation of the various positions that
Christians have held with respect to encountering culture. When addressing the lives of
contemporary young people there are perhaps more appropriate and more effective motifs
found in Niebuhr's five categories than others. However, there are points within each
which can shed light on the question, '"How does each position engage the culture of
youth in our ministry context?" While entertaining this examination we must continue to
narrow the lens to focus on the singular facet of this study which is: to discover the uses
of the internet by youth to engage in Christian community.
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Canadian Culture - A Backdrop
Canadian society has come a long way from being a nation founded
predominantly upon Godly and Scriptural principles, to one which seems to take great
effort to run antithetically from these founding principles. Moral guidelines and values in
Canadian society, once backed by the church, are fast becoming a object of the past 
something almost distasteful. Quoting a local newspaper editor regarding the thorny
issue of Sunday shopping, typifies what we as Canadians may feel about the "marriage''
of culture and Christian based precepts:
This is a democracy and people - merchants and citizens - ought to be free
to make their own choices. The days when it was acceptable for governments and
others to impose a strict daily morality on everybody vanished decades ago. And
good riddance. Canada today is a diverse, pluralistic society in which this sort of
law is not justified. It is after all, precisely the sort of thing for which many in our
society sneer at fundamentalist Muslim nations. The difference between forcing
all women to wear a veil and forcing shop owners to close their doors is one of
degree, not substance. 57
Canadian culture has a heritage driven by and wrapped up in cultural diversity,
tolerance and acceptance. Recently though it seems the tolerance level and acceptance is
biased toward anything other than that which represents absolute morality or JudeoChristian based ethics.
A local high school in New Brunswick, recently had a debate as to whether to
continue starting assemblies with the Lord's Prayer. It seemed that it was deemed unfair
to impose this act of religious piety upon a school population made up of so few
Christians. Their point is well made. The rhetorical question looms before the church,
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can we expect to impose these traditions when we are so few in numbers by comparison
to the rest of society?
Canadian Christians are no longer the "moral majority"in this ensuing postChristian era. Rather it would seem that they are being seen as archaic relics of a bygone
era representing religious institutional restrictions and old fashioned piety. Noted
Canadian sociologist and cultural researcher, Reginald Bibby states:
According to such thinking, there is no "right" family form, or sexual
expression, or religion, just as there is no "right" kind of food, or clothing, or
music. What is right and wrong, good and bad, exists solely in the minds of
individuals. Folkways, mores and laws are all socially created. No culture or
lifestyle is superior to another. Terms such as "right" and "wrong'' and "good"
and "bad" aren't found in the mosaic lexicon. 58
Canadian sociologist and adjunct professor of Sociology at University of Lethbridge,
James Penner concurs by citing these sobering statistics about Canadian youth:
The percentage of Canadian teens who consider themselves committed to
Christianity dropped from 40% to 21 % (from 1984 to 1992) with the majority
entering the "interested in religion" category which ballooned from 28% to 44%.
There was very minimal change in the% claiming to be either "not religious" or
committed to a religion other than Christianity. 59
This is merely a thumbnail sketch to allow the reader to understand some of the
implications for carrying out youth ministry in Canada. We will now reflect on this
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cultural backdrop in light of H. Richard Niebuhr's Christ and Culture.

Christ Against Culture

This view emphasizes human culture (the world) is essentially wicked and
therefore, Christians should have nothing to do with the world. This separatist view was
largely borne out of the early church, however, it did not to cease to exist at that point in
time. Today there are denominations and churches which still ascribe to a faith-over
against-culture attitude. To be able to enter into the activities of the world is to
compromise the teachings which Scriptures espouse: "Do not love the world or the
things in the world, any one that loves the world, love for the Father is not in Him."
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The "world" in this context refers to society outside the church. The radical
gnostic-like form of this position is that we are to love our brother and sister - that is, our
fellow believer at the exclusion of all non-believing persons. This exclusive position was
championed by early theologians like Tertullian, exemplified by Spiritual Franciscanism,
practiced by later movements such as the Quakers, or exemplified by this form of
understanding by Tolstoy's spiritualism. 61
The l 61h century Anabaptists were an example of those that chose to believe the
government was sinful. A contemporary example is this would be the Jesus People USA,
who advocate being separate from societal pressures and materialistic conformity. They
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attempt to provide positive alternatives that are counter cultural and interdependent
within Christian community.
Each example had its own expression of Christian faith over against culture. The
impression could be given this is viewed as a negative position, and yet, as we have seen
with the example of the Jesus People USA, they are merely trying to respond to the
culture they encounter. It seems there is rarely a total rejection of all which is seen as
worldly by any group, with the exception of those that might be seen as extremists like
that of the desert hermits of the late Roman era or sects that exist today in obscurity like
the Heaven's Gate cult did. The separation of church and state exists throughout various
contemporary situations today in one form or another.
The Western church and the older generations that make up the majority of our
congregations today still hold to some degree to the position which chooses to tum a
blind eye to popular culture or societal shifts. Some of this attitude is justified and in
other cases perhaps they could be accused of being intolerant.
The prayer of Jesus in 1 John 17: 1-26 speaks to the idea that there is a holy
tension between being of the world and not being a part of it. Jesus prayed to the Father
before his betrayal:
I am coming to you now, but I say these things while I am still in the
world, so that they may have the full measure of my joy within them. I have given
them your word and the world has hated them, for they are not of the world any
more than I am of the world. My prayer is not that you take them out of the world
but that you protect them from the evil one. They are not of the world, even as I
am not of it. Sanctify them by the truth; your word is truth. As you sent me into
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the world, I have sent them into the world. 62
While Jesus knew his followers were of the world, they had inherited a new birthright
which placed them in a new category that forever would change the way they viewed their
earthly home. Unfortunately, the world as a whole could not understand this message and
this is why this was a tension for Jesus and his followers.
As the church avoids addressing cultural transitions or distinctives, the "world''
outside the church seems content to allow them to stay in their position of isolation.
Secular society in Canada seems to be desiring to rid itself from any of the controls or
perceived ties the church has on the way society is managed, especially when it is related
to issues of morality. 63 It is as ifthere is a polar attitude developing, allowing the wedge
to be driven deeper between the two worlds, and few people seem to care or be aware.
Structures such as denominationalism and the institutional church are seen merely as a
vestiges of a modem era which had its zenith in the 1950's.
It is important to note that youth of the postmodern era see denominationalism as

much less important than generations before them. 64 Youth today, including Christian
youth are accepting a more "global" view of community and culture. "Whatever you do
is fine as long as it does not hurt anyone else" is the operational theme of the new
millennium. Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary defines culture as "a
particular stage of advancement in civilization".
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In the vernacular of youth today, everything is "retro". This is over against the
modernists that would be looking toward the future. Young people today are turning to
the past to find meaning and amusement. Science and advancement of the age is not the
total solution even thought the concept has not been abandoned for a simpler life style.
Christian youth in particular are subject to incredible pressures to morph into a more
relativistic existence and to abandon moral absolutes. 65
Canadian market researcher, Michael Adams, betraying his own post-Christian
bias, informs us of what he has found in his research:
Increasingly, Canadians are giving up on traditional religious dogma in
favor of a less guilt-ridden spirituality. Growing numbers of hedonistic and
experience seeking Canadians reject the existence of the Devil or Hell. This leads
me to conclude that. if exorcizing guilt was the main motivation, maybe Time got
it wrong - perhaps the Devil is dead, and we have become God. Sex in the snow,
complete with snow angels. In many ways, it is this "death of the Devil'' that
heralded the erosion of Canadians' Judea-Christian view of the universe. Fear
and guilt were often the greatest factors sustaining church-attendance numbers,
and motivating Canadians to behave according to the dictates of religious
strictures. These emotions are still major motivators among many older
Canadians, and even among some baby boomers. But among younger Canadians,
they are dying, along with the Judeo-Christian dogma that supported them. 66
While Adam's postulation is coming from a certain sociological (and perhaps personal)
bias, he along with Bibby have illustrated in their extensive research that the youth of our
country are becoming (if not already there) more secularized and numbed to the validity
of the Christian faith. So the separation of culture and Christ (who is associated with his
worldly manifestation - the church) is reaching a critical phase.
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As we consider the results of this research and think about Niebuhr's
explanations, it leads us to ask how we as Canadian youth workers and pastors can
encourage a more thorough examination of the causal factors in our churches leading to
wariness of our culture? Bibby's research indicated the shift had gone from youth
claiming to be Christian, yet there was a noticeable hunger still apparent for things
spiritual. It is in this spiritual vacuum that we need to present authentic relationship as an
option and not just the trappings ofreligiosity. Youth will not stand for it.
The doctrinal issues which come to the fore in this regard are the doctrines of the
church and the doctrine of Christ. Is the church the incarnate body of Christ in this or any
age, or is it merely an anthropomorphism or metaphor from a bygone era? Paul's
exhortation to the Christians at Corinth in A.D. 55156, "You are the body of Christ."
should be echoed in the year A.D. 2001. In the case of the early church, such a
affirmation was said to help them to identify who they were, today there needs to be a re
affirmation of this fact, to help us to remember and act upon it.
The struggle to deal with the issues of culture will always be with us. There must
be a way to work with it, to reconcile the shifts and move on, rather than ignoring it.
Nowhere is this more necessary than in the world of youth ministry. Youth workers and
youth need to recognize the differences and act appropriately. First they need to be able
to evaluate the culture, they need to interpret it and then to act upon it.
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The Christ of Culture
This view stresses that human culture is essentially good, that Christians should
affirm and adopt the culture around them. The somewhat overused label of "Liberalism"
is often associated with this particular view point. All too frequently, the distinctives of
Christianity disappear into the dominant culture.
The postmodern or post-Christian era, as we are experiencing it, makes this
particular standpoint rather difficult to reconcile for the younger evangelical Christian
today. The universalistic thought, that culture contains the redeeming qualities of
mankind, may be hard for Christian youth and adults alike to accept in this current age of
post-modem angst. Culture, as represented by science, technology and progress, is not
seen as the singular salvation of mankind anymore.
The church is left to operate somewhere between the world of the modernists and
the postmodern climate. Many different cultural understandings are combined into a
single congregation that is filled with many different generations. While the church
struggles to meet the needs of the various groups within its walls, there is little time to
consider how to engage with the world outside its doors.
The church, as a part of society, seemingly has little influence in Canadian society
in value and moral formation.
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The values and mores that the church once instructed

through the form of catechetical lessons or Sunday school, have atrophied and lost their
impact overall.
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self, introspection and deconstructionism as the means of coping with this doubt.
Pressure falls upon government agencies and schools to impart the seeds of moral
formation from a relativistic position.
For many years, the young in particular, have learned to question the established
order (church, family, school etc). While this has a great deal to do with their particular
developmental stage of life, there is a definite decrease in respect for authority and
boundaries overall. They have instead embraced the doctrine of relativism. 68
In essence, there are few distinctives of the Christian faith for Western youth to
embrace in this model to help them distinguish between being followers of Christ and just
being good citizens of the planet. As the inclusive culture of the day provides little
satisfaction for absolutes (moral benchmarks) it might be seen that the Christ a/Culture
viewpoint has little impact in helping youth find boundaries from which to operate from.
Since the 1950's with the inception of the Rock and Roll era, youth in particular
have often been seen as a driving force that dictates culture. Millions of dollars are spent
in advertizing and marketing to this generation. According to recent demographic
studies there is a prediction that the current generation of youth will eclipse the boomers
in size.
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Because of their size, the generation that is upon us demands to be heard.

Since youth often drive culture, if we can invest in the lives of this generation then there
is a chance to shape the direction and formation of future cultural attitudes.
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Quentin J. Schultze and Roy M. Anker comment on this power that youth of today have
to impact popular culture:
Together, interpersonal and mass communication establish the tone and
shape of the youth culture in North America. As youth have interacted with each
other, with the broader culture, and with the entertainment industry they have
formed their own attitudes towards schooling, dating, parenting, and the like.
From the 1950's to the present, the electronic media have shaped the youth culture
by changing adolescents' patterns of communication and redefining their
community life. North American youth increasingly live in their own
generationally defined, media-maintained communities. 70
Media and technologically driven culture will leave the church behind if the church does
not begin to see how it can at least appear to be relevant or acknowledge the presence of
advancements. Yet in a pendulum swing the opposite way, the church could buy into
technology and lose its distinctiveness as the body of Christ and become merely another
attraction to be experienced. A small example of this can be seen in a church in New
Brunswick, that has an automated teller machine in the foyer of the building. The
members are encouraged to debit their tithes using the machine as a matter of
convenience.
A delicate balance must be reached as we reflect how we can embrace
advancements in culture but not be drawn into the void of entertainment value. In an
attempt to relate the culture of today, especially the young, some churches are meeting in
theaters on a Sunday, offering alternative styles of worship and interactive dialogue
around the message of the day. The positive aspect of being a part of the dominant culture
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is it releases a creative spirit to see how it can engage the culture of the day. The church
should be cautious as it could find itself trying to compete with other forms of
entertainment which have vast financial resources at their disposal. The race to meet the
ever spiraling need to be better and to be current would be impractical. As was
mentioned earlier we run the risk of being involved in entertainment rather than ministry.
There is a new morality forming in our society, which is arising out of this menu
oriented society. The need for self expression and finding value in this uncertainty is
creating a society of youth who are unsure where they place in this world.
Youth are seeing morals and values as something that is self derived, not by the
dictates of traditional culture. As recent as April of 1999, the shooting deaths of twelve
students and a teacher at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado by two teenage
outcasts, and the shooting death of a high school student in Tabor, Alberta caught North
Americans asking themselves "what morals are we instilling in our youth?" The two
youths involved in the Colorado shootings, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold had declared
their manifesto on a home made web site for the world to see. These two young men are
an extreme expression of the pervasive loneliness, frustration and hopelessness that is
evident in some youth today. So one might have to question if our self regulated, morally
inclusive culture has achieved all the answers.
The unhappy answer to the aforementioned question, is many youth in Canada (7
out of 10) believe they determine what is right and what is wrong. There are no absolutes
or virtues which need to be obeyed. 71 Claims of truth are no longer valid and absolutes
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have gone by the wayside. The advent of the Internet and its popularity among youth
seems to enforce this moral vicissitude. The Internet is largely experienced as a self
regulated, morally defunct, experiential activity for youth to assume multiple identities
and involve themselves in whatever activities they please. This is assuming that parental
influence is lacking.
The reality is we are facing an uphill battle to bring students back to the absolute
truth claims which Jesus Christ made. The danger of being too inclusive in the Christ of
culture position is we can sacrifice absolute truth to a degree. The grey areas become the
place favored to work out of rather than defining established doctrinal boundaries. An
example of this was made clear in one of the focus group conversations with a young girl
stated that she only changed her name and identity to protect herself, 'just in case". She
did not apparently mind lying about her identity because it served the purpose of
protecting herself while she engaged in conversations with someone that she either did
not trust or did not know.
Implications for pastoral ministry and parachurch ministry to youth need to
address these aspects of our culture with the church. One implication is youth workers
and pastors need to be grounded in their understanding of doctrines related to sin,
salvation and Christ. Apologetics will take on a whole new modus in the coming era.
We may be fighting a rising tide of a new Gnosticism. Erik Davis, author of Techgnosis,
heralds the ushering in of an age of technology and information that he believes is
ushering in an age of the new Gnosticism:
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In contrast to orthodox Christianity, with its guilt-ridden doctrine of
original sin, the Gnostics held that the sorry state of the world is not our fault.
The error lies in the structure of the universe, not within our essential selves. We
don't need to expiate any crimes, but simply to discover or recall the way back
home - a way out that is also, mystically speaking the way inside. Unlike the
Church, which encased the spiritual autonomy of the individual believer within an
elaborate corporate hierarchy founded on the ruins of the Roman state and the
magical transmission of apostolic authority, the Gnostics recognized instead the
supreme authority of esoteric gnosis: a mystical breakthrough of total liberation,
an influx of knowing oneself to be a part of the genuine godhead, of knowing
oneself to be free. 72
Theologian Kathryn Tanner asserts that students of theology must consider the
problem of being seen as irrelevant in an age of new paradigms. Her comments below
about preparedness would be an apt warning to youth workers in how to speak to and
engage with a pluralistic, post-modem society:
The advent of postmodernism might, however, render moot the need to
reflect critically on the use of modem assumptions in christology. With the
advent of the postmodern, modem idioms lose their plausibility and currency
outside a theological context; theologians are therefore less likely to try to
transpose christilogical topics into modem idioms in the first place. Should that
be the emerging situation, then the diagnoses to be found (in this chapter) and the
general recommendations of critical reflection that propel it become a warning to
a new generation of students of doctrine who will be responsible for developing
the postmodern christologies to come. 73
In closing, when one considers the position of Christ of culture, several factors
both positive and negative come to the forefront. In a positive manner, the engagement of
culture in a more inclusive fashion causes the church to be open to new ideas and more
creative approaches to the expression of faith in our culture. To a degree there is likely to
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be more respect for broader society to see the positive influence of Christians in the
world. In the negative position, there is a chance this position becomes so inclusive and
driven by the need to be current, it either becomes impossible to keep up with change or
impractical to implement. It also might mean we sacrifice some of the distinctives of the
Christian faith to be seen as relevant and not out-dated. This, as in all the positions
which Niebuhr presents needs to be engaged with culture, with an eye towards balance
and caution.

Christ Above Culture

This view affirms human culture is rooted in the goodness of God's creation, but
that it is also distorted by the Fall, and therefore under evil dominion. However, because
Christ has redeemed the whole world, it is possible to redeem fallen culture. Christians
who accept this attitude towards culture believe they have succeeded in transforming the
fallen (pagan) culture into a culture dominated by Christian values. Examples of this are
Medieval Christendom and the Church of England. These can be seen as examples that
were traditionally seen to uphold a strict separation of church and state. There was no
mixing of the politics of the government and society and the affairs of the church.
The Christian who holds to the practice of Christ above culture is serious about
holding his culture to Christian standards, but has difficulty imagining an alternative,
non-Christian approach. As an example, one student wrote a paper on her distaste for
work that she was asked to do in her high school English class:
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Some of the erroneous ideas presented in the Wife of Bath's Canterbury
Tales (Geoffrey Chaucer) were becoming just a little too much for me to bear one
day in English class. The Lord used my irritation about the misuse of Scripture to
help me share my faith and learn valuable truths. I asked God to help me write a
paper to dispute the wife of Bath's inaccurate interpretations of the Bible and I
handed it in as an extra project. Not only did I learn new Scripture but I had an
impact on my teacher as well. He returned my essay with glowing comments and
told me that he could see that I had a strong faith. I learned that standing up for
your faith is not always easy but it is very rewarding and a chance to share Jesus is
certainly worth it. 74
Compromise would not be an acceptable term for those who ascribe to this
position. It would seem in this example that the young lady, though not accepting of the
other person's position [the wife of Bath], chose to engage the material in question in a
healthy manner and stand for her beliefs. She was fortunate her teacher was open to her
debate. In some extreme cases a Christ against culture attitude can be perceived as
religious intolerance or bigotry.
The Christ against culture stance typifies a perception that the culture of the world
must come into line with the Gospel in an uncompromising fashion, yet there must be a
recognition that we do not live in that kind of world and therefore we must be agents of
change.
Niebuhr asserts:
The great majority movement in Christianity, which we may call the
church of the center, has refused to take either the position of the anticultural
radicals or that of the accommodators of Christ to culture. Yet it has not regarded
its efforts at solution of the Christ-culture problem as compromising, however
sinful it knows all human efforts to be. For it the fundamental issue does not lie
between Christ and the world, important as that issue is, but between God and
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This statement underscores the position where every youth ministry struggles to
exist and minister. The differences are very real between the world of the high school as
it is seen through the eyes of a Christian and the eyes of a non-believer.
The responsibility to operate a ministry in the secular environment of the local
high school encounters many opportunities for this uncertainty to exist. Mark Senter III
in his book The Coming Revolution in Youth Ministry and Its Radical Impact on the

Church says this about the challenge to church youth work:
From its inception in the late l 91h century, the church youth group has been
protected by the cocooning effect of the host church. Youth sponsors did not have
to maintain an effective ministry to have the youth fellowship function on a
weekly basis. Church and denominational loyalties, along with family
expectations, was the glue that kept groups functioning. But that day has passed.
Denominational loyalties no longer motivate families to select a church to attend.
Consideration is given instead to the services a church provides. 76
The question remains stark as certain youth strive to live out their faith in a
secular school environment. As Christian youth live among their peers are they being
seen as relevant or irrelevant - do they interact with the world around them or do they
isolate themselves as they see modeled by parents or adults in their churches? Christian
schools and home schooling efforts, among other personal reasons given by parents, are a
means to protect Christian youth from the damage of a secular environment. While in
some cases it may be to battle the inadequacies of a decaying educational system
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A classic example of this was illustrated by an incident in September of 1999 in
Texas. The incident in question was a reaction against the United States Supreme Court
decision to ban prayer and Bible reading as unconstitutional and therefore banned from
the public school in 1962. A high school in Galveston County Texas was challenging
the supreme court decision by holding student-led public prayer at football games and
other school activities. Yale law professor Steven Carter was quoted as saying, "It's a
battle between different ways of looking at the world. Is faith public or private, should
our public spaces be empty of religious faith or full of all sorts of religious arguments and
affirmations?" 77
This case illustrates the point of Christ above culture. The students that were
praying were hoping to ''bless" a secular event in this case a football game. For the more
radical positions which were explored in this paper there would be a few problems with
this. First, some could say that a Christian should not be playing football, especially
when it means that games are played on Sunday. The second point is there are non
believers in the crowd and on the team undoubtedly, so what right do they have to invoke
the Holy name of God? Christian politicians that are rallying with this case are ultra
conservatives who want to ensure Christians ethics and morals will be re-instituted back
into the school environment. Having the Ten Commandments posted in each school with
no other accompanying materials or qualifiers is an example of this kind of desire.
The nature of a Niebuhr's point on Christ above culture is the Christian effectively
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is trying to redeem the lost culture which was meant to be in harmony with God. The
main movement of the church is also characterized by a certain harmony of conviction
about the universality and radical nature of sin. 78 When we try to reconcile with the fact
we are sinners also saved by grace, we should have no cause to have a holier than thou
position. Students in local schools are showing a responsible pro-active presence in their
school by leading the school in the activity of sponsoring a child through aid agencies,
helping with food banks, making care baskets for the local crisis pregnancy center. The
groups are in effect a social conscience for the school at large.

Christ and Culture in Paradox
This view affirms human culture is rooted in the goodness of God's creation, but
it is also distorted by the Fall and, therefore, under evil's domination. Until Christ returns
to redeem his creation, believers must live both as members of God's kingdom and in the
human culture. Christians in this category believe they can affirm what is best and
biblical in the human culture while avoiding its evil elements.
Christians that we would label as "Two Kingdoms" are those who are conscious
that they simultaneously live both as citizens of the church and as citizens of the world.
Life for them is dominated by the necessity to make appropriate choices. They recognize
their loyalty first is to God, but they then must live responsibly among their fellow
humans. The reformer Martin Luther articulated this view. He felt that sometimes the
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choices between the values of the heavenly kingdom and the values of the earthly
kingdom did not leave a Christian any flexibility.
An example of this struggle may be seen when a Christian student is elected to a
student council position in school and then has to struggle with making decisions and
policies that are counter to the Christian beliefs that they hold. Knowing God commands
that we be holy in all areas of our lives, it would be a challenge for such a student to
allow the student government to hold a casino to raise money for a local charity. On the
other hand the student could justify the dilemma in their mind that God instructs us to
take care of the poor. Paradoxical situations like this arise in the secular environment of
the local school on a frequent basis. Christian students are challenged daily to make
choices, balancing what they believe and know is right with the pressures of peers,
grades, and social standing.
This is also a common problem that they may face with the Internet. With little to
guide them, they are forced to make moral decisions about the kinds of activities they
engage with on-line. If no one knows them then what is the harm in taking part in things
which really are not ''real" in this virtual environment? When they come across
something that they know is questionable material on the Internet, they have the choice to
leave or to justify it in their minds and participate in it.
This position that Niebuhr raises is probably the one which would afford the youth
worker with the greatest challenge to be relevant and helpful. Youth are constantly being
posed questions of an ambiguous nature and find themselves asking what should they do
in those particular situations.
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An example could be the concern a youth worker might have about a new believer
that comes from a non-Christian home environment and the challenge this poses. The
student may desire to go on a mission trip or take part in an activity they know their
parents will forbid their participation because it is "religious''. The student may want to
know if it is permissible to go on the trip or event without the knowledge of the parents.
The youth leader knows that they want to go more than anything else and may also know
that they would likely benefit from the event. However, the leader must gently remind
that student of their obligation to honor their parents. Is the question to know which is
the greater good?
Youth confronted with these kinds of choices do not find it an easy task. Certain
denominational teaching has varying influences on students and how they will react to
these kinds of decisions. There are some traditions that clearly separate the two worlds.
What is church is church and what is of the world is of the world. There is often a great
deal of debate and it often provides an interesting perspective on the denominational
affiliations that come together in an interdenominational ministry such as Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship.

Christ The Transformer of Culture

It is not hard to see this is the position Niebuhr was leaning toward when he wrote
his discourse on culture and Christ. This position holds to the view the original goodness
of human culture has been throughly distorted by the Fall. However, because Christ has
come to redeem the whole world (culture as well as individuals), Christians have the task
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of changing the fallen culture into a Christian culture. Most Christians who hold to this
view believe this task will not be completed until Christ comes again to make all things
new. John Calvin was a proponent of this position.
Both this and the previous positions are hard to distinguish apart from each other
on a day to day working out of the faith. One is hopeful for the restoration of a redeemed
culture and the other ofliving it out without the end in mind. Both of these positions are
found between the polar views of rejecting culture and embracing culture. Augustine and
John Calvin are examples of those who wished to see culture transformed. In both cases,
they take specific, dominant cultural values which they feel are essentially true, and then
modify them so that Christians can use these values without cautious reservations.
What distinguishes conversionists from dualists is their more positive and hopeful
attitude toward culture.
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According to Niebuhr, a few theological assumptions preface

this position. One, that the creative activity of God and of Christ-in-God is a dominant
theme, in harmony with the atonement. The second is the conversionist view of the
nature of man's fall from his created goodness. The conversionist is over against the
dualist in its almost Gnostic view that to be in the body is to be away from Christ, nothing
good dwells in the flesh because it is subject to temptation. The conversionist view
distinguishes quite clearly between the fall from creation and the place of the body in it.
Man's defection from God is his choice, not that of God's. The conversionist lives in the
divine now and is less inclined to be influenced by the thought of etemity. 80
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Christian youth of this emerging generation are more positive the world can be won for
Christ. In recent studies there seems to be an optimism for the future demonstrated by
this age group.
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The students attending first year classes in university in 2000 - 2001 were born in
1981. This current generation of youth has no meaningful recollection of the Reagan Era
and probably did not know he had ever been shot. They were prepubescent when the
Persian Gulf War was waged. Black Monday in 1987 is as significant to them as the
Great Depression. There has been only one Pope. They were eleven when the Soviet
Union broke apart and do not remember the Cold War. They have never feared a nuclear
war. They are too young to remember the space shuttle Challenger exploding. Their
lifetime has always included the threat of AIDS. The Vietnam War is as ancient history
to them as WWI, WWII, and the Civil War.
This generation has a had little to threaten its security in a global sense and there
are better prospects for jobs than for the generation (known as X) who preceded it. Their
world view embraces an optimism for the human race and through unity and cooperation
it can be transformed. Despite a postmodern idea that science and technology will not be
the salvation of the planet, there is a resurgence which has led some to believe more in
human potential and the drive for personal success.
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Concluding remarks
One can take any of Niebuhr's models and see how youth ministry of today would
be able to be engaged within each. Some may be more comfortable to operate from one
while others might find it to be more of a challenge to remain relevant or effective in
another. We know we are a part of a fallen world which is especially evident in the world
of the high school. However, there are great possibilities which exist to win the world for
Christ - one person at a time. Innovation and interaction with youth culture today and
looking for the areas which will produce opportunities to build relationships will
undoubtedly be the wave of the new millennium in terms of youth ministry.
Susie Shellenberger editor of Brio, a focus on the family magazine for young teen
girls has this to say about the future of youth ministry:
So many things will be vying for kids' attention in 2010 that youth
ministers will have to fight harder than ever to gets teens attracted and hooked
into church. Computer technology is exploding. It'll be much easier for a teen to
interface with others his or her own age through the telecommunications
superhighway-a high tech system that will connect teenagers' computers to their
TVs and enable them to order any show, music, or video they want. How can
youth minsters compete with this? By making Christianity attractive. Leaders
will know by 2010 that most kids aren't getting love (real love) from their homes,
their boyfriends, their girlfriends. If they can teach the teens in their youth groups
to love like Jesus loved, Christianity will be addictive. Real love is attractive
much more than the fanciest technology. Its impossible to turn down. It always
wins. Youth minsters will know, though, that loving with this kind of love is a
skill to be learned. 82
It should give us confidence to know that even though the task is so much greater than us
we know the One who can transform and renew our culture.
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One can not look at human culture without realizing there are a myriad of facets
which dictate what a culture is made of. Whether it is race, age, language or economy, to
name very few, culture consists of its subsets which make up the whole. Adolescent
culture is no less complex and is comprised of artifacts, rituals and myths that are
evidenced by such things as music, clothes, friends, jobs, cars, academics, sports, cliques,
extra-curricular activities, hobbies as well as many others.
Today's youth are more "world" savvy or globally minded than youth 20 years
ago, especially with easy access to the internet where they can have friends in multiple
cultures around the world and on demand access to information around the clock. 83 They
are more in tune with current events and are technologically more advanced than students
their age only a couple of decades ago. Tom Sine identifies this one drawback, "One of
the major waves of the future is that a number of people are turning to the net and cyber
space to find community. Relationships can be complicated in cyber-space because the
very technology that draws people together also keeps them apart".
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One of the characteristics of youth culture is the "spiritual hunger or vacuum"
among Canadian youth. We are facing a challenging generation that longs for
significance and impact. Youth are seeking opportunities to make a difference in culture
and our responsibility as youth ministers is to provide those opportunities for change. As
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we struggle to understand what youth are seeing as significant in their communities, we
strive to provide the safe and caring environment that will enable them to grow and
mature in their faith in Christ. The church has a responsibility to be open to all possible
means of reaching youth even if it has to take them past their comfort zones.
There are times when we can see aspects of all five observances of the Christ and
Culture issue that H. Richard Niebuhr outlines in his book in our own ministries. As in
the point of Christ against culture, there are times when we want to push the outside
world away and protect our safe haven. Our eyes are intentionally blinded to the cultural
milieu our youth are a part of, and we expect them to understand why we are so close
minded. With respect to Christ against culture, we want our youth to come in from out
of the cold harsh realities of the world and to be safe from having to make choices which
culture presents to them. Then there are times when we are willing to make sacrifices and
embrace culture without fully comprehending that we have made some theological
compromises as seen in Christ ofCulture. There are the situations that we want to
believe, sometimes as our youth do, that its Christ above culture and that is all that
matters and the world is going to its destruction - we are the elect! We can also take the
position of either the dualist or the conversionist and admit that while we are in culture
we can take it or we can leave it. We can save it or we can endure it.
The focus that we need to remember regardless of what position we take, is that
we have a responsibility to understand that Jesus entered our world and culture, depraved
and sinful though we were (and are) and he chose(s) to redeem us unto the Father, for that
we must be amazed and eternally grateful. We are drawn back to the community oflove
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that God intended in the Garden of Eden.
In summary, a basic theology of community has been discussed to determine if the
church and the online community can effectively be compared against each other based
on the parameters of Christian community. Love, as a demonstrated by the Godhead, is
seen as a significant characteristic of Christian community. Love is the basis for the
existence of other characteristics--for which factors of mutuality, honesty, encouragement
and so forth spring from. A examination of youth culture was conducted using the classic
five positions of Christ and Culture by Richard H. Niebuhr to help illustrate the complex
and multi-varied expressions of responses to culture by Christians. This was completed
to help us examine the culture that youth find themselves a part of and how Christians
tend to react to culture from the influences of their denomination, training, experiences,
biases and family expectations. The exposure to these positions of culture and the
interaction with Christ are fully warranted when one is investigating the newest facet of
our culture - the Internet. This dialogue has attempted to show there is no one position
that is correct or perfect. In the post-modem epoch that is upon us, we as youth workers
must be aware of the various attitudes and approaches to examine and engage youth
culture.
In the next chapter we will consider the effect the attitudes of a generation may
have on the way people relate to technology. Coupled with that discussion will be a
dialogue on issues both of the socio-psychological and faith development of youth. The
chapter will conclude with a section relating the influence of postmodemism on this
current generation.

CHAPTER3
GENERATIONAL INFLUENCE, DEVELOPMENT
AND POSTMODERNISM
Building on the last chapter. consideration will be given to the exploration of
how specific generations interact with technology and how the current youth generation
views the use of the Internet. It would seem appropriate, when presenting issues relating
to generational attitudes, that discussion of faith and psychological development theories
of adolescents be considered. In the final part of this chapter, the effects of
postrnodemisrn and the influence it has on today's young people will be discussed.
The world welcomed its 6 billionth citizen on October 11, 1999. The world's
population has doubled since 1960. Of that total population, one billion youth are
between the ages of 15 and 24. There are predictions estimating that the corning 1.8
billion children under the age of 15 will push the next "youth quake" thus eclipsing the
boorners in size.
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With the age of conversion to Christian faith still largely identified

with those under the age of 20, it is important that a study and subsequent
implementation of new strategies to reach out to these young people be endorsed.
It is imperative if we are to continue to conduct Christian youth ministry
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effectively within the Canadian context at the dawn of the 21st century, that we take the
necessary steps to investigate the evolving contemporary milieu in which they exist. It is
only then that we can begin to evaluate and establish contextualized strategies from
which to apply practical and appropriate principles of ministry in our everyday work
among them. Anyone who has ministered in youth work for any length of time knows
that the work is far from static. Secular youth culture trends change every few years due
to many influences--technology, economics, education and socio-political changes to
name a few. Christian youth ministries likewise, need to reflect these societal changes as
youth culture remains in a constant state of flux.
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Just when well-meaning youth

workers adjust and start to catch on, they find they are behind in their understanding of
current trends. The change in communications technology is just one example of rapid
change impacting our society.
James Fowler, professor of theology and human development at Emory
University, comments on this societal angst and the rate of change that accompanies
cultural change:
Times of transition in cultures and societies mean ferment, social tension
and conflict. They bring widespread experiences of dislocation. Established
institutions and practices undergo changes and loss of coherence. Assumptions
that have guided public and private patterns of life without much examination
become problematic and suffer questions of legitimation. 87
The kind ofrapid and often unsettling change that Fowler refers to may seem unwelcome
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to the average person in society, yet the process of change, while daunting at the time,
may usher in a new era of thinking and perhaps new ways of managing society. Fowler
continues to elaborate on this postmodern shift, "It seems likely that at present we are
undergoing an epoch of such deep going change in the structures of cultural
consciousness and social practices that it may make the Enlightenment seem mild indeed
by comparison. " 88
Dean Borgman in his book, When Kumbaya is Not Enough: A Practical Theology
for Youth Ministry, makes this bold assertion; "Young people, as all of us, are products of

the spirit of the times. Our word to them must appreciate their individual thought
processes as well as the ideas that shape their world. That world has been described as
post-Christian and postmodern."
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In addition to recognizing the pressure of

postmodernism, it is important to have a sense of history and how past generations of
youth have reacted to various trends. This is of particular importance because, in a few
short years (if they are not already), millennial youth will be the dominant influencers of
our culture. Boomers and Gen X'ers are now in the positions of parenthood, teachers and
the adult establishment, instead of the rebellious or apathetic youth they were once
known for. The situation seems to have been reversed; older generations are the primary
influencers in the lives of millennial youth today. The following is an attempt to define
what these distinguishing characteristics are for these generations.
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A Working Definition of the Generations
Depending on what source is examined, there is not a great degree of consensus
on the age delineations of the various generations. Statistics Canada has suggested that
the following categories may serve to distinguish the generations: Golden Oldies born
around 1930 or earlier, The Blessed Ones born between 1930 to 1945, Baby Boomers
born between 1946 and 1967 of which this is broken down into The Boomers born
between 1946 and 1958 and Generation X born between 1959 and 1967, followed by the
Baby Busters born between 1966 and 1979 and finally the Baby Boom Echo born
between 1980 and 1995.
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Douglas Rushkoff in the October 1994 edition of Group Magazine suggests that
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earlier), World War I (1915 to 1919), The Roaring Twenties (1920 to 1929), The
Depression Babies (1930 to 1939), World War II (1940-1946), The Baby Boom (1947 to
1966), The Baby Bust (1967 to 1979), The Baby Boom Echo (1980 to 1995) and The
Millennium Busters (1996 to 2010).
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For the purposes of this study, the general age brackets will be distilled into the
following categories: The Millennial generation: born between 1982 and present.
Generation X: born betweenl 965 and 1981. The Boomer generation--individuals born
between 1945 and 1964 (post WWII). Since we do not deal with generations older than
these first three, the generations beyond the Boomers will not be analysed for the
purposes of this dissertation.
It should come as no surprise while there are similarities with previous

generations, there are some unique differences from the youth of today and those twenty,
fifteen or even ten years ago. The changes that have occurred from generation to
generation are subtle, sequential and cumulative. These cultural shifts have been
occurring since time began. It could be theorized that these changes have not been as
exaggerated perhaps in any other time in human history as they have in the last 50 years.
A simple example: the introduction of the television into society created a whole new era
in entertainment and a broader awareness of the world, yet at the same time ushered in an
era of social isolationism.
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With the advent of the television, neighbours did not get
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together as much, family games, story telling and listening to the radio was less of a
popular activity. A similar comparison can be made of the Millennials who are growing
up as familiar with computers technology as Boomers were with the television. 96
William Mahedy and Janet Bernardi make an excellent point about the uniqueness of
recent changes coupled with the similarities that remain with us:
(However] much things remain the same, though, they also change. This
has always been true, but it is truer than ever in our rapidly accelerating
technological culture. It could even be said that change is now the only constant.
Yes, "things have always been this way'' in terms of the very basics oflife, but it
is equally true to say that things have always changed. The difference is that in
times past events moved much more slowly- but historical change is always
irreversible. 97

Moral Awareness

The introduction of a new facet of culture is much like the effect of a rose petal
falling into a pond. At first, the effect seems negligible; yet, after a while, the everwidening concentric circles become more noticeable as they lap against the shores of
cultural awareness. The subtle effects from the past, each introduction of moral decline,
societal influence or cultural inflection has brought us to where we stand today. An
example of how cultural acceptance is cumulative; is seen in the attitudes about
homosexuality in Canada. Boomers as young adults were fairly open to this lifestyle as
an acceptable alternative within society during the free love era of the 1960's. The
parents of Boomers during that era where not nearly as receptive. Now that the Boomers
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are the parents, the children of Boomers (Millennials) are even more aware and accepting
while the older generation remains unchanged in their attitude, however they are less in
numbers by comparison to the two younger generations.

98

We are at the dawn of a new millennium--Good or bad, right or wrong. People
living today are the expressions and sum total of ancestry, their decisions and
experiences. Unfortunately, the course of moral ambiguity within our society rests
firmly on people living today. Is the course apathy, moral uncertainty, irrelevancy, or a
change in direction?
Youth ministry specialist, Dawson McAllister, in his book Saving the Millennial
Generation, writes about this cloud of moral ambiguity that surrounds youth:

Satan realizes that if he can destroy kids, he can destroy a whole culture, a
whole generation. By eroding truth, he is creating a generation without a moral
memory. It's not time for business as usual in our world. We need to recognize
the slide of truth into the wastebasket of our culture and do what has to be done to
change that trend." 99
The focus of this dissertation as presented in the first chapter, is to look at the
interaction of young people in community with the Internet. One facet in the use of
Internet technology, that will be addressed, centres on the topic of moral uncertainty
which exists within this medium. With the advent of virtual on-line community and the
predominance of the Internet in everyday life, youth are entering domains that are
relatively unchecked and uncensored. It is not a mere rose petal dropping into the pond,
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but rather a brick. While the Internet, in and of itself, is not an evil thing; it, as any
medium or tool, can be misused. Involving ourselves in the understanding and the
interpretation of the characteristics of community in on-line experiences may help leaders
gain a better understanding of how youth can handle the questionable aspects of Internet
community. Concerns will be addressed regarding community, the Internet and
appropriate behaviour in Chapter Four.

A contributing concern to keeping pace with the

moral cautions related to the Internet, is being able to keep up the pace in understanding
the changes and the technological maze confronted at every tum.

Rapid Technological Advances
Acceleration and influx are two words that could well be used to characterize this

technological age. Acceleration refers to the rapid rate at which technology is advancing
and the speed at which information can be accessed and transmitted.
The second word, influx, relates to the sheer volume of information and
technology that can be accessed by the average person with a computer and a modem.
Less than a half a decade ago the volume of Internet usage was merely a fraction
of what it is now. The rate of growth oflntemet use is rising exponentially (see Table
3:1). As of 1999, there were 92.2 million Internet users over the age of 16 in the United
States and Canada. Since 1997, there has been a 59% increase in the number oflnternet
users. A Statistics Canada report found that 41.8 percent of households (about 4.9
million) had at least one member who used the Internet either at home, work or school in
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1999. This figure was 35.9 percent in 1998 and 29.4 percent in 1997.

Table 3:1 US/Canada Statistics oflnternet Use

I

100

101

Date

I

PoEulation {In millions)

I

1995

I

22.0

I

1996

37.8

1997

57.8

1998

78.6
92.2

l.22..2.

We as ministers of youth sometimes enter into this technological era with the
trepidation of a Luddite. 102 While youth pastors, parents and teachers struggle with
installation manuals and instructions, youth are downloading, uploading, integrating and
interfacing faster than the speed of light. Youth today are fast becoming the experts in
some areas of technology and surpassing adults for the first time in history. As more Gen
X young adults become youth pastors, teachers and parents this reality will likely fade as
the Gen Xers are practitioners of computer technology.
100

0wen Wood, "Canadians Snub the Boob Tube" CBC News On-line [news on
line] available from <http://cbc.ca/news/indepth/background//tv statscan.html>
(accessed 27 February, 2001).
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This information has been updated with latest data from the Spring 1999
CommerceNet /Nielsen Internet Demographic Survey. The projected growth has been
adjusted to reflect this new data. "Internet Population" CommerceNet/Nielsen Internet
Demographic Survey available from http://\\'Ww.commerce.net/research/stats/
wwwpop.html >(accessed 5 February 2001).
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Cultural change necessarily involves resistance to change. The term Luddite
has been resurrected from a previous era to describe one who distrusts or fears the
inevitable changes brought about by new technology. The original Luddite revolt
occurred in 1811, an action against the English Textile factories that displaced craftsmen
in favour of machines. Today's Luddites continue to raise moral and ethical arguments
against the excesses of modem technology to the extent that it threatens our essential
humanity.
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Technological acceleration and the influx of information is increasing at an
exponential rate; the thirty-gigabyte hard drive of today is tomorrow's paperweight. The
acceleration of new technology is not measured in years, months or weeks it does not
seem to be limited by the calendar but rather the clock. The rate of information and its
accessibility has been augmented by today's digital revolution. We can awake one
morning and tune into the news and watch a hostage taking in progress or a school under
siege by high school-age terrorists in real time - news at eleven. This is an example of
influx of information.
Acceleration can also refer to the accelerated rate that young people are becoming
familiar with computer technology. There is no end to the litany of success stories, such
as a ten year old youth designing web sites and drawing a $100,000 a year income. It is
not uncommon to hear of helpless teachers enlisting the services of their students to load
and service programs on their computers. 103
A local newspaper reports, there is a Christian dating service in Toronto that for a
fee will match you up with the appropriate love interest depending on your faith (i.e.:
Christians, Hindi, Moslem, Jewish, etc) and a on-line prayer link service that connects
believers across the country. They can log on to meet the demand for hundreds of prayer
requests in mere minutes. The report quotes the web developer of this service as saying,
"Jesus words where two or three gather in my name, there am I, ring with virtual
meaning. This sense of community is something e-commerce entrepreneurs want to
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tap. " 104
It is in this environment we attempt to be relevant, effective and successful in our

bid to minister to youth. The title of Borgman's book aptly sums up the sentiment of
those who are trying to ministry to youth at this point in our history; When Kumbaya is

Not Enough. Let us deal with the issue now of how we minister in, through and with the
generations.

The Battle of the Generations
For the past ten years there has been a great deal of press and attention given to
Generation "X".

105

The term "Gen X" was synonymous with a generation steeped in

powerlessness, apathy and hopelessness. Their fate was to be born after the baby boom.
Their legacy was to follow the bloated Boomer generation and be squeezed out of
opportunity and privilege in the job market.
Seemingly there has been a large amount of energy spent in the past few years to
reach and minister to this lost and economically disadvantaged group. So much so has
been the case that it seems, upon casual observance that we have neglected to prepare for
the next generation that is presently on the doorstep of our youth groups (many in their
late teens). The first of the Millennials, the class of 2000, have already graduated high
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school and are in their first year on university and college campuses.

Though

sometimes it is done mistakenly, these millennial youth are sometimes lumped in with
Gen. X young adults. They are a distinct group with distinct needs that will discussed
further in this chapter.
Generation X youth were the latchkey kids of the boomers that found both parents
working to make a living often at the expense and neglect of their families. Parental
neglect bred distrust and insecurity among Xer children. This was the legacy of millions
of children of boomer parents.
Peter Halverson illuminates this generational paradox rather prophetically with
the following statement made in the mid 1990's:
The future of the churches depends on the behaviour and choices of
Generation X. If we want to be helpful to the churches we should be focussed on
the next - not the previous generation no matter how unique and fascinating we
might find Baby Boomers to be. We need to accept that our time is passing and
that the important fertile ground for the future is the generation only now coming
of age. 106
Halverson's warning at the mid-point of the last decade that we aught not to miss
the generation of the day can be directly referenced to today's Millennial generation.
The time of the Xer is past in terms of their presence in our youth groups, unless they
return as leaders and/or pastors. The torch has been passed on to the next group of youth
that have stepped into the arena.
Accepting turnover with respect to new age groups of youth every few years is all
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part of the job for youth workers. It is imperative that youth workers take the time to
focus on the unique needs as each new generation emerges as the new youth group. The
current youth generation is being understood, and labelled based on the characteristics
and behaviours being exhibited.

Generation Who?
This emerging generation will suffer the attempts of having a label attached to it
just as its unfortunate cousin, the generation known as "X". Some are calling this current
generation "Next", ''Nexus", the "Baby Boomlet", "The Net Generation" (Don Tapscott)
and "Y" (as in Why?) or the "Millennials" among others. In popular journals and most
of the articles surveyed the term Millennials seemed to be used the most often. 107 As
influential as Don Tapscott is in the international arena, his term "Net generation" or 'N
Gen" has not caught on to any degree in academic literature. For the purposes of this
dissertation the term ''Millennial Generation" or "Millennials" will be used.

Similar Yet, Different
When one looks at each generation separately there are distinct differences that
characterize each. Major corporations know this and exploit these differences. All one
has to do is see the amount of demographic studies that are being done now to determine
how to market to Millennials. One insightful article by Vicki Joyal who is the vice
107
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president of CUNA's Market Research and Information Department had this to say about
the market that is represented by millennial youth:
Children age 18 and younger, which comprise 28% of the US population,
are called the Millennial generation. To serve this market, it is imperative that
credit unions learn as much about it as possible. Today's youth share many of the
parents' values and interests, and are said to be more optimistic, caring, respectful,
and civic-minded than their predecessors, the Generation X-ers, They are the first
high-tech generation, born into a world of computers, cell phones, A TMS, and the
Internet, As interactive consumers, they think and react differently than
yesterday's youth. Many Millennials have money to spend - and save. According
to a Rand Youth Poll, teens spent $84 billion in 1997, up 12% from 1996. In
1996, 21 % of US children lived in poverty. This means that for every 4 children
who have money to spend and save, one child has nothing. Thus, while credit
unions can provide special savings vehicles for those with money to spend, they
can also provide internships for those less-fortunate youth. Young members
should be viewed as future borrowers, not insignificant savers. 108
The article above continues on for five pages with in-depth statistics and analysis in a bid
to help the reader to understand the new customer - the Millennials.
With the secular market spending millions on research of the present generation,
it would be wise for the church to sit up and take notice of the new kids on the block.
Sociologists and demographers are having a field day attempting to predict the course of
the next generation. Michael Adams, president of Environics Research Group, in his
book, Sex in the Snow released in 1998, described the various groups he believed people
fell into by value groups rather than standard understanding of demographics. His study
did nothing to address the millennial generation at that point in time. His descriptors of
Gen X sound suspiciously like those being used to describe the current generation.

Vicki Joyal, ''Meet The Millennials" Credit Union Magazine 60, no. 1 (January
1999) : 7A-8A.
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Calling them the hot-wired, tuned-into-technology and the Much Music generation,
(MTV) Adams describes the Gen. X people in much the same terms that Dawson
McAllister has chosen to describe Millennials. Some of the confusion may lie in
assuming that high school youth today are merely a technological extension of the Xers.
This is not so.
Millennials are a distinct cohort. They are as distinct as a Boomer is from an Xer.
Technology might be a common denominator with the previous generation, but so was
the work ethic for the Silent Generation. Boomers would be the first to say they are
nothing like their parents. Adams, had this rather bleak prediction with respect to
traditional institutions: "I believe that by the year 2020, the institutions that the Boomers
fought so hard to reform will have much less significance for Generations X, Y and Z.
Organized religion, institutions like universities, the professors and yes even the nation
state - all will be much less relevant.'' 109 While Adams takes aim at the institutions of
the future he does not really define how they will be less relevant. His predictions may
not take as long as his chosen date of 2020 when one considers the impact that is being
felt by traditional institutions, such as the church, in this postmodern era.
One has to wonder about the stereotypical descriptors that are placed upon
various generations. The Boomers were seen as hell-bent on destruction and rebellion,
drugs and free love. The generation before them despaired that they were a "losf'
generation. Yet, some of those very same Boomers are CEO's and pillars in their
communities today; most have married (and divorced), moved on to lead productive lives
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and are contributing to and shaping society. One fact that is worth noting is that the
upsurge that was predicted to happen with the Boomers coming back to church has
simply not happened. 110
The Generation X crowd five years ago were seen as aimless and without any
contributing value to society. Presently, there is a glimmer of hope; they are making
mark in technology and private enterprise, and raising the bar on entrepreneurial web
businesses and start-up companies.
It is critical when studying generations and demographics that one must be

careful about making broad generalizations which may impose a false sense of fate upon
a group of people based exclusively on number crunching and statistics.
Leslie Milner age 18 had this to say about her objection to labels,
Instead of giving us our own name, someone - probably someone who
doesn't know much about us - just said, '"Hmm, well, this is Generation X, so
why don't we call the next one Generation Y?" Or, "Well, they're the children of
Boomers, so we can call them the Echo boom," Neither of these two names says
anything unique about out generation. They say who we follow, but nothing
about who we are. That's why those names are upsetting, and why nobody I
know wants to use them. 111
For the interest of this dissertation there will be an attempt to compare and
contrast Generation X and the Millennial generation. These two generations are the two
that are most closely associated with computer technology and the age of the Internet.
Casual observations have been made that there are differences between these two
Leonard Sweet, Sou/Tsunami: 10 Life Rings For you and Your Church, (Grand
Rapids. Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1999), 46.
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generations in the context of youth ministry. Perhaps there are differences as well as to
how they approach virtual community. The bulk of the age groups that were surveyed
for this project thesis are the early Millennials (13-19) and the late Xer's (20-23). We
will now consider the influence that faith and psycho-social development has in
determining how these two generations relate to technology and community.

DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES
Millennial Kids
As the generations stand now in the year 2001, Generation X is currently seen as
those individuals that are approximately about 20-35 years of age. The Millennial kids
are seen as those that are about 5-19 years old. There are some things that stay the same
developmentally from generation to generation and are fairly static. These are often
labelled developmental growth.
James Fowler in his Stages ofFaith assures us that there are general times and
areas of life that we are to expect more warmth to faith and to issues of truth. These
themes run pretty much through each successive generation, as they are a developmental
norms. This stage that adolescents traditionally go through, Fowler calls Stage 3 or
Synthetic - Conventional. 112
At this stage there is often a challenging of the literal interpretations of issues
related to life and faith. This questioning causes a reflection to take place that shakes the
neat and carefully constructed foundations of the previous literal stage (Stage 2 or
James Fowler, Stages ofFaith: The Psychology ofHuman Development and
the Quest for Meaning. (New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 1995), 153.
112
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Mythic-Literal Faith). Puberty is a time of great change and upheaval both
physiologically and emotionally. Operational thinking begins to take place at this stage.
In school there is a more formalized approach to operationalizing at this age.
Operational thinking involves the young person's thoughts and reasoning taking wing.
At this age they are capable of using and appreciating abstract concepts, to think about
thinking and to reflect upon stories, name and synthesize their meanings. 113
Fowler suggests that it is at this stage in faith development of youth that we see
the closing of options and verifying of hypotheses. They draw from the pool of
information that is around them; teachers, parents, youth leaders and other significant
leaders as well as outside sources such as friends, the Internet and media. These are the
people and sources that have the greatest influence on formation and testing of their
ideals. This is a time when youth will apply the questions to us, wanting direct answers.
It is at this stage that significant friendships begin to have more appeal and

urgency as these relationships help to validate their existence. While youth
predominantly think with their hearts during this period rather than with their heads, they
still are driven to think things through. There is often a tension between what they feel
and what they are thinking. It is for this reason that parents are often exasperated
thinking that their child seems to have taken total leave of their senses. Youth approach
life with passion facing trial and error at every tum. Loving, laughing and leaving behind
the child that they once were. There is also a time when youth will eventually question
and move away from the values that they had adopted from their family of origin. While
113
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some of these parental values may "stick", others are often incorporated into their new
schema of moral development.
It is critical at this stage of life, to encourage youth who are seeking information

and affirmation, especially on-line, to be cautious and to recognize that not all that is
represented on the Internet is truth. Since this stage involves developing attachments to
values, and beliefs and elements of personal style from others they encounter, the onus is
on youth pastors and parents to guide, and to some degree, be wary of the content that
youth may encounter on-line or who might be contributing to their value systems.

Generation X

Generation X at this time, is currently leaving the stage of Synthetic
Conventional faith. Therefore we should look at the stage that they are entering
according to James Fowler. The stage which follows pubescent adolescence is called
Stage Four or Individuative-Reflective. It typically occurs during the first years of
university age youth (approximately twenty years of age and up to thirty-something).
This stage is typically a time of questioning of authority and an entry into a
cynical style of analysis of the environments and situations the person finds themselves
in. It is this stage when the young adult is often uprooted from that which is familiar and
formative into a milieu of values which may run counter to what they thought was sacred.
This stage is often around the time when a college age student will leave home and enter
into the quagmire of varied ideologies and values and then have to reconstruct their own
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understanding of life and faith. 114
Young adults at this stage will become aware of hypocrisy, justice, devotion and
all things which may compromise their faith. It is at this point some students will take a
hard look at the institutional church and leave it behind, sometimes forever. This fact
was reflected in the data that was gathered from the survey for this project. Over 60
percent of the eighteen year olds who were surveyed do not attend formal worship
services. Of those same students, 17 percent attend worship services once or twice a
month.
The strength of Stage Four is the fact young adults (currently Gen. X) who are
moving into this phase become more self-critical and strive to redefine their identity and
their ideology. They are asking questions which help them shape what they believe not
what they believed because of their parents or significant adult influencers had told them
to believe.
If we were to study the Boomer generation as they entered this stage of

development fifteen or twenty years ago, it would be interesting to note if there were any
similarities between these two generations as to how they responded to their world and
faith in Stage Three and Four of Fowler's development theory. This age group, also
known as the Xers, view the Internet as a utilitarian tool so may not engage on-line
community to the degree of the Millennials to find personal significance or ideologies.
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Self and Identity Development
Coupled with faith development, is the psycho-social development that takes
place in adolescent years. One really depends upon the other. Developing faith must be
rendered within the framework of the developing an understanding of youth and their self
concepts. Social and psychological developments are enhanced, in some cases by a clear
understanding of the place of spirituality in the young persons life.
A clear understanding of the typical developmental stages of identity and self
concept are critical when discussing the ways that youth interact within various
communities around them including the Internet community. Susan Harter contends:
These processes do not occur, however, within a introspective vacuum.
The self is a social construction. For example, the peer group looms large as a
source of values, directives, feedback, and social comparison. Parental
expectations, and exhortations also play a major role and may well conflict with
the values of the peer culture. "In Search of Self," therefore, defines a major
drama that unfolds on centre stage during adolescence, with a complicated cast of
characters who do not always speak with a single voice. 115
It would be the contention of this dissertation that the Internet is also one of the

contributing voices which helps (or hinders) the formation and interaction within the
internal development of youth.
Another point about the development of the young person is the way in which
they interpret their roles in the various social settings which they find themselves in.
Some studies of development suggest middle adolescents (age 14 and 15) struggle with
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the inconsistencies of multiple roles or selves which they try to integrate in their lives.
This apparently is in contrast to younger (11 to 12) or older (17 to 18) youth. They
struggle with knowing who the "real me" really is in the turmoil ofjumbled feelings and
thoughts about how they react in various communities or settings. 116
One could argue therefore that the Internet might pose a threat to youth which are
in the critical developmental stage of trying to sort out their multiple selves as they try to
develop a coherent and unified self. This understanding of selves and the impact on
youth and their development with respect to on-line community will be more fully
explored in Chapter Four.
As long as there has been adolescence there has been rebellion and questioning of
authority. This is a constant, an expected part of growing up. Therefore, the dynamics of
exploratory rebellion and searching which are found to be a part of this developmental
stage can not be pinned exclusively on any one generation, each preceding generation
struggles with rebellion and instability associated with the adolescent generation.
Socrates once said this about youth: "children today are tyrants. They contradict their
parents, gobble their food, and terrorize their teachers.'' So one might ask what has
changed in the past several hundred years?
Most developmental theorists will hold to the same stance that there are basic
characteristics which hold for each generation. So the question remains. What are the
characteristics which make Millennial youth different from Generation X who were at
the same stage of life 10 years ago? Does this relate in any way to the way they act on
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the Internet? We will now examine the differences between these two generations.

The Differences Between Xers and Millennials

An attempt will be made in this portion of this chapter to examine various
categories and try to establish the differences of the current youth generation
(Millennials) from that of the generation previous to it (Gen X). Possible correlations
may be able to be drawn as to how each generation views virtual community and the
Internet.
Dawson McAllister has summarized some of the major differences these two
generations have with each other. He saw that Xers' wanted to connect through
relationships, while Millennials are fragmented into competing niche groups. Xer's are
absorbed in the process of getting to a final product (unlike Boomers who value the
product). Millennials are engrossed in the sources of information which comprise the
process of getting to a final product. In terms of working styles, Xers work to live and
Millennials live to know (this is over against the Boomers who live to work).
In terms of technology, Xers have become the developers and custodians of new
innovations and have learned to adapt these changes to new applications. The
Millennials are at least to this point, according to McAllister, highly analytical of the uses
of technology. Xers, largely in a reaction to the Boomers have shunned the "Protestant
work ethic" and workaholism that it represents and have placed more value on
relationships. Their younger counterparts are still not into the main stream work force,
but there are indications they will be committed to their friendship niches and still strive
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for material wealth.
McAllister's final point in this comparison addresses each generation's
willingness to trust. Boomers need to be included in this comparison as they have
contributed to the formation of the succeeding generation's values with regard to trusting
others. Boomers established themselves and demanded trust, Generation X lacked in
confidence, a poor self image as it were, because they had a growing scepticism and they
realized trust had to be earned. The most disturbing trend according to McAllister was
that there was a fracture in the trust that Millennials had for anyone. There seemed to be
a pervasive hopelessness at this point.
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This factor will have serious ramifications for

one of the main discoveries of this project in the survey analysis later in the paper in
Chapter Six. We will now look at how the effect of the decline in church involvement
may impact youth.

The Church in Decline

The decline in the involvement of people in the Christian church in Canada has
deep ramifications for the future of ministry--not only to the general population in the
church-- but to youth within church and parachurch ministries. The highest attrition rate
is among the young. Adolescent participation in church youth ministry is on the decline
at an alarming rate with no quick solutions in sight.
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Mark Senter III a voice of experience and respect in youth ministry circles had
this wake-up call to churches in an article which was written this past year with an eye to
the future of youth ministry he says:
The problem with youth ministry isn't youth ministry- it's the church.
Most local churches simply aren't prepared to identify and nurture the
contributions that Christian adolescents - can make to the local bodies and to the
worldwide impact of the Christian gospel. If youth ministry fails to become a full
partner in shaping the church of the twenty-first century, the faith community will
be the loser. 119
The sobering tide of negative speculation toward the future of the Western church
is far from positive. There are two ways of looking at this problem. First, while the
demographers and sociologists try to speculate about the shifting of the generations and
how this will affect the economic face of the country, we should not be surprised that this
will have a direct affect on church growth and the future of how ministry will be done.
Large church plants and expansions which are taking place now, are being built for the
much anticipated mini-resurgence of the Boomers. They may find themselves lacking
when the next generation of Xers and Millennials fail to fill the void. Is this an area
where the efforts of church growth should be redirected? From a physical standpoint,
numbers and demographic shifts will play a role in ministry shaping strategies.
Similarly, the church has already witnessed an exodus of the Xer and even more so the
Millennials. The church is still seen somewhat. by society, both in positive or negative
terms, as the purveyor of values. We will focus on youth and values in the next section.

Mark H. Senter III, ''Where We've Come From (and Where We Need to Go)"
Youthworker (January/February 2000): 48-52.
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Youth and Values

Mike Yaconelli, co-founder of Youth Specialities made this observation in 1994
about the effect that cultural values will have on the future of youth ministry:
The cultural value system in the next few years will increasingly remove
God from any significant part of life, eroding whatever personal responsibility is
left and demanding more conformity to the franchised person. There will be more
violence, more anarchy, and more disintegration of the family. All this means that
youth workers will find themselves continually fighting against the tide, the
mainstream -- creating (if they are doing ministry effectively) counter cultural kids
whose faith will challenge the values our culture holds. 120
To some degree, Yaconelli's predictions have some truth and yet, in other ways,
things have moderated from the increasing anarchy that he and others of the early 1990's
predicted. In 1994 the Xer rebellion was in full swing and few actually anticipated a
rebound in values that was to occur with the Millennials. Howe and Strauss elaborate:
Yes, there is a revolution under way among today's kids-a good news
revolution. This generation is going to rebel by behaving not worse, but better.
Their life mission will not be to tear down old institutions that don't work, but to
build new ones that do. Look closely at youth indicators, and you'll see that
Millennials attitudes and behaviours represent a sharp break from Generation X,
and are running exactly counter to trends launched by the Boomers. Across the
board, Millennial kids are challenging a long list of common assumptions about
what "'postmodern" young people are supposed to become. 121
Don Posterski and Reginald Bibby in their seminal work Teen Trends, contend that
values are much the same from generation to generation. They quote statistics from
various surveys spanning almost three decades, that state that there has been about the
same amount of pessimism that indicates a sense of the decline in values. While not
120
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unusual, the figures also indicate that there is suspicion for the older towards the younger
generations.
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Posterski and Bibby continue to show that youth still value highly,

friendships, freedom and being loved. Which still holds for the Millennials as well
today. A year 2000 survey of Millennial youth was conducted by Reginald Bibby
(results to be released). It will prove interesting to see what further correlations can be
made. Howe and Strauss comment:
Why is the image of Generation Y - alias GenX 2 - so off the mark? For
the simple reason that the predictive assumption is wrong. Whatever the era they
are living in, Americans habitually assume that the future will be a straight-line
extension of the recent past. But that never occurs either with societies or with
generations. 123
Generation Xis a by-product of the influence and anti-reaction to the values which
have been foisted upon them by previous generations. No doubt this has caused a deep
sense of hopelessness and frustration. The postmodern world view is predominant in this
generation. No longer can they look towards science and technology to solve all the ills
of society. Rather, more problems have been created; environmental disasters,
compromised immune responses to new diseases (AIDS) and reduced effectiveness of
drug therapy, economic uncertainly, moral failure of significant political and religious
figures, political volatility and the "death of God" in the post-Christian era. Truth is
relative and subject to individual interpretation. This generation has been classified as
being basically pagan as they are not familiar with the church.
Finally there seems to be an equal understanding of the value of volunteerism.
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Generation X are supplying volunteers and current youth leaders in ministries today as
the 20 something crowd involves themselves in volunteerism at a higher rate than the
previous generation due to their free-form life style. The volunteer rate that Gen X has
been giving has rivalled that of the time of the Peace Corps. 124

Technology - The Internet and Community
If the Xers established technology and pioneered the established applications, the

Millennials have embraced it! Don Tapscott, the self proclaimed guru of the "'NetGeneration" (his own term for the Millennial generation) has done extensive studies on
the involvement of the millennial kids with the Internet and technology.
Tapscott defines the "Net-Generation"(Millennials) as those children between the
ages of three and twenty-three (in 2000). He says that all children do not have access to
the net, but the numbers are increasing exponentially. Numbers have shot up from a
mere 50% in 1994 to 88% in 1997. Going "on-line" now is as popular as dating by
research conducted by Teenage Research Unlimited. 12 ' A life style survey conducted by
the YTV Kid & Tween report stated that children aged nine to fourteen years of age are
averaging 3 .8 hours a week on-line. Seventy two percent interviewed had a home
computer and of those 68% had Internet access compared to 50% last year. Children
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ages six to nine are on-line less that an hour a week the same study revealed. 126
Unpublished data from the Project Teen 2000 Survey that Reginald Bibby administered
this year to over 3000 Canadian high school youth showed that on average the high
school youth is on-line about one hour a day. 127
Don Tapscott has been at the vanguard of interactivity with youth and the net. On
his web site \V\vw.growingupdigital.com, Tapscott has addressed some major themes that
are telling in their description of the millennial youth and are worthy of note:

The Ten Themes of N-Gen Culture:
1. Strong Independence The typical N-Gener has a strong sense of
independence & autonomy. N-Gen's unprecedented access to information also
gives them the power to acquire the knowledge (knowledge here is understood to
be the gathering of information - information is power) necessary to confront
information they feel may not be correct.
2. Emotional and Intellectual Openness When N-Geners go on-line they expose
themselves. They will maintain on-line journals and post their innermost thoughts
on a Web page or in a chat room. Vulnerability or transparency
3. Inclusion N-Geners are moving toward greater social inclusion with
technology, not exclusion. Their creative processes show a move toward global
orientation in all of their activities. Check out a virtual community of about
126
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30,000 N-Geners at Freezone.
4. Free Expression and Strong Views Being exposed to a lot of information on

the Internet is to their benefit, insists N-Gen, and is a key element of the Internet's
appeal and usefulness.
5. Innovation N-Geners live and breathe innovation, constantly looking for ways
to do things better. These expectations of constant change and the ability to build
or construct experiences have implications in our discussion ofN-Gen Thinking
and the education ofN-Gen in N-Gen Leaming.
6. Preoccupation with Maturity The changing nature of childhood makes itself
most obvious when N-Geners are contrasted with the baby Boomers who, as a
generation, have spent their lives obsessed with being youthful. N-Geners insist
that they are more mature than adults expect.
7. Investigations When it comes to technology, N-Gen's initial focus is not how
it works but how to work it. It is important for children to understand the
assumptions inherent in software and to feel empowered to change those
assumptions. When the Internet first became popular, one of the joys of surfing
was never knowing what site you could end up at next. Search engines like
Yahooligans have contributed to ending that level of mystery and uncertainty.
8. Immediacy Interactivity and the speed of the Net have greatly increased the
process of communicating. What used to take days or weeks, now takes seconds.
9. Sensitivity to Corporate Interest N-Geners feel that much of the
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broadcasting material they see on television is there to satisfy corporate agendas.
However, on the Internet there has been such a flurry of creation involving so
many people working in home-grown cottage industries, that there is even more
intense sensitivity to corporate interest.
10. Authentication and Trust Because of the anonymity, accessibility,
diversity, ambiguity of the Net, children must continually authenticate what they
see or hear. Many sites provide inaccurate, invalid and even deceptive
information. Pranksters spread false rumours. Who can the child trust? What
sources of information are valid? Authentication of everything is required to
establish trust. The proliferation of Internet hoaxes spread via e-mail has often
been used to emphasize the inherent weakness of the Net.
One of the differences between an Xer and a Millennial youth is that the Gen Xer
seeks community and are willing to seek that above most material seeking activity (i.e.: a
9 to 5 job). They are also less inclined to go on-line to seek out relationships as they do
not see the purpose. The Millennial youth are isolationists and find community on-line or
in cliques that are focussed and somewhat exclusive. Gen X interacts with technology,
Millennials are enamoured with technology.
Dawson McAllister makes a critical statement with respect to the technophilic
Millennials, " They fail to understand that they are being hurt in two ways. Number one,
they are being pulled away from meaningful one-on-one relationships that would help
them develop emotionally. And number two, they are learning the lie that violence has
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no consequences."
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The angst that these youth are feeling against society and the despair that they can
not talk to anyone about, is being posted for everyone to read on the Internet. Web sites
become places to make a statement or a manifesto that allows the world to view them in a
more intimate way. There is less risk, less chance of being rejected. Entire sites are
devoted to on-line diaries that anyone can read. This point will relate to the issue of trust
as mentioned earlier.
When Dillan and Kliebold made their desperate attack on Columbine high school
they posted their hatred for the world to see on a web site. The youth of the silent voice
are finding a place to make their voices heard on the world stage of the World Wide
Web.

Moderation in All Things

Tapscott and McAllister voice a concern that too much of a good thing is harmful.
There is real concern that Millennials, in particular, are going to become subject to
Internet addiction. There is also a grave concern for the unregulated nature of what can
be found on the net, from sites devoted to hatred and racism to violence and graphic
pornography.
Technological activism and hacking seems to be more prevalent. 129 Even as
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recently as February, 2000, a thirteen year old hacker, alias Mafia boy, in Montreal,
brought global giant Internet corporations such as Amazon.Com, E*Trade.com and CCN
to their knees for several hours costing millions in lost revenue.
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In an interview in Youth Worker journal, Quentin Schultze a media and pop
culture expert was interviewed about the impact the Internet was going to have on the
future generations, here is his response:
Youth Worker: I've read that "people 24 and older use the net as a tool. .. but
people under 24 use is as a way of life." How do you see the Internet
development affecting youths and youth culture?
Schultze: The Internet is fast becoming central to the way kids communicate,
access information and entertain themselves. American teens, in particular, are
using the Internet to strengthen their peer groups, build cross-geographical and
consumer communities. They are weakening the power of traditional youth
retailers who thought that brick and mortar were the answers to commercial
success! The "'Net" is also helping kids create cultural fads overnight - such as
the grass-roots promotion that The Blair Witch Project received. The 'Net' is
turning youth marketing and youth culture upside-down and making it much more
dynamic and consumer driven. 131

Schultze in the same article also made an observation that there should be a boom in
relational youth ministry to the Millennials as a result of the search to fill the relational
void on-line which will go unmet. He feels there will be real opportunity to fill needs in
authentic relationships through youth groups and ministry.
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An Issue of Trust

There is a vast difference between millennial youth and their parents, not in just
age, but in philosophical understanding. Parents of Millennials are modernist thinkers,
unless they are late Gen Xer's. The youth are coming from a post-Christian, post
Enlightenment era or post-modem thought perspective. It would seem that this, in itself,
would cause strain between millennial youth and their parents; instead statistics are
showing that the parents of Millennials are actually doing a better job than the parents of
the Xers did. According to a new report, "Third Millennium Teens" by George Barna of
Barna Research Group, Ltd., youth are closer to their parents, and have a higher approval
rating in the areas of peace, trust, power and safety. There is some thought that it is
because the values of parents have declined; therefore, its not as big a discrepancy
between what parents and youth feel about values and morals.
George Barna records the cynicism of Generation X (the Invisible Generation) -
a group of neglected young adults, ''70% of Xers claim that absolute truth does not exist
and that all truth is relative and personal ... Two thirds of the Xer generation concede
that 'nothing can be known for certain except the things that you experience in your own
life. 132
What seems to be most ironic is that the Xer accepts anomie as the norm but they
accept it with pain and frustration as if they know that it could be better. The Millennials
do not know that it can be any better and so they accept it. They are not upset, they just
accept the fact-- this is the way things are. So the decay of absolutes, and a lack of
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defining purposes, and fallen role models, have become a way of life for Millennials 
an established norm.

THE POSTMODERN DILEMMA

For most of the past decade, postmodernism has been touted as the next major
shift in our social human evolution. Only history and probably another decade of debate
will truly solve the rampant speculation as to the true nature and impact of
postmodernism. Some scholars debunk the whole idea that we are still exiting a
modernist mind set. Yet, others have claimed that we have ushered in a new era of
deconstructionism and enlightenment full of distortion, confusion and declining metanarratives. David Lyon presents an interpretation on this age that links to technology
and its effects on society:
Postmodernity is a kind of interim situation where some characteristics of
modernity have been inflated to such an extent that modernity becomes scarcely
recognizable as such, but exactly what the new situation is - or even whether any
new situation can become "settled" - is unclear. The inflated characteristics of
modernity, which give rise to postmodern premonitions, relate above all to
communication and information technologies (CITs) and to the tilt towards
consumerism.... The growth of CITs and new media augments the power of the
image, while encouraging such developments as positional pluralism. But the
dynamic of the whole system may be traced increasingly to the demand that
consumption levels be constantly raised. 133
One of the basic premises of postmodernism is that this emergent social order is
determined by the importance and power of mass media and that it can shape and govern
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all other forms of social relationships.

134

The postmodern epoch that we find ourselves

in is having a tremendous influence on the way youth of this age think and act. Dean
Borgman comments:
Postmodernism is not a clear or agreed upon term. The word roughly
describes a loss of confidence in Aristotelian logic and Enlightenment science.
The movement questions authorities, resents patriarchy and hierarchies, and
resists order and tradition. Postmodemism may be more of a style than a
philosophical world view; it attempts to be free from classical, medieval, or
modem epochs and frameworks .... A general understanding of postmodemism
is important for youth ministers because young people either are strongly
influenced by postmodern style and ideas or are reacting strongly against it. 135
One must determine that whatever the social impact of popular culture is and the
pressures that it exerts (i.e. on consumerism, art, theatre, televison, music, and
advertising etc.) there has to be an impact on the way that youth interpret their own social
settings and communities as a result of this pressure. One of the possible influences of
the postmodern era upon youth is the prevailing thought that truth is relative and
individualistic. Boundaries are limitless and no absolutes exist. What I believe this does,
especially in the area of virtual community is that it sets the stage for a false dichotomy.
One statement that net-savvy youth may use to explain their compartmentalized existence
on-line is; "What I do on-line is totally different from what I do in my every day life."
Again, they may say, •'truth is defined by that which I can personally comprehend and
define, I can not accept outside influences or absolutes to dictate what is right for me."
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Postmodemism is touted to be responsible for the ever increasing erosion of
collective and personal identities. Strinati comments:
The erosion of once secure collective identities has led to the increasing
fragmentation of personal identities, It is argued that we have witnessed the
gradual disappearance of traditional and highly valued frames ofreference in
terms of which people could define themselves and their place in society and so
feel relatively secure in their personal and collective identities. These traditional
sources of identity - social class, the extended and nuclear family, local
communities, the 'neighbourhood', religion, trade unions, the nation state - are
said to be in decline as a result of tendencies in modem capitalism like
increasingly rapid and wide-scale rates of social change. 136
Erosion of interpersonal relationships in this postmodern era would seem to be
counter to the results of the studies that Bibby and Posterski conducted in the 1980's and
l 990's of Canadian youth. Yet, the increasing popularity of the Internet to seek out
relationships is going to be one of the spinoffs of a culture that is becoming more
fragmented and isolationist. Friendships will remain a high priority in a postmodern age,
there will likely be two categories however, those friendships that a youth has in the real
world and those that they have in a looser affiliation in the virtual on-line world. These
factors and the influence of the virtual world will be discussed in the next chapter.
In summary, this chapter attempted to define and characterize the Millennial
generation. Also there was an examination of the unique world, and varied
characteristics of the Millennial generation which are distinct from their predecessors the
Gen X'ers. Millennials, who are the focus of this study, tend to be enamoured with
technology and feel it is an integral part of their lives, unlike the generation before them
who saw it merely as a tool. Millennials developmentally, both in faith and
136
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physiologically are much like the generations before them with the few exceptional
influences of a post-Christian society and the lack of adhering to moral absolutes.
Sorting out multiple selves, identity issues and trust play heavily in this age group as
well.
Finally, there was a reflection on postmodernity and the accompanying
philosophies that are having an impact on the way youth may be processing their thinking
about their interaction with community and the Internet. The next chapter will endeavour
to elaborate on the issue of community and how youth interact on-line.

CHAPTER4
VIRTUAL COMMUNITY AND YOUTH MINISTRY
- THE SOUL IN CYBERSPACE

Earlier in Chapter Two, there was a reflection upon the theology of community.
At this point of the paper, it would wise to elaborate on the specific nature of virtual
community and the diverse characteristics which set it apart from what is commonly
accepted as off-line community. There will be an examination of how we communicate,
especially with respect to the Internet. There is also a discussion of how this virtual
environment affects Millennial youth and, subsequently, how youth workers might
minister more effectively.
Four to five years ago, it would be have been difficult to find a significant amount
of material relating to the topic of virtual community
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and the Internet. Today,

however, it seems that there is an increasing awareness coming to the forefront of secular
media and scholarship. This increase in awareness causes one to consider how
Christians should approach this increasing tide of enthusiasm for the Internet? After the
discussion in this chapter it is hoped that the reader will have some sense of how to
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respond to this question. Parents, teachers, youth workers, and even youths themselves,
need to decide how they are going to 'interface' with the Internet and its various related
technologies.
The temptation, previously mentioned in Chapter Two, is to ignore or condemn
Internet technology as evil with the hope that our youth will abstain, but this is not likely.
Yet, others may embrace it with abandon--giving little thought to the ramifications upon
their relationships, personal wholeness and off-line communities. Michael and Rhonda
Hauben typify this optimistic thinking of netizens 139 who have fully accepted CMC via
the Internet as the standard in a postmodern age:
We are seeing a revitalization of society. The frameworks are being
redesigned from the bottom up. A new more democratic world is becoming
possible. According to one user, the Net has "immeasurably increased the quality
of my life." The Net seems to open a new lease on life for people. Social
connections which were never before possible, or which were relatively hard to
achieve, are now facilitated by the Net. Geography and time are no longer
boundaries. Social limitations and conventions no longer prevent potential
friendships or partnerships. In this manner netizens are meeting other netizens
from far-away and close by that they might never have met without the Net. 140
What needs to be achieved is a middle ground. The technology is here to stay--if not
increase. To prevent youth from engaging with it would be intellectual suicide; to not
show any care and guidance would be equally tragic. Heidi Campbell writes, "What is
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needed is a balance between on-line and real world community involvement" and a
recognition of the strengths and weaknesses ofboth." 141
David Lyon, a noted Christian sociologist at Queens University, has devoted a
great deal of effort in interpreting the social ramifications of 'cyberspace' upon human
interactions. In a recent lecture at Atlantic Baptist University in Moncton, New
Brunswick, he had wise council about how this new wave of on-line virtuality should be
approached. He was quoted in a local newspaper:
Cyberspace turns the religious metaphor of Jesus Christ as ''word made
flesh" into "flesh made word." Lyon contends that on-line relationships tend to be
highly selective, lacking in quality and easily abandoned. Sociability is part of
being human. We are not answerable only to ourselves. And yet, there is an
emerging tendency to be either emotionally attached to our machines or to carry
on abstract relationships in disembodied ways. Abstract relationships are
superficial and lack vital qualities. Before you dive in, decide first what you want
to use cyberspace for and guard against it shortcomings. Matter matters. Cyber
utopianism must be tempered by Christian realism. Let us not be tempted to
'being' in other ways. And lastly, seek meanin~ful relationships through whatever
media. Connect and care, globally and locally. 42
The soul of all human beings longs for significance and relationship. This is the manner
in which we are formed.

It is a basic human requirement to be needed and to have

significance with other human beings. Sherry Turkle elaborates on the tension of the
virtual unknown:
Virtual environments are valuable as places where we can acknowledge
our inner diversity. But we still want an authentic experience of self. One's fear is,
of course, that in the culture of simulation, a word like authenticity can no longer
apply. So even as we try to make the most of virtual environments, a haunting
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question remains.

143

Communication and Community in Cyberspace

As people, we have basic-even primal- needs for mutuality and fellowship with
other people. Communication is one of the primary means of connecting with and
maintaining these significant relationships. Today the Internet, which is often accessed
through a computer or digital device, is--by its very nature--seen as an essential tool of
communication. It is a conduit through which people can be brought into contact with
other people. One of the perceived limiting factors about this medium is that, in most
cases, it eliminates most of the tools of personal face to face communication that make
up the essential qualities of relationships. Functions that are equated with "face to face"
contact such as touch, voice and facial expressions, are often left out of the equation. Dr.
Joyce Bellous comments on orality and literacy:
... talking permits an oral self to develop in social relationship and enhances the
cohort aspect of social intimacy, i.e. nearness, while reading and writing
encourage the individuated aspect of social intimacy that grounds critical
reflection, i.e. difference. The willingness and the ability to be near and different
encourages the competencies necessary for civic commitments and personal
authenticity. Our need for committed, authentic citizens is very great. 144
While the multi-media capability of the Internet is ever increasing and devices
such as video and audio and two way telephony are now possible, oral communication
via the web is passed over for a text-based medium.
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How Do We Communicate?

There seems to be two camps that respond to the Internet; those that embrace it, or
those that are wary of it. It is no longer simply a matter of "haves" and "have nots" for
reasons of economic disparity or technological ignorance (though that still exists to a
degree). The Internet receives criticism that it depersonalizes communication between
people. Other forms of communication, which have been around for a greater period of
time, are being compared with the computer and the Internet as legitimate means of
communication. The radio was a predominant medium before the television. Ifs
communication style, like the television followed, was to broadcast information in a oneway manner. News, weather, sports and other information is blasted out to an audience
who may not pay serious attention to what is being transmitted.
Forms of two-way communication began with the advent of Marconi's wireless,
ham radios, two way radios and various types of intercoms. The telephone became a form
of affordable two-way communication which was found in most homes in the early
l 900's. The telephone is widely used to connect people even though it eliminates all but
the voice element from distant communication.
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Telephones allow emotion to be conveyed through audible vocal expressions and
intonations, therefore, making it easier to hear and understand not just what the person is
saying but also allow for interpretation of some non-verbal communication. The time
element is very important in that it allows for instant clarification so as to avoid some
possible misunderstanding about what the person is meaning. Text-based communication
allows for a great deal of interpretation and sometimes, when something is written, there
can be more than one interpretation.
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Letter writing was used long before the medium of electronic communication and
was more than adequate for the purpose of maintaining relationships and conveying
significant meaning.

However, in the world of instant gratification, written messages

via the Internet are frequently perfunctory and utilitarian. The hand written letters of old
were frequently quite creative, lengthy, detailed. The letter writing communicator would
make the effort to explain in great detail in ways which would help the reader to
understand the meaning more fully.
It has been speculated that with the advent of the Internet, there has been a

renaissance of written communication. There are those that complain that it has
reinforced habits of poor spelling and grammar, as well as allowing for minimalist
structure. Don Tapscott, a strong proponent of the Internet and its many virtues, explains
how the shift from text based communication prior to the television era is once again
making a comeback :
...humanity is turning back to written language. We are undergoing yet
another vast and trembling shift from the magic of television to the magic of
interactive digital media. As with typography, and unlike the broadcast medium,
communications are recorded-based on the written word. Only this time such
communications are many-to-many (unlike the press and TV which are one-to
many). Digital communications are both real time (chat), and non-simultaneous
(e-mail, voice mail, computer conferences, bulletin board, Web sites); and they
extend beyond the eyes and ears to embrace (eventually) all the senses .... Never
before has it been more necessary that children learn how to read, write and think
critically. 146
It could be argued that we are better equipped to communicate through the written

medium because there is more time to form ideas and express them more clearly than in a
normal oral conversation. Written communication also allows for people to take the time
to formulate their ideas and reasoning when handling sensitive or controversial topics.
Sometimes, more rational thought can flow through writing than when one is in the heat
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of the moment involved in face to face conflict. Of course, there is also the danger of a
poison pen which can hurt as deeply as an oral harsh or thoughtless word; thus the written
medium is not above reproach.
Don Langham shares his thoughts on the progression of human communication:
The first revolution, the advent of speech, allowed communication at a
speed approximating that of human thought. Writing, the second revolution, is
slower than speech, but is powerful nonetheless for its ability to make speech
dependent upon the speaker or the memory of the hearers. The third revolution
came with the widespread use of moveable type, which brought about a revolution
not in the way people communicate, but rather in the way they conceive the world.
Now, at the end of the millennium, we have what Hamad calls "electronic
skywriting"--the "fourth cognitive revolution". In this revolution, writing will
allow us to communicate with speeds approaching that of speech, which is much
closer to the speed of thought than other communication media. 147

Sharing a Little Deeper
Youth may find it difficult to talk in person about various subjects that concern
them. They may, however, be more open to sharing thoughts via computer-mediated
communication.
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In a sense, the Internet becomes a form of electronic confessional. It

allows us to come in contact with an individual. There is privacy, a listening ear, and
possible absolution or resolution without fear ofreprisal. To some degree, there needs to
be a level of trust or intimacy on the part of the youth for them to share things that are
important. It may be easier with a pre-existing relationship or with someone who can be
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trusted to be honest such as a Christian friend or a youth pastor. 149
The randomness and anonymity of the Internet does allow a certain amount of
freedom to share deeper issues, however the questions of authenticity and authority are
important. Some arguments are made that it is not possible to maintain significant
relationships via the Internet. 150 The question with the Internet is exclusivity; can the net
be enough to maintain significant relationships, especially with those whom there has
been no prior contact, in instances where anonymity is a factor? Howard Rheingold
describes his first personal encounter at a face-to-face dinner party with people with
whom he spent a great deal of time getting acquainted on-line:
I remember the first time I walked into a room full of people IRL who
knew many intimate details of my history and whose own stories I knew very
well. Three months after I joined, I went to my first WELL party at the home of
one of the WELL's on-line moderators. I looked around at the room full of
strangers when I walked in. It was one of the oddest sensations of my life. I had
contended with these people, shot the invisible breeze around the electronic water
cooler, shared alliances and formed bonds, fallen off my chair laughing with them,
become livid with anger at some of them. But there wasn't a recognizable face in
the house. I had never seen them before. 151
While Rheingold had supposedly established relationships with numerous people on the
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WELL 152 and had shared deep and sometimes intimate thoughts with them, there still
was an awkwardness that ensued when he had to complete the transaction and meet these
people face to face. In this chapter, there will be several points made which support both
the pros and cons of communication and relationship via the Internet.

Similar Patterns - CB radio and the Internet

Quentin Schultze who is known for his expertise in media and faith matters, wrote
an article about the advent of a new technology that emerged in 1973 through the Citizens
Band (CB) radio. 153 While reading this article, it was striking to note the incredible
similarities between the use of the CB radio and the use of the Internet to communicate
with others.
Several factors where similar between the two mediums. Both are based, for the
most part, on random contact. In IRC (Internet Relay Chat) or chat-type programs
especially, there is usually a high degree of randomness in responses and those whom you
choose to talk. The same thing happens with the CB radio in that most people (truckers
especially) will seldom encounter the same person again unless by chance. This, of
course, would lead to numerous (albeit shallow) encounters and superficial conversation.
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Both means of communication allow for the use of anonymous experimentation
with assumed identities or altered roles. Internet users often have a nickname or an alias
that they use on-line. In the CB subculture, the use of a "handle" was synonymous with
one's identity. There is not a lot of privacy on either domain when using the public
access forums, therefore personal information is not likely to be exchanged. In both
situations, they can switch to more private venues for semi-private conversations. For the
CB, it is a matter of switching to a empty channel, although, as far as they know someone
could still be listening in. For the Internet, private rooms can be accessed to carry on
private conversations (though there are means to tap into internet communications and
nothing is really 100% private).

Anonymity - Who am I?

One of the factors that causes great unease with the use of the Internet for
developing significant relationships on-line is the factor of anonymity. It is so easy for
anyone, not just youth, to assume any identity, be it a certain profession, false name, or
even different gender. The amorphous nature of the Internet would be an attraction to
those that want to explore different fantasies and roles that they may want to live out on
line. The concern is that with this fact may lead people to believe that everyone who is
on the Internet has a false facade. It would be difficult, therefore, to develop a level of
trust with those contacted in a random fashion.
Douglas Groothuis shared this humourous note: "A now famous cartoon in the
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New Yorker shows a dog saying to another, "On the Internet, nobody knows you're a
dog"." 154 Anonymity has its place on the Internet as Smith and Kollock point out:
Anonymity (including pseudonymity) is very controversial in the on-line
world. On one side, anonymity is touted as the savior of personal freedom,
necessary to ensure liberty in an era of increasingly sophisticated surveillance. It
allows people to develop reputations based on the quality of their ideas, rather that
their job, wealth, age or status. On the other side, it is condemned as an invitation
to anarchy, providing cover for criminals from tax-evaders to terrorists. 155
Being anonymous allows Internet users to either participate on-line within the confines of
caution, or it also can give them the opportunity to be deceitful. It is left up to the user
regarding how they interact with this facet of Internet communication. It seems the need
for anonymity is critical. This need allows people to share their inner most thoughts
without fear of repercussion or criticism from those with whom they will have to face in
the off-line world.
There is, however, a danger that, while assuming a false identity is a permissible
or expected practice on the Internet for the purposes of security, there is also a danger that
it can lead to purposeful deception. Young people may not see the harm in stretching the
truth and even inventing aliases which allow them to be someone or something else
entirely and, therefore, it gives them a greater sense of satisfaction than their true identity.
Here is one young lady's interpretation of handling anonymity:
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If you meet someone in a chat room, I think its almost impossible to decide if
what you're reading about someone is true," says 14-year-old Neasa Coll. "After
all, how many of us haven't lied to someone on the Internet? I don't think there's
ever a way to tell for sure whether someone you know only over the Internet is
lying or not. However, after years of a relationship, there should be a certain trust
built up between each person, and lies should not be needed. 156

After hearing Neasa, its hard to believe that it should take years to build trust, but in the
world of the Internet, it is questionable whether complete trust can ever be achieved.
A concern with the question of anonymity and the often fragile nature of the
development of adolescents is that they are trying to sort out their own identities. The
adoption of many selves is a part of their everyday development as was mentioned in the
previous chapter. They are one persona to their parents, another to their friends, their
teachers and yet another to those people whom they meet on-line. The self that leads to
the greatest opportunity for manipulation and fantasy is in the on-line environment.
Harter states that sorting among the multiple selves that teens often manifest is a critical
part of their development process:
We glean that the display of different selves in different social contexts is
cause for concern, as the adolescent struggles to reconcile these different selves as
well as determine which is the "real me". Experimenting with one's persona and
determining whether this brings affirmation or denigration from others, is
typically an emotional experience for the adolescent preoccupied with the
challenge of self-definition. Such self reflection is not restricted to the present but
extends to one's future self, what one would like to become. 157
While having multiple selves to sort through during adolescence is normal, it
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would be helpful to note that the potential exists for a fixation upon the surreal identities
that can be manifested in on-line experiences. Assuming aliases or false identities belie a
necessary trust as Neasa alluded to above, one must wonder about the quality of on-line
communication. Trust is a hallmark of authentic relationships, if it missing from the
equation in the on-line context, this raises serious questions of validity.

Trust and Obey?

Youth today seem to be less trustful than they have been in previous generations.
Many factors contribute to the distrust that youth have for institutions and adults. Among
the many factors that contribute to their distrust, are the fallen heros that youth look up to.
Youth look to heros as role models they can admire. When they follow them, they often
forget these people are not super human or above reproach. Youth have been exposed to
scandal again and again from well known sports heros
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,

politicians 159 and religious

leaders. 160 The disintegration of the family unit and the higher incidence of single parent
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Ben Johnson, the Canadian sprinter who was stripped of his Olympic gold
medal in 1988 after testing positive for drugs. Johnson, was also banned for life after a
second positive test in 1993, he was quoted as saying that athletes in all sports use
performance-enhancing drugs and that there has never been a level playing field. CNN
Sports Illustrated (4 August, 1998) [Press Release on-line] available from
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child outside of his marriage.
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and alternative family 161 arrangements could also be a contributing factor to the problem
of distrust. Self image and other adolescent development factors also add to this air of
uncertainty and lack of trust.
Youth by their nature tend to be somewhat distrustful of adults as they begin to
emerge as young adults themselves. McAllister makes this observation from his exposure
to both Canadian and American youth, "The inability to trust is just one characteristic of
the new generation of youth people, but it is perhaps the most significant, especially in
terms of how they evaluate truth shared by others and how they assimilate values into
their lives."
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It seems then that distrust among youth is a common phenomenon. Yet,

each era that forms our young people must contribute to the lack of trust for adults and
institutions.
The church does not engender trust as it did in the years prior to the 1950's. The
era of the televangelist scandals with Jim Baker and Jimmy Swaggart falling from grace
contributed to the already weakening influence of the church in society. With the
scandal of the Clinton/Lewinski affair, many youth, Canadian as well as American, saw
the leader of one of the most powerful nations in the world lie under oath, and be
impeached for his behavior.
Trust is a factor that is also hard to achieve in the on-line experience. There is no
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way to really verify that a person who is met randomly has your best interest at heart.
Yet, youth are vulnerable to being accepted, and they dare to believe that someone who
shows concern for them on-line may genuinely cares for them. While this may be the
case, caution must be exercised and care taken so one does not offer blind trust too
willingly in the anonymous environment of the Internet.

To Tell the Truth

Truth is no longer the stalwart absolute that it once was in secular society. In a
post-modern environment, truth has become diluted to be a relativistic and individualized
possession of individuals to do with as they see fit. Truth and trust are related in different
ways. Millennial youth do care about truth, it is just the source of truth that is often
suspect.
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Since youth are not trustful of authority figures such as parents, government,

or church to answer their questions, they are forced to seek elsewhere. Dawson
McAllister elaborates:
The postmodern, post-Christian slide away from reason and propositional
truth has undercut any foundations. The mass of available information and the
speed of decision making make careful reflection passe. What are they left with?
Personal experience. That's what really matters, that's what they value most
above all else, and that's what they seek. 164
There is a danger that must be heeded when working with Millennial youth. Truth
as a relative expression of individuality can be twisted to support reality. A young person
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may say that''...what is truth for you, is true for you and what is truth for me is true but
the two do not have to be the same". Youth can slip into the mind set that they can create
their own reality of truth. The interaction that takes place in the virtual environment will
be equally as damaging if youth think that in their own cyber-created self and
environment that they can fabricate their own designer label truth.
Youth must also be made aware of the danger of assuming that everything that
they access on the Internet is truth. For many years. what students were taught in school,
college or home was basically deemed authentic. The old adage "you can't judge a book
by its cover'' could be re-translated, "You can't believe everything that a flashy web site
says". With the sheer volume of material that is available for students to download there
is almost no way that they can verify the validity of everything that they are reading. It is
important that adults enter into dialogue with what youth are reading to get them to think
critically about the content.
Douglas Groothuis makes this sobering comment about truth on the Internet,
"Cyberspace may be the greatest temptation yet offered to humanity to lose its soul in
diversion. Having the senses inundated with information or overwhelmed with
stimulation is not conducive to a soul finding serenity in the knowledge of the truth." 165
The pace that information can come to the person surfing the web can be overwhelming.
Since it takes the average person time to digest through reading what is being
downloaded, it really is not possible to be able to absorb and critique vast amounts of
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material in a short time frame. It is possible to be able to access hundreds of different
sites on almost any topic at the click of a mouse. It takes time, however, to be able to sort
through the abundance of material and absorb the essence of truth contained or not
contained in material derived from the Internet.
Groothuis again has these words to ponder:
The mightiest hard drive, the fastest modern, the most sophisticated word
processor, and the most powerful Internet search engine on the planet will not
download wisdom into the human soul. Cyberspace is a matrix for highly mobile
information--sorne true, some false; some helpful, some harmful; some profound,
some trivial. The possession of wisdom is a uniquely personal quality not
reducible to any technique. 166

Constructing or Concealed Identities

As was mentioned before in this chapter, youth are at a stage of life where they are
contending with the various selves they portray in their everyday world. Constructing
identities is a component that thrives on the Internet. As in the example of the CB radio,
a "handle" or identity is pretty much an essential part of being a netizen. Constructing an
identity, however, is much more than deciding on a catchy name. With that name, also
goes a persona. The standard progression of a conversation between two people that
meet on-line may be; "Hi, where are you from?" and "How old are you?" or "Where do
you live or where are you from?." In a normal off-line conversation this may not be
highly problematic. Most people will divulge where they are generally from and essential
bits of information about who and what they do. In the Internet world, the element of
trust and anonymity gain significance. If there are any doubts as to the person's intent, or
166
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if the person really is not that important to the person being asked, they likely will alter
information for protection.
One of the most fascinating results to arise from the survey portion of this study
was that youth valued the characteristic of honesty on-line as the highest desired value.
While youth felt that this venue was where they experienced honesty more than any other
choice for community, they still voiced concern in the focus groups, over the anonymity
and lack of intimacy experienced on-line. So there seems to be a tension with what they
experience and what they actually seem to get. The anonymity as evidenced by other
questions in the survey seems to allow youth to be more open for less fear of reprisal.
Yet, despite the factors of intimacy and anonymity, for the most part, the results showed
that they receive a high degree of satisfaction with honesty on-line. Somehow the use of
aliases and virtual identities does not influence their feelings about the on-line honesty
factor.
Doctor Sherry Turkle, renowned Internet community researcher, offers her
observation about the assumption of virtual identities:
But there is another way of thinking, one that stresses making the virtual
and the real more permeable to each other. We don't have to reject life on the
screen, but we don't have to treat it as an alternative life either. Virtual personae
can be a resource for self-reflection and self-transformation. Having literally
written our on-line worlds into existence, we can use the communities we build
inside our machines to improve the ones outside of them. Like the anthropologist
returning home from a foreign culture, the voyager in virtuality can return to the
real world better able to understand what about it is arbitrary and can be
changed. 167
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Most times the deceptions that occur on-line are more in the sense of omission of
information to hide one's identity rather than commission. 168 Some youth (as do many
adults) will feel the need to protect themselves by assuming pseudo identities. A problem
may exist when mere fantasy may cross over into perceived fact. It may be better to
instruct youth to simply give sparse or little information rather than create an elaborate
persona built on a deception. There is a fine line between creating a false persona and
what was commonly known as role playing in the popular Dungeons and Dragons of the
1980's and 1990's. Neither are overtly helpful to the Christian.
Susan Harter describes the natural propensity for young people to stretch the truth
regarding their personas:
...adolescents clearly distinguish between their true and false selves.
They are most likely to display false-self in romantic or dating situations and with
classmates, and least likely to display it with close friends, while the level with
parents falls between. The motivations for engaging in false-self behavior are
varied. There are four primary reasons: To impress others; to try out new
behaviors and roles; because other force one to; and because others do not
understand or like one's true self. In certain cases teenagers report disliking their
false-self behavior whereas in other cases they find it acceptable. 169
False-self or identity can lead to false intimacy. False intimacy is one of the
dangerous manifestations of concealed identity. If a young person is merely hearing what
they want to hear about the other person and the other person is "morphing" 170 to fit what
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they like, it can lead to a damaging situation. In the extreme, there are stories of young
girls going to meet a young teenage boy that they met on-line only to be confronted by a
middle aged man with ill intentions.
Quentin Schultze has this counsel on the potential risk of false intimacy:
On-line communication is like a conversation on an airplane. People will
bare their souls because there's little to no consequence to what they say-there's
anonymity, and they assume the relationship ends when the conversation does.
The danger of on-line communication is that people are a lot more likely to form
inauthentic relationships-almost like acting or taking on a persona, playing a role.
At the same time, some people will be extremely open and honest. So it's hard to
truly know which camp a person is in- and its very shortsighted to judge young
peoples' emotional or spiritual states only on the basis of what they say on-line.
The bottom line is that if youth workers who communicate on-line with their
students have good communication with them in person, that tends to help eclipse
artificiality and leverage the openness for real ministry. 171
If there is an unhealthy pattern of identity shifting and on-line deception, it could

be assumed there may be more deep-seated problems that often can be related to addictive
behavior.

Internet Addiction
When one hears the naysayer talk about the evils of the Internet, they will often
cite the overabundance of pornography, racist and hate sites, and the presence of
perverted individuals that are on-line trying to seduce children. While this is certainly a

programs. For example a picture of a woman's face could be seen to morph into the face
of a cat in a few seconds. The term is synonymous with changing as a chameleon will
change to suit its environment.
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very real danger on the Internet, it has to be put into perspective with the rest of the
material and benefits of this technology. While there could be assumptions made that
there are thousands of young people now spending hours a day logged onto the Internet
downloading questionable materials. Recent research has found that the average young
person in Canada is spending about an hour a day on-line. 172
Addictive behavior takes many different forms. The Internet is no more insidious
than any other form of addictive practice in which youth can be involved in. It is
however, one more activity that has the potential for abuse. Use of the Internet by itself is
not an additive activity unless the individual that uses it is abusing certain aspects of it
(downloading adult material, secret relationships, to name a few).
Dawson McAllister sheds some light on the ''big picture" when it comes to youth
and the values they hold:
The point is this: developmental factors remain constant in youth culture
from one generation to the next, but the forces of our culture are driving families
apart, promoting sex and drugs, and undermining the foundation of truth. The
images and sounds of the past thirty to forty years give us a loud and clear
message. Sure the steep increase in drug use and sex during the X'ers youth have
been arrested. That's great. But we aren't gaining any ground we've lost. And in
the field of morals and truth, we 're losing even more ground. The culture is
speaking to us. We'd better listen! 173
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Cyber Evangelism

Quite the opposite side of the spectrum is the issue of how to live out one's life of
faith on the Internet. Cyber evangelism is fast becoming a niche in Christian ministry that
is attempting to enter the digital world with the message of Christ. A rather optimistic
article by Arne H. Fjeldstad issues a recruitment call for Internet missionaries:
The Internet provides an open, non-judgmental marketplace where people
can leave some of their prejudices behind. It is an exciting new opportunity for
evangelism. Just as the church sent Barnabas and Paul, and millions more
missionaries throughout the centuries, churches need to commission dedicated
men and women to penetrate the Internet, to present the gospel and model a
holistic, Christian life. With more than 20,000 active user groups and e-mail
conferences on almost any imaginable subject all over the world. Christians have
tremendous opportunities for relationship building and for sharing faith in Jesus
Christ. . . . In a real sense, communication is more than "transmitting" a message
via an external tool (like radio, TV. Etc.) But also it is about being willing to go in
person like a missionary. 174
There is an irony about this optimistic statement that Fjeldstad makes about cyber
evangelism. His comments that it is a non-judgmental forum are a bit over stated as
anyone knows who has tried to talk about spiritual things related to Christianity can share.
It is more common that they will get "flamed" 175 than listened too. He also makes the

comment that it is possible to demonstrate a holistic Christian life exclusively on-line.
This would be a difficult endeavor as it is hard to imagine getting a true sense of the
missionaries committed lifestyle through a text-based conversation. If the messaging led
to a personal encounter it might be more realistic, or if the missionary could convince the
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person to connect with a body of faith nearby such as a local church or Bible study group.
His closing statement belies a certain bias as he states that we need to go in person. The
question begs to be asked, how do you do that solely on the Internet?
The purpose of introducing this article is to show that even though there is a often
euphoric view that the Internet is the next untapped Macedonia of missionary zeal, it
requires more than a modern and a keyboard to help a person come to faith and live a life
of Christian witness.
Douglas Groothuis brings a more balanced thought to the whole Internet cyber
evangelism issue:
Because of its vast worldwide connections, some Christians see cyber
space as a wonderful opportunity to present and defend the gospel. This
opportunity however, is another two edged sword. Electronic bulletin boards, chat
rooms, and e-mail can be used to articulate the Christian world view only if the
established ''netiquette'' of such forums are respected and the intrinsic limitations
of the medium are recognized .... When entering cyberspace in the above ways
we are involved. Because of its disembodied, impermanent, and largely
impersonal nature, cyberspace is not the best setting in which to explain or argue
for the Christian message, although interaction that has begun on-line may lead to
more engaging encounters person-to-person. 176
There are basic realities that Groothuis brings to light that must be considered before
embarking on an aggressive evangelistic blitz via the Internet. It would almost be akin to
taking a telephone phone book and starting to call through the directory trying to engage
people in a conversation about Christ. It is not beyond the realm of possibility to
· introduce people to Christ, however, the rules of relationship and tact as well as a prayer
laden approach would most likely win more converts than an aggressive cyber-crusade.
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In summary, the aforementioned topics are merely some of the issues that are
related to on-line community and youth ministry. The issues that arise require careful
thought and interaction with mentors and adult leaders who are working with youth.
Morality, issues related to authenticity, false identity, the role of truth and trust and even
being wary of addictive behaviors are all part of the wise counsel. Millennial youth are
the practitioners of this technology and may at times leave older adults perplexed. The
wisdom of the elders can, however, transcend the megabytes. There is a Biblical
precedent, knowledge can be imparted regarding most moral questions or dilemmas
which youth may find themselves encountering in cyberspace.
The next chapter will deal with the methodology of the project portion of this
dissertation. A explanation of the procedures and rationale for this project will be
included in it as well.

CHAPTERS
A WINDOW INTO THE VIEWS OF CANADIAN CHRISTIAN YOUTH
WITH RESPECT TO THE CHARACTERISTICS
OF AUTHENTIC COMMUNITY

To help determine the views of Canadian youth, with respect to community,
survey invitation cards were sent to 43 youth pastors and workers across all Canadian
provinces (excluding the Yukon, North West Territories and Nunavut). The purpose of
the sending the 6,500 invitation cards was to invite youth to take part in an on-line
survey. Of that amount, 245
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youth (approximately 4 percent), logged onto the site and

submitted responses. While the return was relatively low, there was representation from
each province from across the country. The reasons for the low response rate will be
discussed later.
Two on-line focus group sessions were conducted with youth that had taken part
in the original on-line survey at a prearranged time on a secure chat room at
www.christianyouthworks.com. A total of seven youth joined the first session and two
returned for the second session. The focus groups were conducted to follow up on the
results of the on-line survey to obtain clearer explanations for some of the material that
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was evidenced in the survey results.
A third focus group was scheduled to interact in a face to face interview with
youth that were not actively involved on the Internet. However, due to time constraints
and the inability to find any youth that were not actively involved in the Internet in my
area I had to let this one aspect go. It would have been interesting to compare the
experiences of youth that are not involved on-line with those that are in terms of their
views on community. A further explanation of the procedure that led to the execution of
the focus groups will be covered later in this chapter.
The goal of this exercise, using the grounded theory method of analysis, was to
challenge my assumptions on the role that the Internet plays in the experience of
Canadian Christian youth in community on-line. A comparison was done of youth ages
13 to 23 and their experiences and understanding of the qualities of authentic Christian
community in their youth groups, in their churches and on-line.
An on-line survey was deemed the best way to access a greater representation of
responses from across the country for several reasons:
a) the cost of printing and mailing 6,500 surveys would have been prohibitive and
would have hindered the scope;
b) the thinking at the time was that it would be a great deal easier to send
invitations to numerous youth workers and have them endorse and hand out the cards at
youth functions therefore obtaining a greater cross section of response from Christian
youth;
c) the use of an on-line survey would facilitate receiving a survey submitted
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immediately--as soon as a young person hit the submit button. There was also a greater
chance the youth would respond. This would also eliminate the need to include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope which would be expensive.
An on-line focus group experience was chosen to augment the survey for several
reasons:
a) the on-line focus groups allowed students from across representative regions of
Canada to participate in a focus group that would otherwise been possible only through a
conference call which would have eliminated the possibility of anonymity and would
have been cost prohibitive;
b) the focus groups could be accessed only through a secure chat room- thereby
instilling confidence of the participants that it was not open to anyone except those who
participated in the actual survey and at my invitation;
c) the on-line focus group mimicked the actual working elements of a on-line
community so the experience of the interview served as a mini-example of what a
community could be like in terms of communicating with one another. After the last
session, two girls--one from the West Coast and one from the East--exchanged e-mails
and decided to keep in touch following the focus group.
I was able to enlist the assistance of some of the high school staff team of Inter
Varsity Christian Fellowship to assist in the distribution of the survey cards. I called
numerous youth pastors and volunteers across the country whom I knew from various
denominations and requested their assistance in the distribution process. The printing and
mailing costs for the survey cards were generously covered by James Berney, the
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president oflnter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. The registration costs for the name of the
dedicated web site through Network Solutions \V\Vw.christianyouthworks.com were also
covered by Mr. Berney.
It was not possible to do a random sample on a national scale due to the

constraints of time and resources. I chose to get as broad a denominational and provincial
representation as possible. I am from Atlantic Canada and know more people in the East
than the West; this fact would have influenced a higher response rate from the Atlantic
Provinces. There was also a higher response from youth who were high school age as
opposed to the college and university youth, ages 19-23. The limitations of this
distribution will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.

Survey Invitation Cards

The survey invitation cards, survey questions, promotional materials and the focus
group questions were all approved by the Committee on Ethics in Research of McMaster
University before they were distributed and the website activated. The site was open for a
six-week period to enable students to return their responses during a wide window of
time. It also gave me a period of time in which to call people and remind them to
encourage the youth to complete the survey or to remind the leaders to distribute the
survey invitation cards.
The survey cards were each encoded with a username (students) and a password
(waldo). Each card was numbered with a unique four-digit number ranging from 0001 to

6500. The name of the web site where the survey could be accessed was printed on each
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invitation card along with the dates to gain access; October 15th to November 30th, 2000
(see Appendix A).

On-line Survey Website
The web site was secured with a usemame and password system. Security was a
high priority for this endeavour since it would be inappropriate for others to access the
site. At the beginning of the survey, there was a response field to put the unique ID Code
number from the invitation card so each survey could be tracked for its location by
province and distributor. Each card was to be used once; this was indicated on the
invitation card. Having the unique ID code number allowed follow up in the event of
tampering or to catch a student whot might submit more than one survey with the same
card. It would also prevent the chance of "spamming" by a student who might want to
skew the results.
Coupled with the need for security on the web site, was the issue of student
confidentiality. The process of site identification did not allow the surveyor to see the
identity of the participants beyond the standard demographic information provided in the
actual survey.
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tracking could be done to ensure clean and un-tampered results.
I experienced an example of how this security system proved the be valuable. I
noticed one afternoon six surveys had been submitted within a five-minute window
indicated by the time code on each survey. Since they were all from the same ISP, one
option meant they could have been submitted by one student at a one computer terminal
at home or at school. Upon checking the time code for each survey, it appeared there
was a 15-second delay between two of the surveys. This would be impossible to do since
it took at least 10 to 15 minutes to complete the survey in a legitimate fashion, let alone
going through it and submitting bogus answers (which I tested myself and found took
about two minutes to complete). The answers were different in each survey, but they did
appear to be logical and not random since there were comments which required thought
and typing time to arrive at the answers.
Since I had the unique ID codes of each the six surveys, I was able to contact the
distributor of the cards and asked if it were possible for six students to have completed
the survey simultaneously. He concurred that six students from an Inter School Christian
Fellowship 179 group at the high school had gone to the computer lab as a group,
completed the survey, and submitted them within a relatively similar time frame. The
mystery was solved and authenticity was assured.
The other factor that the on-line survey web site allowed for was the ability to
close the site after the deadline date of November 301\ 2000. This eliminated the
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possibility of accepting late surveys.

Survey Design

The survey web site was designed and maintained using Microsoft FrontPage
2000. The survey questions were chosen carefully to try to determine what students
thought about the three communities for which I was testing; youth groups, churches and
on-line communities. Through preliminary conversations with groups of high school
students and literature research of current academic thinking, 20 characteristics of basic
Christian community were chosen to use in the on-line survey.

An option was also

provided for students to chose characteristics they perceived to be the ideal Christian
community; this was used as a baseline to compare the other community characteristics
which were chosen.
The structure of the survey was carefully created to prevent students from figuring
out any specific patterns. There were cases where double questions were asked to
determine that all answers were consistent. The survey was conducted on-line in a field
pre-test one month before the release of the actual completed survey, with a on-line
Christian community on ICQ of over 345 people. Over 100 people completed the survey
and responded with criticism as to clarity, time, and ease of operation of the site. It
helped locate potential problems that had remained undetected and allowed fine tuning of
the on-line version of the survey. 180
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In order to avoid the possibility of bias toward a positive response only to the
various aspects of community (church or on-line) there were opportunities provided for
students to list any negative qualities on each possibility. The negative responses, which
were often sentence answers, were codified and tabulated. It provided a more balanced
view of each community. Caution was exercised to ensure that inclusive language was
utilized in all material.

Data Management
The data from the surveys were received by e-mail with the responses in a
tabulated format with all the identification regarding codes and date and time. Since the
time factor and financial resources did not allow for the responses to be automatically
tabulated, each response was printed in a hard copy and saved to a disk file. The data was
then manually entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet to be used later for statistical
analysis using the SPSS 10.0 statistics software package. The data was stored in three file
formats for security purposes in the event of a hard drive crash or faulty diskette.
In order to test for possible data error due to manual entry, each column was
checked for anomalous or missing data. If data was missing the hard copy was checked
and the data corrected in the master file. 181

This was relatively easy to test for in Excel;

pointed out that length and respondent ability and willingness to complete the survey was
critical. Since time was a factor when considering youth and attention span, the time
factor was carefully considered in ease of use and length of time to complete the actual
survey.
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a column by column search revealed some missing data that was later inserted. There
were instances of duplicate surveys being sent however, this may have been due to a
student hitting the submit button more than once because of a slow server. In all cases,
the duplicates were identical and only one was chosen from each set of duplicates to be
entered into the data. Only one survey had to be discarded when two surveys were
submitted with the same ID Code number. The assumption was that a sibling decided to
use the same ID code number (both came from the same ISP server). Following the data
entry, the hard copies and electronic copies of the surveys were destroyed.

Survey Criticisms

Initially, when surveys started to arrive, some obvious concerns arose. The rate of
return was much lower than would have been desired for a true national sample of
students. It became apparent that the rate of return was going to be low with the average
response being around one student per 100 invitation cards distributed. It would mean
that in a youth group of 100 students, only one response might be possible. In one case,
1,600 cards were distributed at a provincial denominational youth rally and only 30
surveys were completed. This pattern of return was consistent across the board and no
area outshone the others as far as return rates. I have concluded that youth either forgot
or were not interested since there was no incentive, reward or motivating factor to
complete the survey.

something that needed to have attention applied. Since the electronic format was error
free it was critical to make sure the interim manual data entry was as accurate as possible.
Having the hard copies also helped to verify missing or anomalous data.
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There was disparity in the number youth ages 19 to 23 and those who were 13 to
18. Since the number of distribution contacts who volunteered were largely high school
staff and youth pastors, this was not a surprise. In retrospect, I should have enlisted
university IVCF campus staff assistance in targeting the 19-23 age group; it might have
balanced out the numbers.
The final criticism was related to the lower numbers that were obtained from the
Western provinces. This was due to the limitations of time and the inability to connect
with enough youth pastors from various denominations in that part of the country. If
there had been more time, personal contact would have enabled me to enlist the support
of youth pastors with whom I was not acquainted.

On-line Focus Groups
At the completion of each survey that was submitted on-line, the student was
taken to an acknowledgement page which showed appreciation for their participation.
They were then invited to send an e-mail indicating their willingness to be a part of an on
line focus group. Twelve students responded indicating that they would be willing to be a
part of the focus group. Following approval from the Ethics committee in January 2001,
e-mail instructions were sent to the twelve students inviting them to a specific date and
time (based on time zones). The web site had the same security features with a password
and usemame that allowed entry to a chat room especially designed for the focus group.
Of the twelve students that were sent instructions, there were only six were able
to participate in the one hour on-line session (one joined too late to contribute). The
second session was attended by two of the original six student participants. The second
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session was to follow up on any of the original questions asked in the first session.
To summarize, any final conclusions must be sensitive to the reality that positive
results and projections may be the result of an imbalanced survey result. The positive
aspect of this study is that the quality of responses of the younger high school students are
enough to give a fairly clear picture of the trends and patterns for their understanding of
community. There also was representation from each Canadian province and a broad
denominational sample. The females represented in the survey outnumbered the males,
but in most cases the significance did not point to huge differences based on gender. The
results are fascinating and show some clear preferences for the various characteristics of
the various communities to which students were asked to respond. These will be
discussed in the next chapter.
One assumption that has to be considered: there is always a possibility that
deception may have taken place with someone filling in the survey who was not
authentic. Most self-administered anonymous surveys run the risk of some kind of
deception. In this case, looking at the spread of the data helped to see if any data was
manipulated by anyone to a large degree. The appearance of the on-line survey was made
to appeal to a youthful audience and yet still maintain the integrity of a scholarly survey
testing instrument. (Appendix B).
Several comments were made in various places throughout the survey that helped
to clarify the data. I shall interact with the comments that were made and their
implications as well as other aspects of the survey in the chapter that follows. At this
point I wish to provide a presentation of the answers to the on-line survey with a basic
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analysis of the data which flows from these responses.

Table 5:1

Question# 1 - What Canadian province do you currently live in?
Number of
responses

Percentage
of total

British Columbia

20

8.7

Alberta

16

6.9

Saskatchewan

8

3.5

Manitoba

14

6.1

Ontario

24

10.4

Quebec

30

13.0

New Brunswick

42

18.2

Nova Scotia

36

15.6

Prince Edward Island

11

4.8

Newfoundland

30

13.0

Province Represented

The numbers are fairly distributed with the exception of Saskatchewan. The greatest
number were related to my proximity to youth leaders that I knew. Distribution of
numbers of cards was fairly even in most provinces.
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Table 5:2

Question # 2 - How old were you on your last birthday?
Age

Number of respondents

Percentage of
respondents

13

16

6.9

14

25

10.8

15

38

16.5

16

34

14.7

17

30

13.0

18

23

10.0

19

15

6.5

20

18

7.8

21

16

6.9

22

12

5.2

23

4

1.7

The numbers of students are higher in the high school age range and then taper off after
the university age of 18 to 23. The highest age represented was age 15. As was
mentioned before this disparity in numbers was largely due to the lack of connection with
youth pastors with college age youth. A remedy would have been to have contacted
campus staff workers ofIVCF to distribute on college campuses and that could have
bolstered the number of 18 years and up. The costs would have been doubled as the
number of cards would have to have been close to the 10,000 to 12,000 mark to get those
numbers up. The average mean age of males as 17.5 years old and the average mean age
for females was 16.6 years of age.
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Table 5:3

Question# 3 - What grade/year of your program are you in?

Grade or Year of Program

Number of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

grade 7

0

0

grade 8

15

6.5

grade 9

22

9.5

grade 10

39

16.9

grade 11

35

15.2

grade 12

30

13.0

grade 13 (ON)

5

2.2

CGEP (PQ)

2

0.9

First year college or university

22

9.5

Second year

21

9.1

Third year

13

5.6

Fourth year

13

5.6

Community College

1

0.4

Graduate student

3

1.3

Post Graduate

1

0.4

Not in School

9

3.9

These figures are consistent with the age groups that are represented in question # 1.
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Question # 4 - Are you male or female?

Table 5:4

Number of Respondents

Gender

Percentage of
Respondents

Male

97

42.0

Female

134

58.0

The higher number of girls could reflect the tendency for a higher number of girls that
attend youth groups as opposed to boys.

Table 5: 5

Question # 5 - How many times a month do you attend your church
. ?.
wors h.!I!. service

Attendance

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

I do not attend

2

0.9

1 to 2 times a month

14

6.1

3 to 4 times a month

94

40.7

5 or more times a month

121

52.4

It is fairly obvious that the sample of students that were recruited were already active in

their youth groups and churches as that is the domain that we sought to administer the
invitation cards to. There is a relatively highly committed element of Christian students.
Over half of the students are involved five times or more a month in their church worship
service which does not include attendance of youth groups or other church functions as
well. This will be compared to the figures in Question # 6 dealing with youth group
attendance.
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Table 5:6

Question #6 - How many times a month do you attend your church
_you th _g_roul!._ or_y_oun_g_ a d u It s_g_roul!._.?

Attendance

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

I do not attend

11

4.8

1 to 2 times a month

28

12.1

3 to 4 times a month

82

35.5

5 or more times a month

103

44.6

7

3.0

Does not apply

As reflected in the church worship service attendance a high percentage of youth attend
their youth programs as well. More than 80 percent of the youth in this sample attend
their youth programs three or more times a month. Using data from this question and
question# 5 and question# 8, relating to their stand on personal faith, a pretty accurate
picture can be gleaned about the type of dedication to their faith and church programs.
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Table 5:7

Question # 7 What denomination or faith are you currently associated
with?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Baptist (Convention)

40

17.3

Baptist (Fellowship)

30

13.0

Pentecostal (P AOC)

30

13.0

Non-denominational

27

11.7

Mennonite

16

6.9

Interdenominational

15

6.5

Presbyterian

14

6.1

Other

13

5.6

Anglican

12

5.2

Roman Catholic

9

3.9

Pentecostal (other)

9

3.9

Wesleyan

8

3.5

United Church

3

1.3

No Church

3

1.3

Baptist (Southern)

1

0.4

Nazarene

1

0.4

Denomination

The higher percentage of Convention Baptists would likely be related to the personal
contacts that I have are centred in the denomination that I am a part of. Also in the
Atlantic provinces, ISCF is largely attended by youth from convention Baptist churches.
Because of the small sample it would not take many of any one denomination to become
predominant. The other issue is that some of the more liturgical churches do not have as
many youth programs.
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Table 5: 8

List of "other" denominations that were not listed in the survey:
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Brethren Bible Chapel

3

1.3

Christian Reformed

1

1.3

Evangelical Free

2

0.9

Lutheran

1

0.4

Missionary Alliance

3

1.3

Salvation Army

l

0.4

Union d'Eglises baptistes

1

0.4

Methodist

2

0.9

Denomination

Table 5: 9

Question# 8 - Would you term your relationship with God as:

Relationship

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Personal

165

71.4

On the way

50

21.6

Random

2

0.9

Not really interested

2

0.9

There seems to be a high proportion of young people dedicated to their faith. This is
evidenced by the high percentage of youth that consider their faith to be personal (almost
72 percent). Linking this to the church and youth group attendance there is a strong
indication that this sample of youth are dedicated to their faith.
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Question # 9 - Some Questions about your church and friends:
Table 5:10

a) Do you go to church with your friends instead if with your family?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Yes

101

43.7

No

128

55.4

2

0.9

Response

Non response

This was asked to get a sense of the connectedness of these youth to their family. Is the
trend still that youth attend church as a family unit? Here we see that over half attend
with their family.

Table 5:11

b) Do you have non-Christian friends?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Yes

220

95.2

No

11

4.8

An overwhelming amount of these youth are well connected to friends that are non
believers. This is significant when considering their potential role in peer evangelism.

Table 5:12

c) Do you go to church services with your family?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Yes

178

77.l

No

53

22.9

The question is asked a different way with the results showing a strong link to family.
This question was linked to question 9 a).
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Table 5:13

d) Do you go to a different church from that of your family?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Yes

69

29.9

No

156

67.5

6

2.6

Response

Non response

There appears to be a correlation between this and the last question. There is a high
proportion that are not going to another church and they appear in the last question to be
linked quite strongly to their families attendance. Also for those that are not attending the
same church as their parents (almost 30 percent) it could be interpreted that this could be
because their parents do not attend church at all.

Table 5: 14

Question # 10 - How many times have you changed churches in the
J!.aS t 5]:'._ears.?
Number of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Once

66

28.6

Twice

24

10.4

Three to Four

22

9.5

More than Four

6

2.6

113

48.9

Response

Have not changed churches

The reason this question was asked was to determine how rooted these youth may be.
There has been speculation that this generation of youth tend to be menu oriented and
wander from church to church. These figures indicate that this is not so much the case as
almost half (49 percent) have not changed churches they have attended (at least within the
past five years) and others (29 percent) have changed only once in that same period.
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Table 5: 15

Reasons why changed churches:
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Moved to new town

36

15.6

Change because of
university

19

8.2

Changed because of
different doctrine in the
church

12

5.2

Dissatisfaction with the
church

11

4.8

Youth group was not good

10

4.3

Conversion experience so
joined a church

5

2.2

Parents job situation
changed

5

2.2

Conflict with the pastor

4

1.7

Conflict in the church

3

1.3

Liked new church better
than previous

3

1.3

Convenience

2

0.9

Changed to be with
friends

1

0.4

Like variety move around
a lot

1

0.4

Church closed

1

0.4

Response

The reasons for leaving the church for those that have in the past five years are many and
varied. The highest number was for typical reasons of relocation for a new home, town
or to go away to school.
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Question # 11 - How would you rank your experience of the following?
Table 5:16

a) Genuine community at my church or youth group
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Satisfactory

111

48.1

Somewhat satisfactory

74

32.0

Satisfactory

34

14.7

Dissatisfactory

11

4.8

No response

1

0.4

Response

A high percentage (80 percent) of the sample ranked their feelings as somewhat to very
satisfied with the communities that they experience in their churches. Only a low amount
were dissatisfied (almost five percent). This is the first indication of positive feelings
about community in the local church.

Table 5: 17

b) My relationship with my non-Christian friends

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Satisfactory

69

29.9

Somewhat satisfactory

96

41.6

Satisfactory

54

23.4

Dissatisfactory

10

4.3

No Response

2

0.9

This response shows that while question# 9 b) indicated that most of these students have
a lot of non-Christian friends that the majority (65 percent) only find these relationships
somewhat to satisfactory compared to 30 percent at very satisfactory.
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Table 5: 18

c) Genuine Christian community while I am on the Internet
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Satisfactory

31

13.4

Somewhat satisfactory

77

33.3

Satisfactory

63

27.2

Dissatisfactory

42

18.2

No response

18

7.8

Response

This question gives an indication while there is not a very strong satisfaction with the
Internet for community that it does have a fairly strong showing with almost 61 percent
experiencing it from a satisfactory to somewhat satisfactory experience. There was a
higher number (just over 18 percent) dissatisfied with the Internet as a expression of
community.
Table 5: 19

d) Sharing my Christian faith on-line
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Satisfactory

52

22.5

Somewhat satisfactory

44

19.0

Satisfactory

54

23.4

Dissatisfactory

56

24.2

No Response

25

10.8

Response

There was an even spread among the feelings towards sharing faith on-line. This of
course is not related only to the limitation of the use of the technology but also the ability,
stage of development personality and desire to share one's faith.
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Table 5: 20

e) My church has helped me grow in my faith as a Christian

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Satisfactory

141

61.0

Somewhat satisfactory

51

22.l

Satisfactory

27

11.7

Dissatisfactory

9

3.9

No Response

3

1.3

Response

This question showed high marks for the church as a community that students felt
provided a nurturing environment so they might grow in their faith. This question
becomes one of the foundational building blocks to building a strong case for the church
as seen by youth as the primary community to develop and assist them with their faith
development.
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Question # 12 What do you believe to be the 5 most important characteristics of
Christian community in your church or youth group as you are experiencing them
now? (See Appendix B for further instructions that came with this question The
results are sorted in descending order with characteristics chosen as number one.)
Table 5:21
Characteristic

Response as
#1 choice

Percentage
for# 1

Cumulative percentage of
responses rated 1 to 5

Christian Love

47

20.3

49.4

Worship

35

15.2

56.7

Praying

19

8.2

47.6

Honesty

19

8.2

28.1

Fellowship

17

7.4

41.1

Unity

16

6.9

31.6

Forgiveness

11

4.8

32.0

Encouragement

10

4.3

29.9

Openness

8

3.5

15.2

Non-Judgmental

8

3.5

22.1

Acceptance

8

3.5

23.8

Loyalty

3

1.3

5.6

Integrity

3

1.3

10.8

Kindness

3

1.3

11.3

Accountability

2

0.9

13.0

Mission

2

0.9

9.5

Spiritual Gifts

2

0.9

11. 7

Giving of Time

2

0.9

7.8

Listening

1

0.4

11.3

Peace

0

0

3.9
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This results of question # 12 show that the top characteristic(expressed as the number
one choice) that is expressed in the community of the church is Christian love (20
percent). Next came Worship (15 percent), Praying (eight percent), Honesty (eight
percent) and then Fellowship (seven percent) as the top five characteristics. It is
interesting to note that with the exception of Honesty, the other characteristics are fairly
practical and experiential. Prayer, Worship and Fellowship and to some degree Christian
Love are all characteristics that can be seen or acted out on a Sunday morning. Integrity
or Accountability are perhaps a bit more nebulous and would not rank as high for youth.
When the cumulated values or responses that were from one to five were added
up; Worship moves up to the highest (57 percent), (most experiential) followed by Love
(49.4 percent), Praying (48 percent), Fellowship (41 percent) and moving up from below
and replacing Honesty comes Forgiveness (32 percent). It is worthy of note that Worship
in the church community as a characteristics in the cumulated total was the highest rated
characteristic of all three categories being compared in question # 12, # 26 and # 28.
There were a few other qualities that were shared as alternatives to the ones that
were in the list:
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Table 5:22

Other qualities that were listed as alternative to those presented in the
table

Other Qualities Listed

Ranking

Number of
responses

Learning and growing in our
relationship with God

1

1

Doing God's will

1

1

Faith

1

1

Love (no teen encouragement through
prayer as well, accountability for
actions i.e. bible readings)

1

1

Focus on Christ

1

1

Education/edification

1

1

Truth

1

2

Welcoming

2

1

Prayer

2

1

Ministry

2

I

Desire to know God

3

1

Friendship with each other

3

I

Enjoyment

4

I

Wisdom

4

I

Able to answer questions

5

1

Genuine

5

1

While these were presented as alternative characteristics there was not enough of any one
of them to really consider as significant in the analysis of the data. The idea was to
provide an opportunity to allow students to express misgivings or negative characteristics
for this community as they experience it:
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Question# 13 No situation is perfect. Please list any negative qualities (if any) that
you may have experienced with your church. Youth or club experiences.
T a ble 5 : 23

Ne_g_a f 1ve #1

Negative Qualities

Number of
responses

Percentage

Cliques/exclusive

29

12.6

Judgmental

16

6.9

Lack of true community

15

6.5

Apathetic youth/congregation

12

5.2

Disunity/disharmony

11

4.8

Problems with various functions of the church

10

4.3

Hypocritical

9

3.9

Segregation /prejudice/intolerance

9

3.9

Pastoral inadequacy/poor leadership/no vision

6

2.6

Not enough Bible/ Spiritual ignorance

5

2.2

Superficial/traditional/unfulfilling

4

1.7

Gossip/Slander

4

1.7

Passiveness/lack of passion

3

1.3

Appearances/prideful

3

1.3

Too introspective/inflexible

3

1.3

Boring

3

1.3

Age gap

2

0.9

Selfish/greed

2

0.9

Isolation

2

0.9

Broken promises/lack of integrity

2

0.9

Poor attendance

1

0.4

Lack of prayer

1

0.4

Political/money/power/time

1

0.4
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Table 5:23 (continued)

Inexperience

1

0.4

Conflict

1

0.4

Lack of discipline/disrespect

1

0.4

125

54.1

Number of
responses

Percentage

Problems with various functions of the church

17

7.4

Pastoral inadequacy/poor leadership/no vision

14

6.1

Lack of true community

11

4.8

Cliques/exclusive

10

4.3

Judgmental

9

3.9

Hypocritical

8

3.5

Disunity/disharmony

4

1.7

Gossip/Slander

4

1.7

Apathetic youth/congregation

3

1.3

Superficial/traditional/unfulfilling

3

1.3

Age gap

3

1.3

Political/money/power/time

3

1.3

Passiveness/lack of passion

3

1.3

Too introspective/inflexible

3

1.3

Not enough Bible/ Spiritual ignorance

2

0.9

Appearances/prideful

2

0.9

Isolation

2

0.9

Segregation /prejudice/intolerance

1

0.4

No response
Table 5:24

Negative# 2

Negative Qualities
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Table 5:24 (continued)

Inexperience

1

0.4

Broken promises/lack of integrity

1

0.4

Poor attendance

1

0.4

Conflict

1

0.4

Lack of discipline/disrespect

1

0.4

125

54.1

Number of
responses

Percentage

Judgmental

12

5.2

Pastoral inadequacy/poor leadership/no vision

8

3.5

Problems with various functions of the church

8

3.5

Su perficial/traditio nal/unfulfilling

6

2.6

Not enough Bible/ Spiritual ignorance

4

1.7

Segregation /prejudice/intolerance

4

1.7

Age gap

3

1.3

Apathetic youth/congregation

3

1.3

Political/money/power/time

3

1.3

Cliques/exclusive

3

1.3

Lack of true community

2

0.9

Hypocritical

2

0.9

Lack of discipline/disrespect

2

0.9

Morality/sin

2

0.9

Boring

1

0.4

Gossip/Slander

1

0.4

No response
Table 5: 25

Negative# 3

Negative Qualities
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Table 5:25 (continued)

Selfish/greed

1

0.4

Disunity/disharmony

1

0.4

Broken promises/lack of integrity

1

0.4

Appearances/prideful

1

0.4

Too introspective/inflexible

1

0.4

Jealousy

1

0.4

169

69.3

No response

While the list is vast there was a fair amount of repetition with the highest incidence of
frustration or negative experience was that around relational issues; cliques, judgmental,
hypocrisy, pastoral and church conflict, lack of community.

Question# 14. How would you rank the following for importance for you?
Table 5: 26

a) My attendance of worship services:
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

149

64.5

Fairly Important

66

28.6

Not Very Important

12

5.2

Not Important

2

0.9

No Response

2

0.9

Response

While there may be frustration with the imperfect body of the church, students see it as
worth attending in this sample. A very significant 93 percent rank attending worship
service as fairly to very important. So not only is there a high degree of attendance as
viewed in question # 5 but there is a degree of high value placed on it as well.
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Table 5:27

b) My friendships at school
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

112

48.5

Fairly Important

101

43.7

Not Very Important

14

6.1

Not Important

2

0.9

No Response

2

0.9

Response

As Bibby and Posterski's studies in youth showed
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,

youth still highly value their

friendships at a high rate. These figures show that the friends that they have in the
school community are significant to them at fairly to very important at 92 percent.

Table 5:28

c) Ability to access the Internet

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

42

18.2

Fairly Important

89

38.5

Not Very Important

77

33.3

Not Important

22

9.5

1

0.4

No Response

While the Internet is not as high a priority for youth they still find that its fairly to very
important (57 percent) to be able to have access to the Internet and those that are not as
concerned, that felt that it was not very or not important at all came in not much lower
than the positive students (43 percent).
182

Reginald W. Bibby and Donald C. Posterski, Teen Trends, 11.
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Table 5:29

d) To be able to keep touch with close Christian friends via the net.
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

77

33.3

Fairly Important

75

32.5

Not Very Important

67

29.0

Not Important

11

4.8

No Response

1

0.4

Response

The need to communicate and stay in touch is fairly high for this group of youth
especially with their other Christian friends. They felt that it was fairly to very important
(65.8 percent) to be able to have that ability to stay in touch on-line. So the Internet is
seen by a fairly significant number to be essential to maintaining their friendship
networks.
Table 5:30

e) My friendships at church

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

157

68.0

Fairly Important

62

26.8

Not Very Important

9

3.9

Not Important

2

0.4

No Response

2

0.9

The friendships at church beat out any other friendship cohort that is fairly to very
important (95 percent) to these youth. In fact there were almost no students that did not
care about their friendships at their church.
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Table 5:31

f) My involvement in my youth group or Bible study group

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very Important

162

70.1

Fairly Important

50

21.6

Not Very Important

10

4.3

Not Important

7

3.0

No Response

2

0.9

Response

This question was paired with the question # 6. This shows that not only was attendance,
as reflected in # 6 important but the actual degree of importance is very high as well from
fairly to very important (92 percent) to them.

Question # 15
Table 5:32

a) About how many Christian friends do you have in your non-on
line world?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Less than 10

43

18.6

Between 10 and 20

71

30.7

Between 20 and 30

44

19.0

More than 30

72

31.2

No Response

1

0.4

Response

This question indicated that there is a pretty even spread (probably due to personality and
ability to interact with various groups) of the number of Christian friends that students
have in their non-on-line world. This question is to serve as a base line for subsequent
questions on numbers and types of friendships this cohort has.
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Table 5:33

b) About how many non-Christian friends do you have in your non
on-line world?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Less than 10

66

28.6

Between 10 and 20

70

30.3

Between 20 and 30

43

18.6

More than 30

49

21.2

No Response

3

1.3

Response

This question shows that Christian students have a few less non-Christian friends than
they do non-Christians. This discredits to a small degree the misnomer that Christian
students congregate in "holy huddles''. The reality is with such a high degree of church
and youth group involvement and satisfaction, that the exposure is just higher in the
church for these kinds of friendships.
Question# 16
Table 5:34

a) Do you consider relationships that you have with on-line friends as:

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very significant

36

15.6

Fairly significant

86

37.2

Not very significant

66

28.6

Not significant

36

15.6

No Response

7

3.0

Linked to #14 c) and d) this question reveals that a little better than half (53 percent) of
this group feel that its fairly to very important to have on-line relationships with friends.
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Table 5:35

b) Do you consider the relationships that you have with non-on-line
friends as:

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Very significant

186

80.6

Fairly significant

27

11.7

Not very significant

8

3.5

Not significant

7

3.0

No Response

3

1.3

This question was asked as a comparison to the questions that will reflect the importance
of their on-line friendship experiences. Here we see that once again this group places a
high value on their friends that they see face to face (92 percent).
Table 5:36
Response

Question # 17 Do you have internet at home?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Yes

208

90.0

No

23

10.0

Non response

0

0

The results of this question could have been predicted based on the fact that the survey
was done on-line and these students would have to have access in order to complete the
survey. There were students that completed the survey from their school computer labs.
The number of youth that may not have been able to access this survey is not known and
it may have been a factor for some not being able to take the invitation cards.
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Table 5: 37

Question # 18 About how many hours a day on average would you
spend on-line?

Hours a Day On-line

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

0

17

7.4

1

111

48.1

2

25

25.1

3

16

6.9

4

14

6.1

5

7

3.0

6

3

1.3

10

1

0.4

No Response

4

1.7

This result was a bit surprising as there has been so much hype about the Internet and
youth becoming mindless cyber-drones linked to the web for hours at a time. As was
mentioned earlier in this dissertation the average usage for high schools students is about
1 to 2 hours a day. These results compare similarly with a national study that was
conducted with over 3000 Canadian students. 183

183

Reg Bibby, Project Teen 2000 survey - preliminary data (used with
permission).
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Table 5:38

Question # 19 - How many E-mail addresses do you have?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

1

84

36.4

2 to 5

110

47.6

6to10

11

4.8

More than 10

26

11.3

No Response

0

0

Response

If I could have asked this question a different way I would have broke down the two to

five category. It is not uncommon for people to have multiple e-mail accounts for various
different related activities; one for home, work, school, recreation etc.

Table 5:39

Question # 20 - How many nicknames or aliases for you have?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

1

98

42.4

2 to 5

110

47.6

6 to 10

10

4.3

More than 10

13

5.6

No Response

0

0

Some people need to have aliases to enter chat rooms and other domains on the Internet
to protect their identity or just to be identified with a neutral name that does not give
away an identity. This group of students seem to have a normal range of aliases from one
to five (90 percent).
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Table 5:40

Question # 21 - How often do you access web sites?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Many times daily

40

17.3

Daily

75

32.5

Several times a week

55

23.8

About once a week

26

11.3

2 to 3 times a month

14

6.1

About once a month

6

2.6

Hardly ever

14

6.1

Never

1

0.4

Response

This number was actually higher than I anticipated with several times a week to many
times daily at almost 3/4 (74 percent) of this group accessed web sites at a fairly high rate
with almost half (50 percent) daily to many times daily.

Table 5:41

Question # 22 - About how often do your access chat rooms?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Many times daily

6

2.6

Daily

12

5.2

Several times a week

8

3.5

About once a week

10

4.3

2 to 3 times a month

11

4.8

About once a month

6

2.6

Hardly ever

73

31.6

Never

105

45.5
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Question# 22 indicates the majority of this group do not participate actively in chat
rooms, however, almost a quarter (23 percent) are active to one degree or another in using
them. There is an even spread in the rate at which they are trying them out as well.
Table 5:42

Question # 23 - About how often do you check your E-mail?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Many times daily

68

29.4

Daily

103

44.6

Several times a week

38

16.5

About once a week

9

3.9

2 to 3 times a month

3

1.3

About once a month

2

0.9

Hardly ever

5

2.2

Never

3

1.3

Response

Question # 24
Table 5:43

a) How many Christian friends have you made on the net that you
have never met in person?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Less than 10

189

81.8

Between 10 and 20

21

9.1

Between 20 and 30

6

2.6

More than 30

5

2.2

No Response

10

4.3
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Table 5:44

b) How many non-Christian friends have you made on the net that
_r_ou h ave never mecm _I>erson.?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Less than 10

179

77.5

Between 10 and 20

19

8.2

Between 20 and 30

12

5.2

More than 30

9

3.9

No Response

12

5.2

Response

If I could be ask this question again it would have been to provide options that would be

less than 10 (i.e. five or less etc) or none as an option. The less than 10 option here could
take into account there are some who have never made any such friends. The question
was also worded in a negative manner and unclear.

Table 5:45

Question # 25 - What are some of the sites or items that you access
while on-line?

Items Accessed On-line

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

Christian music sites

133

57.6

Secular music sites

57

24.7

MP3 sites

58

25.1

Christian Chat

41

17.7

ICQ (I Seek You)

98

42.4

Homework related sites
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74.0

Devotional sites

56

24.2

Note: Other sites were so numerous mostly comprised of the following sites; poetry, Christian
resources, concerts, courses, E-bay, electronic cards, family background, forums, friends webs pages,
games, hobby sites, jobs, jokes, Napster, news, on-line shopping, outdoor recreation, political parties,
pornography, schools, search engines, sports. TV, kids sites, movies, Urbana, humour and comics,
veggie tales, wrestling and many more.
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Question # 26 Which do you believe are the 5 most important characteristics of
Christian community with your On-line community or internet contacts on the web?
(See Appendix B. for further instructions that came with this question The results
are sorted in descending order with characteristics chosen as number one.)
Table 5:46
Characteristic

Response as
#1 choice

Percentage
for# 1

Cumulative percentage of
responses rated 1to5

Honesty

54

23.4

42.0

Christian Love

18

7.8

31.6

Encouragement

17

7.4

41.6

Praying

14

6.1

29.0

Listening

10

4.3

34.6

Non-Judgmental

9

3.9

26.0

Openness

6

2.6

19.5

Giving of Time

6

2.6

12.l

Fellowship

6

2.6

16.5

Integrity

4

1.7

8.2

Accountability

4

1.7

12.l

Acceptance

4

1.7

16.0

Loyalty

3

1.3

10.0

Forgiveness

3

1.3

10.0

Kindness

3

1.3

17.3

Peace

3

1.3

3.9

Unity

2

0.9

4.8

Worship

2

0.9

6.9

Spiritual Gifts

2

0.9

2.6

Mission

1

0.4

3.9
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The response to these characteristics in Question # 26 was very interesting because it
gives a snapshot of what these youth are thinking are the most significant characteristics
of their on-line community experiences. It is amazing that Honesty (23.4 percent) comes
out as the number one choice for on-line community. It also was the highest rated
number one characteristic of the three questions (#12, # 26, and #28). This is remarkable
because the Internet is often criticised for its anonymous and often unverifiable nature.
This characteristic was followed by Christian Love (7.8 percent). A significant
characteristic chosen was Encouragement (7.4 percent), something that might be more
associated (perhaps erroneously) with a face to face encounter especially with someone
that you know well. Praying (6.1 percent) and Listening (4.3) are also very interesting
first picks that this group had made. Prayer and Listening are both experiences that are
often expressed and experienced in an audible format.
When the cumulative percentage of ranking of one through five is compiled, the
results still show that Honesty was the highest rated characteristic for the Internet at 42
percent. Next again came Encouragement (41.6 percent) and Listening (34.6 percent),
Christian Love (31.6 percent) and finally Praying (29 percent). These characteristics are
interesting in that we may have to take our old definitions of how people see and
experience these and adapt them for the environment of the Internet.
As in Question # 12 there was an opportunity to express the negative aspects of
this particular community. Respondents were asked to list what three things they thought
were negative about Internet community:
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b) No situation is perfect. Please list below any negative qualities (if any) that you
may have experienced with your Internet on-line experiences.
Table 5:47

Negative# 1
Number

Percentage

Lack of authenticity/no proof of identity/lying

27

11.7

Inappropriate language/materials and values

14

6.0

Lack of intimacy/impersonal- no audio-visual
references

9

3.9

Chat rooms addictive/questionable activity-language

6

2.6

Arguments and flaming/ violent behaviour or talk

5

2.2

Difficult to express oneself fully/clarity

4

1.7

Judgmental

4

1.7

Sporadic and random contact with people

4

1.7

Difficult to navigate/not clear/misleading

3

1.3

Sexual promiscuity

3

1.3

Church or Christian bashing/False or nominal
Christians

3

1.3

Strange (weird) people

3

1.3

Spamming and unwanted e-mail

2

0.8

Not private

2

0.8

Junk ads and bombarded with advertizing

1

0.4

Pride

1

0.4

Boring

1

0.4

139

60.2

Negative Qualities

No Response
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Table 5:48

Negative# 2
Number

Negative Qualities

Percentage

Inappropriate language/materials and values

10

4.3

Lack of intimacy/impersonal- no audio-visual
references

6

2.6

Church or Christian bashing/False or nominal
Christians

4

1.7

Sporadic and random contact with people

4

1.7

Lack of authenticity/no proof of identity/lying

4

1.7

Arguments and flaming/ violent behaviour or talk

2

0.8

Difficult to navigate/not clear/misleading

2

0.8

Chat rooms addictive/questionable activity-language

2

0.8

Difficult to express oneself fully/clarity

1

0.4

Boring

1

0.4

Immaturity

1

0.4

Sexual promiscuity

1

0.4

Table 5:49

Negative# 3

Negative Qualities

Number

Percentage

Lack of intimacy/impersonal- no audio-visual
references

5

2.2

Church or Christian bashing/False or nominal
Christians

3

1.3

Inappropriate language/materials and values

3

1.3

Difficult to navigate/not clear/misleading

2

0.8

Lack of authenticity/no proof of identity/lying

1

0.4

Arguments and flaming/ violent behaviour or talk

1

0.4
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The responses that kept coming back, centred around the lack of intimacy and face to face
nature of the Internet and that hindered community. The lack of authenticity bothered a
great deal of the students as there was no proof of identity and they often felt led to lying
about identities. A common complaint is the inappropriate language and materials that
often centred around sexual content.

Question # 27. Where everyone knows your name:
Table 5:50

a) Does being anonymous take away from the intimacy or closeness
that you experience with your on-line friends?

Response

Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

A Great deal

29

12.6

Quite a bit

37

16.0

Some

80

34.6

Not at all

54

23.4

No Response

31

13.4

Some to a great deal (63 percent) of these students felt that the anonymity factor for the
Internet hindered their experience of closeness with the people that they were dealing
with on-line from. Only 23 percent felt it did not really bother them at all.
One would think because of the lack of intimacy, that trust would be a big
question in the minds of these students. If one can not trust the party they are addressing
then it would be impossible to share to any depth of a personal nature. The next question
deals with this fact:
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Table 5:51

b) Does being anonymous make it easier to share personal or sensitive
issues on-line?
Number of Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents

A Great deal

51

22.1

Quite a bit

63

27.3

Some

48

20.8

Not at all

37

16.0

No Response

32

13.9

Response

An interesting phenomenon occurs on-line. Even if being anonymous is a detraction to
some degree for some youth, there were over 70 percent who felt that being anonymous
allowed them to share about personal things on-line (some to a great deal). My theory
regarding this is what I like to call the electronic or "cyber-confessional". In the
environment of the Internet youth can share deep and personal issues and not fear
rejection. They can not see the person and in some cases a listening ear is more important
Listening came in on question# 26 regarding the Internet as the

3rct

highest experiences

characteristic regarding community. Encouragement came in at number two. Both these
qualities are something that youth may desire above the intimacy factor that they must
sacrifice on-line. Yet, this characteristic of Listening as we will see in the next question
is not the desired ideal. In fact it is far down on the list of desired characteristics.
Listening maybe a characteristic that is intrinsic to the Internet where a captive audience
or a willing ear is ready to listen 24/7 day or night.
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Question# 28 If you could create or join the IDEAL or PERFECT Christian
community what would be the five most important characteristics of that
community from the list below? (See Appendix B. for further instructions that
came with this question The results are sorted in descending order with
characteristics chosen as number one.)
Table 5:52
Characteristic

Response as
#1 choice

Percentage
for# 1

Cumulative percentage of
responses rated 1 to 5

Christian Love

48

20.8

46.8

Honesty

37

16.0

39.0

Worship

23

10.0

41.1

Praying

22

9.5

47.6

Unity

12

5.2

26.0

Fellowship

9

3.9

27.7

Acceptance

9

3.9

21.6

Forgiveness

9

3.9

31.2

Non-Judgmental

8

3.5

22.1

Encouragement

5

2.2

36.8

Accountability

5

2.2

17.7

Openness

4

1.7

20.8

Integrity

3

1.3

9.1

Spiritual Gifts

3

1.3

7.8

Mission

2

0.9

7.4

Giving of Time

2

0.9

6.9

Kindness

2

0.9

10.4

Peace

1

0.4

4.8

Loyalty

1

0.4

8.7

Listening

1

0.4

15.2
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It was important to create a baseline from which to work from in this study so an ideal
was created. Youth were asked if they could create or join the perfect or ideal community
what would be the top five characteristics of Christian community? The answers were
interesting and served as a benchmark to compare the other two communities of church
(question # 12) and the Internet (question # 26).
The perfect community showed Christian love was the number one choice (21
percent) followed by Honesty (16 percent) which we note was the number one choice in
the on-line community in question# 26. The third highest rated characteristic for the
ideal was Worship at ten percent as the number one choice. Worship scored highest in
question #12 for the cumulated percentage of 56 percent in the church. As for the ideal,
praying was the next highest choice as number one at 9.5 percent followed by unity (5.2
percent) which is the only place that unity appears in any of the top five.
The cumulative average for the ideal community is very telling with Praying being
the highest rated at almost 48 percent. This was followed by Christian love (46.8
percent), Worship (41.1 percent), Honesty (39 percent) and Encouragement at 36.8
percent. These ideal characteristics appear in either of the previous questions (# 12 
church community, and #26 - on-line community) in differing degrees so there is perhaps
a correlation as to what youth experienced in the church and on-line community as what
they expect to be the ideal.
The last set of questions does a side by side comparison of each of the
communities of church, youth group and on-line experience. The questions were
deliberately structured in the survey so that they would be able to compare their
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experiences of community in a side by side comparison (see Appendix B):
Question # 29 Please rate the following in terms of that which has given you the
greatest help in the following areas. Please rate each community by choosing an
answer for each box. (Note: Shaded box indicates the community that rated as top
in the Very Well category)
Table 5:53

a) Increased or benefited my prayer life
Church

Response

Youth Group

On-line

#

O/o

#

O/o

#

O/o

Very Well

63

27.3

141

61.0

13

5.6

Fairly well

126

54.5

62

26.8

36

15.6

Not very well

30

13.0

16

6.9

59

25.5

Not well at all

10

4.3

11

4.8

122

52.8

No Response

2

0.9

1

0.4

1

0.4

The youth group scored high in this comparison with almost 88 percent saying that it
benefited their prayer life fairly well to very well followed by the church at almost 82
percent. The on-line community fared poorly at only 21 percent for fairly well to very
well.
Table 5:54

b) Has allowed me to share my deepest needs and hurts without fear
of rejection

Response

Church

Youth Group

On-line

#

O/o

#

O/o

#

%

Very Well

30

13.0

195

45.5

36

15.6

Fairly well

97

42.0

32.9

32.9

61

26.4

Not very well

72

31.2

37

16.0

38

16.5

Not well at all

31

13.4

12

5.2

95

41.1

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4
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Youth groups came in at 78.4 percent for the fairly well to very well categories for not
fearing rejection. The church comes in significantly lower at 55 percent and while on
line makes a surprising showing of 42 percent for fairly well to very well.
Table 5:55

c) Has taught me about the Christian faith and equipped me for
service

Response

On-line

Youth Group

Church
#

O/o

#

O/o

#

O/o

Very Well

128

55.4

143

61.9

16

6.9

Fairly well

84

36.4

71

30.7

37

16.0

Not very well

12

5.2

10

4.3

64

27.7

Not well at all

6

2.6

6

2.6

113

48.9

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4

Youth pastors and Christian youth club sponsors should feel good knowing that youth
ranked the youth group highest by 92.6 percent fairly well to very well barely squeaking
out the church which came in high at 91.8 percent. The on-line falls short at almost 23
percent for fairly to very well for equipping youth for service.
Table 5:56

d) I feel comfortable sharing about sensitive or personal issues

Response

Church

Youth Group

On-line

#

%

#

%

#

O/o

Very Well

29

12.6

76

32.9

45

19.5

Fairly well

78

33.8

96

41.6

56

24.2

Not very well

80

34.6

34

14.7

38

16.5

Not well at all

43

18.6

24

10.4

91

39.4

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4

This question could relate to the cyber confessional theory mentioned previously. Youth
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groups come in the highest with 74.5 percent fairly to very well in being comfortable in
sharing sensitive or personal issues. The church ranking drops considerably to 46.4
percent followed closely with the on-line at 46.4 percent for fairly to very well.

Table 5:57

e) Makes me feel a part of a body, a sense of belonging to something
Church

Response

Youth Group

On-line

#

O/o

#

O/o

#

%

Very Well

115

49.8

168

72.4

25

10.8

Fairly well

80

34.6

45

19.5

52

22.5

Not very well

22

9.5

11

4.8

46

19.9

Not well at all

13

5.6

6

0.4

107

46.3

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4

The youth group again comes out on top (almost 90 percent) in helping these youth to
sense they are a part of the body, from fairly well to very well. The church comes in at a
lower 84.4 percent. Only a third (33.3 percent) of students felt their on-line experience
gave them a sense of belonging to something ranking from fairly well to very well.

Table 5:58

f) Gives me a sense of what a "real" or authentic community is all
about

Response

Church

Youth Group

On-line

#

O/o

#

O/o

#

O/o

Very Well

92

39.8

121

52.4

20

8.7

Fairly well

99

42.9

85

36.8

40

17.3

Not very well

27

11.7

16

6.9

60

26.0

Not well at all

12

5.2

8

3.5

110

47.6

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4
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Once again the youth group comes in at the highest to show students felt it demonstrated
a sense of authentic community at 89.2 percent. It was followed closely by the church at
82.7 percent and the on-line community failed to convince them from fairly well to very
well at 26 percent.

Table 5:59

g) I am known in this community - the "real me"...

Response

Youth Group

Church

On-line

#

O/o

#

%

#

O/o

Very Well

66

28.6

131

56.7

41

17.7

Fairly well

109

47.2

75

32.5

56

24.2

Not very well

35

15.2

10

4.3

37

16.0

Not well at all

20

8.7

14

6.1

96

41.6

No Response

1

0.4

1

0.4

1

0.4

This question is directly linked to the thoughts mentioned about adolescent development
and the personas that they create or reflect. The youth group was the highest ranked
community for fairly well to very well at 89.2 percent feeling that it was the best place for
them to be known. The church come in with just over three-quarters by the students
believing they are known in the church (75.8 percent). The internet is not as great. but
surprisingly at almost 43 percent.
As can be seen in the shaded areas of the boxes in question# 29, the youth group
was the number one choice in all categories. The church was second in all cases and the
on-line was the lowest. There were points, however, where the on-line and the church
were closer by comparison.

The next chapter will deal with the analysis of this data.

CHAPTER6
THE ESSENTIAL QUALITIES OF AUTHENTIC COMMUNITY
FOR CHRISTIAN YOUTH IN CANADA
(An Analysis of Survey and Focus Group Results)

In this chapter, an analysis of the survey data submitted by 231 Canadian youth
will be conducted. Additionally, a comparison will be made of the data with the focus
group conversations. Though the response rate of this survey was somewhat lower than
desired for a national survey, there was enough data to give some representation from
across the country. The survey participants expressed some rather interesting factors for
consideration.
The province with the highest response rate was Newfoundland. This was due
largely in part to 1,600 survey invitations being distributed at a denominational youth
rally in mid-October of 2000. Saskatchewan had the lowest response rate; this was most
likely due to the fact that fewer than 700 cards were distributed in that province.
The age range chosen for the purposes of this study was 13 to 23-year-olds. The
greatest response was from the younger segment of the cohort --13 to 18 (middle to high
school range). The lower response was from the 19 to 23 spectrum. Age did not seem to
have an effect in some of the comparisons that were made of the data. There was a higher
representation of female students respondents at 58 percent of the total. It could be
speculated that there are higher female populations in youth groups. This may have had
180
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an effect on the number submitted. 184 From all statistical comparisons there were no real
significant correlations with any of the data related to gender; this may have also been due
to a low sample size.

Activity and the Internet

The youth surveyed gave a picture of having a balance in their attitude toward
Internet use and to its related technologies. Of these youth, 90 percent have access to the
Internet at home, but only 56. 7 percent said they felt that it was fairly to very important
for them to have access. About 73 .2 percent spend an average of one to two hours a day
online. Most of these youth (84.0 percent) have between one and five e-mail addresses.
Also, 90 percent of these youth have one to five aliases which they use online to identify
themselves.
Their activity online is quite regular. Over 50 percent access web sites daily or
many times daily. If one is to include those who access web sites several times a week,
the number is actually 74 percent. E-mail is also a high priority for youth keeping in
touch. Of those surveyed, 73 percent access their e-mail at least from one time daily to
many times daily. When those who check it several times a week are added, the number
rises to 89.5 percent. The number of youth who participate in chat rooms is lower than
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Recent Canadian Project Teen 2000 survey results show that 14 percent of
females and 10 percent of males surveyed report being a part of a religious youth group.
22.7 percent of females and 20.5 percent of females reported attending religious services
weekly or more while 32 percent of females and 32.5 percent of males report attending
religious services monthly or more. (Source: James Penner, preliminary Project Teen
2000 survey results, unpublished data, used with permission. Data accessed 16 February,
2001)
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other activity reported, yet there is still a fair number who have participated in chat (23.0
percent) which is still an emerging technology. Most youth are actively seeking web sites
which involve Christian music (57.6 percent) and secular music (24.7 percent). Over 42
percent access friends through ICQ, a chat-like community program that is fast becoming
popular among youth. Parents and teachers of these particular youth may be pleased to
note that 74 percent access web sites to research homework projects.

Friends Forever

To this sample of Canadian youth, friendships are important. They are well
connected to non-Christian friends as 95.2 percent said they had such friends. The
relationship these youth have with non-Christian friends is 29.9 percent. They found
them very satisfactory while others found their friendships were satisfactory to somewhat
satisfactory at about 65 percent. The friends they have in school are ranked from fairly to
very important at 92.2 percent. The friendships the youth have at church are even more
significant with almost 95 percent stating church friends are on a range from fairly to very
important, while 68 rank these friends as very important. The youth also felt that keeping
touch with Christian friends via the net was fairly to very important at 68.8 percent. The
online relationships with these friends were fairly to very significant at 52.8 percent.
The number of Christian friends that they have off-line ranged from less than 10
friends (18.6 percent) to between 10 and 20 (30. 7 percent). Conversely, the amount of
non-Christian friends that they have off-line ranged with IO or less friends (28.6 percent)
to those that had between 10 and 20 such friends (30.3 percent). They thought the
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relationships they have with these friends, overall, is to very significant at 92.3 percent
and 80.6 percent with the rank of very significant.
Most of these youth (81.8 percent) have not made many Christian friends online
(less than 10) whom they have never met in person. There were a few more who have
made some non-Christian friends online but only 77 .5 percent have made less than 10
friends whom they have never met.
Finally, anonymity reduces the degree of intimacy that is developed with online
friends. Only 12.6 percent stated that it was a major problem, while 16 percent indicated
it was a problem and 34.6 indicated it was somewhat a problem. Only 25 percent said
anonymity was not a factor. While anonymity was largely a factor for inhibiting
intimacy, several thought that being anonymous allowed the sharing of personal things
online; (22.1 percent felt that to share personally online meant a great deal to them, 27.3
percent felt it made quite a bit easier, and 20.8 said that it made it easier to share only
some).

Faith and Church Attendance - A profile
From the data, there is every indication that the majority of youth that participated
in this survey are actively involved with their faith, active in their churches, youth groups,
and Christian clubs. Of the 231 students who responded, 93 .1 percent attend church
worship services an average of three to five or more times a month, or more. Of the same
students, a very solid 93.1 percent ranked attending worship services as fairly to very
important.
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Of the 231 youth surveyed. 80.1 percent attend their youth groups or Christian
clubs three to five times a month, or more. When asked about their relationship with
God, 71.4 percent responded that they had a personal relationship with God; 21.6 percent
said their faith was developing.
These indicators are helping to create a profile of these particular individuals in
the hope that it gives an indication of their commitment to faith. This is expressed
through their active involvement in church. There may be a slight correlation between
the facts these youth, who are actively attending the church, go with their parents. In fact,
77.1 percent attend church with their families. It could be interpreted that their "devotion''
may be a family obligation, however, this seems unlikely. Whatever the case may be,
they have reported they are attending church and involved in Christian activities.

Attitudes and Participation - View of the Church
There seems to be a certain level of dedication in this group; it is reflected in their
overall church involvement. Of the total students surveyed, almost half (48.9 percent)
have not changed churches in the past five years. Also, 28.6 percent moved only once in
the past five years. Of the total number of students who left to go to another church, at
one to more than four times in the past five years, only 25 percent left their church either
because they moved to a new town or left to go to university. Of that total over the same
period of time, only 22.9 percent of students left for "negative'' reasons involving various
conflicts and dissatisfaction.
Overall, most youth thought their churches provided an adequate example of
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genuine community; this was evidenced in a ranking of 80.1 percent being somewhat
satisfactory to very satisfactory. Students gave high marks to their churches for helping
them grow in the faith; 82.1 percent indicated they were somewhat to very satisfied. Of
the total surveyed, 81.8 percent felt their church increased or contributed to their prayer
life either fairly well or very well. The same youth reported their youth groups had been
even more effective in the area of increasing their desire for a deeper prayer life (87 .8
percent). As Christians, part of the church experience is to equip people for service. Of
the students surveyed, a solid 91.8 percent felt that their churches accomplished that goal.
Becoming a part of the body of believers and developing community was an
important area to consider when trying to evaluate the strength of community. Of those
who were surveyed 84.4 percent reported they felt encouraged, either fairly to very well,
by being included as a part of the ''body'' or having a sense of belonging. They also
reported (82. 7 percent) that they had gained a sense of authentic community; they rated
the experience from fairly well to very well. Respondents felt they were known in the
church community fairly well to very well (75.8 percent) by their true identity--as the
"real me". It is significant that these youth have a close connection to their churches. It
will influence the comparison of experiences with the online community versus the ideal
(authentic) community to be compared later in this chapter.
On a slightly more subdued note, there were some areas where the youth did not
feel the church was able to significantly meet their needs. A smaller number of youth
(55 percent), felt the church to be a safe place where their deepest emotional hurts and
needs could be met without fear of rejection. In the survey, a question was asked of the
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same students whether they felt comfortable sharing personal or sensitive needs. The
students reported only 46.4 percent felt fairly comfortable to very comfortable. While
many of the youth are strongly connected to the churches, almost half did not feel secure
to share the deeper issues with which they struggle.

Characteristics of Church Community - Analysis of Question# 12
The 231 youth who responded to the survey were asked to chose what they
perceived to be the five most important characteristics in their church community,
ranking them from one to five with one being the most important. The youth were
offered 20 characteristics from which to choose, with the option of adding any they
thought were not included in the list. In the case of church community in question 12, it
was an aggregate of what they considered "church" to be; either the church and/or the
youth group. The youth group was not separated from the church in this question.
Question 12 of the survey was compared to question 26 and question 28 in how
youth ranked each characteristic of community. For the purposes of this section, there
will be a report on Question 12 as it relates to the church community.
Youth who completed the survey ranked Christian Love as the top choice at 20.3
percent (see Table 6:2). It is interesting to note the choice of Christian Love matched the
ideal community with only a difference of .5 percent It could be surmised that these
youth were experiencing the degree of Christian Love in their churches as they would
expect to be the ideal situation. In other words, the church is meeting the expectations of
the youth in the area of Christian Love.
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The next in the top five characteristics for the church was Worship, which ranked
15.2 percent (almost five percent higher than the expectations for the ideal community).
Therefore, Worship is perceived to hold a high priority with these youth. The third
highest rated characteristic was Prayer at 8.2 percent--a fraction lower than the ideal (9.5
percent) and higher than online community at 6.1 percent. These three communities
compare relatively close together. A discussion regarding the characteristic of Prayer will
presented later in the paper.

Table 6:2. Five top characteristics of church community ranked as number one
com_l!_ared WI"th theother commum·r1es
Church
Community

Online
Community

Ideal or Perfect
Community

Characteristic

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

1 -Christian Love

47

20.3

18

7.8

48

20..8

2 -Worship

35

15.2

2

0.9

23

10.0

3 -Praying

19

8.2

14

6.1

22

9..5

4 -Honesty

19

8.2

54

23.4.

37

16.0

5 -Fellowship

17

7.4

6

2.6

9

3.9

Total

137

60.3

94

40.8

139

60.2

Note: The shaded areas denote the highest ranked characteristic ofthe three
communities ofchurch, online and the ideal.
One of the most fascinating characteristics which stood out was Honesty, which
was rated fourth in the church community at 8.2 percent. It should be noted when
compared to the ideal, which was higher at 23.4 percent and online community at 16.0
percent; Honesty seems to be experienced less in the church by these youth. Even
though they felt the church community expressed honesty at this level they felt it was not
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as significant as the ideal and interestingly enough almost three times less than online
community.
The final and fifth ranked characteristic of community for the church was
Fellowship at 7.4 percent. It was significantly higher than the ideal community (3.9
percent) and online community (2.6 percent).
A further investigation of the choices youth made with respect to the various
characteristics of community in the church will require scrutiny of the cumulative
percentages for each of the top five choices (see Table 6:3).
Table 6:3. Church Community Top choices one through five cumulative
percen t a_g_es - com_l!_arisons w1·th 0 th er commum·r1es
Church
Community
Characteristic

combined# I to 5 ( %)

Online
Community
combined# I to 5 ( %)

Ideal or Perfect
Community
combined# I to 5 ( %)

Worship

56.7

6.9

41.1

Christian Love

49.4

31.6

46.8

Praying

47.6*

29.0

47.6*

Fellowship

41.1

16.5

27.7

Forgiveness

32.0

10.0

31.2

Note: shaded areas denote the highest characteristic by comparison. *these figures
are the same
Christian Love which was ranked number one by the 231 youth in the last
comparison, fell to second place (49.4 percent) when the cumulative percentages were
examined. Worship rose as the highest ranked characteristic (56.7 percent). Their desire
for worship is higher than the ideal expectation they have at 41.1 percent and
understandably much higher than the online experience of worship at 6. 9 percent. When
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considering the comparison with online community, it is not unusual for youth see it as
less important. The limitations of the Internet, in terms of face-to-face interaction, would
make it virtually impossible to have as significant an experience of worship.
Youth are highly experiential, especially when one considers the issues of
adolescent development and the generational characteristics ascribed to the Millennials
who were discussed in Chapters Three and Four of this dissertation. Worship could be
considered to be one of the most experientially charged characteristics.
Christian Love was the second highest ranked characteristic at 49 .4 percent. This
compares closely with the ideal (46.8 percent) but not so closely with the online
experience of community at 31.6 percent. The limitations of face-to-face communication
and tangible expressions of love may be a reason for this lower expectation for Christian
Love online. This will be considered with the conclusions in the final chapter. Next in
line to Christian Love, prayer was 47.6 percent. This figure also matched the ideal
community at 47.6 percent. Prayer could also be considered a experientially based
characteristic. It is possible to pray online through text. This dimension, though reduced
perhaps quality by the lack of vocal expression, can still be facilitated somewhat through
CMC online.
Youth felt Fellowship, which was ranked fourth in the cumulative response, was
fairly high at 41.1 percent. It was considerably higher than the 27.7 percent represented
by their idea of the perfect or ideal community. It was even higher than the 16.5 percent
they felt the online experience provided. Youth are experiencing a high degree of
involvement in the fellowship dimension of their church, this may be due partially to the
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high degree of involvement and satisfaction with their youth groups where they feel
accepted--as indicated by earlier figures in this chapter.
The final characteristic of the cumulative total is Forgiveness at 32.0 percent. It
was closely related to the ideal community at 31.2 percent, but came out strong over the
online experience of forgiveness at 10.0 percent. One should consider that online
community does not provide a high a degree of accountability, thus conflict can be often
solved by a mere click of a mouse thus shutting off a person with whom one is
experiencing problems.
The cumulative characteristics seem to match fairly closely those that were ranked
as the number one characteristics. Forgiveness appeared in the list and honesty fell out of
the top five for church community within the cumulative figures.

Characteristics of Online Community - Analysis of Question # 26
The characteristics of online community and youth attitudes toward virtual
community provide valuable insights into the thoughts of the youth who were surveyed.
The results of this comparison can be seen in Table 6:4.
As presented in Chapter Four, online community can take many forms. The
understanding of virtual or online community is based on the technology experience of
each youth. There are no uniform expectations or experiences online, just as there are no
uniform experiences of youth in groups or church community.
The characteristic which ranked the highest was honesty. It is significant to note
not only was honesty the highest ranked by 23 .4 percent of the respondents, it was also
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the highest ranked number one choice for any of the characteristics in any of the three
communities which were compared. The experience of honesty was much higher than the
ideal community at 16.0 percent, and compared to the church at only 8.2 percent. The
question arises: ''Is this what they desire or what they are experiencing?" From looking at
the other characteristics that they chose and how they chose to respond, it would appear
that this was not just a whimsical desire to see this as a possibility, but they are truly
experiencing it in this manner.
Table 6:4. Five top characteristics of online community ranked as number one
compared with the other communities
Church
Community

Online
Community

Ideal or Perfect
Community

Characteristic

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

Honesty

54

23.4

19

8.2

37

16.0

Christian Love

18

7.8

47

20.3

.48

20.8

Encouragement

17

7.4

10

4.3

5

2.2

Praying

14

6.1

19

8.2

22

95

Listening

10

4.3

1

0.4

1

0.4

Total

113

50

96

42.4

113

49.9

Note: The shaded areas denote the highest ranked characteristic ofthe three
communities ofchurch, online and the ideal.
As presented earlier, in the process of the development of youth, they are quite
naive and tend to believe much of what that they encounter on the Internet as valid. As
was mentioned in Chapter Four, there is little time to discriminate what is valid from
what is not valid due to the volume of material encountered. For whatever reason, youth
thought that honesty online was the most important characteristic, this will be borne out
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again later when compared with the cumulative results for online community. A
reflection will also be conducted on comments made in the focus groups.
Christian Love is ranked second highest at 7 .8 percent. Christian Love remained
as one of the top two ranked characteristics in all the communities in the comparison.
The percentage is much lower for this characteristic than what youth saw as an ideal
community at 20.8 percent and for the church community at 20.3 percent. It could be
speculated that Christian Love is often experienced through tangible, physical acts of love
and kindness. The limitations of the Internet may prevent these acts oflove from being
felt or experienced in a virtual community.
The third ranked characteristic, of Encouragement (7.4 percent), for the online
community was interesting to note as well. This characteristic was higher than the ideal
of 2.2 percent and the church community at 4.3 percent. Encouragement online seems to
be a characteristic that stands out stronger in this community. While the numbers-given
percentages--are not high, they are significantly higher than the other two communities.
It is as if the youth do not have high expectations for being encouraged (as reflected in the
ideal figure).
The fourth characteristic, ranked as number one choice for the online community,
was Prayer at 6.1 percent. It ranked lower than both the ideal at 9.5 percent and the
church community at 8.2 percent.
Finally, the last characteristic was Listening. It was the third characteristic that
was highest in the online community. While the percentage numbers were not high, they
were well above the ideal of .4 percent and the church of .4 percent by comparison.
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Listening also in an interesting characteristic to be ranked in the top five for online
community because listening because it is often associated with an audible and vocal
interaction and interchange. Yet for some, this is an important facet of online
community.
The cumulative figures for characteristics ranked one through five for online
community provide some intriguing comparisons with the other communities (church and
the ideal). It is significant that three unique characteristics which were not ranked high in
either the church or ideal community are presented here in the top three of the online
community experience (see Table 6:5).
Table 6:5. Online Community Top choices 1 through S cumulative percentages 
co~arisons w1"th 0 ther commum"f1es
Online
Community

Church
Community

Ideal or Perfect
Community

combined# I to 5 ( %)

combined# I to 5 ( %)

combined# I to 5 ( %)

Honesty

42.0

28.1

39.0

Encouragement

41.6

29.9

36.8

Listening

34.6

11.3

15.2

Christian Love

31.6

49.4

46.8

Praying

29.0

47.6*

47.()*

Characteristic

Note: shaded areas denote the highest characteristic by comparison. *these figures
are the same
Honesty, once again, is the top ranked characteristic at 42.0 percent. By
comparison, the ideal is only slightly behind at 39 percent and the church was perceived
to be at only 28.1 percent. The honesty factor mentioned before could arise from many
possibilities. There is a possibility that youth are finding it easier to be more open and
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honest in their communication with others because of the anonymous nature of the net
-hence the cyber-confessional idea. This could also be related to the concept that youth
are more open to share more honestly because there is little risk in being rejected or held
accountable. This was discussed in the focus groups by one of the students who will be
commented on later in this chapter. Perhaps the formal nature of the church, the fact that
youth have a more difficult time talking to adults (which the church is largely comprised
of), may all be contributing factors to the lack of trust that may be present and prevents
youth from sharing their needs and struggles.
Worthy of note is the fact that encouragement came in high at 41.6 percent for the
cumulative totals. The same factors seem to be reflected in the numbers again comparing
them with the church (29.9 percent) and the ideal communities (36.8 percent). The youth
seem to be finding either that the online community experience provides them with a
greater encouragement or they are able to encourage others better through this medium.
The next highest ranked characteristic for online community was that of listening
(31.6 percent). This cumulative characteristic was significantly higher than the ideal
(15.2 percent) and the church (11.3 percent). Listening in an online format must involve
more than audible hearing; it should also involve listening to understand and to
empathize.
The forth-highest cumulative characteristic was Christian Love (31.6 percent). It
falls short in light of the numbers that are represented by the church (49.4 percent) and
the ideal community (46.8). It is apparent that youth are not finding Christian Love as
fulfilling online as they are in the church or as they would expect in the ideal setting.
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The last characteristic of online community was that of prayer at 29 .0 percent.
The experience of prayer online is not as significant to the youth surveyed as what they
believed to be important in their churches (47.6 percent) and what they perceived the
ideal to be at 47.6 percent. While prayer does exist in the online setting, it is possible
some youth have never considered the possibility of praying online or the somewhat
impersonal nature of the Internet prevents them from considering it as a viable option.

Characteristics of the Ideal or Perfect Community - Analysis of Question # 28
The purpose of offering an ideal or perfect community option was to create a
benchmark from which to compare the responses of youth to the other two communities.
The ideal community that youth would have envisioned proved to have a few interesting
aspects worthy of note (see Table 6:6).

Table 6:6. Five top characteristics of an IDEAL community ranked as
number one compared with the other communities
Ideal or Perfect
Community

Church
Community

Online
Community

Characteristic

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

N

chose# 1(%)

Christian Love

48

20.8

47

20.3

18

7.8

Honesty

37

16.0

19

8.2

54

23.4

Worship

23

10.0

3S

15.2

2

0.9

Praying

22

9.5

19

8.2

14

6.1

Unity

12

5.2

16

6.9

2

0.9

Total

142

62.5

136

59.8

90

40.1

Note: The shaded areas denote the highest ranked characteristic ofthe three
communities ofchurch, on/ine and the ideal.
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The youth who were surveyed chose Christian Love as the top characteristic for
their ideal community (20.8 percent). It was followed quite closely with the church
community (20.3 percent) and to a lesser degree online community (7.8 percent). It is
interesting that youth have chosen Christian Love as the number one characteristic if one
considers 1Corinthians13:13 "...the greatest of these is love" (NIV).
The second choice for the ideal community was honesty. While honesty in the
ideal community setting rated 16 percent of students choosing it as the number one
characteristic, the online community was higher with a rating of 23 .4 percent of students
choosing honesty. The church, by comparison, was at a low of 8.2 percent when
choosing honesty as a characteristic. The honesty factor, which was discussed earlier, is
shown once again as higher than the ideal. These youth that were surveyed must have
had a higher expectation of honesty on the Internet than they would have expected in an
ideal situation. The alternative is that youth may have a low expectation of honesty
overall and the Internet is just higher by default or by experience.
The third highest characteristic of Christian community in the ideal setting was
worship. While this was the third ranked ideal at 10 percent, the church surpassed this
with 15.2 percent of students finding their experience of worship better than what they
would expect in an ideal situation. The online community falls well below the ideal at
only .9 percent.
Fourth in the list of characteristics, which was ranked as a number one choice,
was praying with the ideal set at 9.5 percent. It was the highest of the three communities
compared in the study. The church was not far behind with 8.2 percent and the online
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experience at 6.1 percent.
Lastly, unity appears in the ideal setting at 5.2 percent. Unity is the only
characteristic that appears solely in this community. Unity is not a high priority with
youth as reflected in the numbers that are shown; however, the unity which is experienced
in the church is somewhat higher (6.9 percent) than the ideal, and well above the online
experience set at .9 percent.
There were some interesting comparisons made when looking at the ideal versus
the online community in the cumulative result (see Table 6:7). None of the five
characteristics, which were listed for the top five cumulative percentages in the ideal
community, were higher that the other two communities. The number one ranked
characteristic for ideal community was praying which was matched with the experience
of prayer in the church at 47.6 percent. The second ranked ideal cumulative characteristic
was Christian Love (46.8 percent). The church was the higher expression of that
characteristic at 49.4 percent.
The third highest characteristic for the ideal setting of community was worship at
41.1 percent; however, this was eclipsed by the experience of youth in their churches at
56. 7 percent. The fourth and fifth characteristics for the ideal community were honesty
(39.0 percent) and encouragement (36.8 percent); however, both were found to be greater
in the online experience at 42.0 percent and 41.6 percent respectively.
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Table 6:7. Ideal Community Top choices 1 through 5 cumulative percentages 
com_E..ar1sons w1•th 0 th er commum'f1es
Ideal or Perfect
Community

Church
Community

Online
Community

combined# 1to5 ( %)

combined# 1 to 5 ( %)

combined# 1 to 5 ( %)

47.6*

47.6*

29.0

Christian Love

46.8

49.4

31.6

Worship

41.1

56.7

6.9

Honesty

39.0

28.1

42.t

Encouragement

36.8

29.9

•41.()

Characteristic
Praying

Note: shaded areas denote the highest characteristic by comparison. *these figures
are the same

Side by Side comparison of the Church, Online and Ideal Communities
The youth who were surveyed were given seven questions in item# 29, which
asked them to rank their responses--very well, fairly well, not very well and not well at
all. The questions were to be responded to within each community: church, youth group,
and online. Where the first 28 questions of the survey were asked in a manner that would
not betray a pattern, question number 29 lined up each community (youth group, church,
and online) so that each could be compared against the other. In all cases youth chose the
youth group as the highest expression of satisfaction for all the seven parts to question 29.
The first question 29 a) asked how each of the communities increased or benefited
their prayer life. The youth group came ahead with almost 88 percent saying that it
benefited them fairly to very well. Next came the church at 82 percent, followed by the
online community providing only 21 percent. The experience of prayer is most likely
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greatest in a peer setting, such as a youth group or Christian club setting.
Question 29 b) asked if each of these communities had allowed them to share their
deepest hurts and fears without rejection. Youth groups provided fairly to very well (78.4
percent) while the church was much lower at 55 percent and online not much further
behind at 42 percent. It is not surprising that youth will find it easier to share in the
environment of the peer relationships in their youth groups rather than the adult
dominated church. The online community fared better in this question and related to
Question# 27. It found that 70 percent of youth felt that anonymity assisted them in
being able to talk about sensitive issues. While its not in the majority, it is significant to
note.
Question 29 c) asked how each of the three communities prepared them for their
Christian faith and, eventually, for service. Of those who responded, 92.6 percent
thought that the youth group was the strongest community and provided them with the
vital assistance for growth with respect to faith. The church ranked 91.8 percent for those
who felt that it was provided fairly well to very well. The online community failed to
make much of an inroad in the preparation for faith and service at 23 percent. Once
again, it is very revealing that the limitations of the Internet preclude it from providing
much practical or tangible assistance when compared with that of face-to-face
community.
Question 29 d) asked if the youth felt comfortable sharing sensitive or personal
issues. The question relates to question 29 b) without the caveat of rejection added.
Only 74.5 percent of youth felt they could share these needs in the youth group setting.
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The church, as mentioned before in question b) came in quite low at 46.4 percent. An
interesting fact that comes out of the data was 46.4 percent thought the online experience
of community provided fairly to very well in allowing them to share in depth. The online
community also was higher than the church in the very well category at 19.5 percent
where the church came in at only 12.6 percent. There is some benefit to the online
community in reaching out to youth who need to be heard.
Question 29 e) asked if youth thought that each of these communities made them
feel a part of a body, and provided a sense of belonging. The youth group, of course,
scores high with almost 90 percent feeling that it did so fairly to very well. The church
was slightly lower at 84.4 percent and the online failed to gain more than 33.3 percent
who felt that it provided a sense of belonging. The amorphous and random nature of the
Internet struggled to provide a sense of permanency or belonging to anything concrete for
these students.
The next question 29 f), asked is any of these communities provided a sense of
what "real" or authentic community was all about. These young people felt the youth
group provided an adequate sense of authentic community and reporting that 89.2 percent
felt that it did so fairly well to very well. The church came in not much lower at 82. 7
percent. Youth felt that the church provided fairly to very well in this question. The
online community was far behind at only 26 percent. The Internet seems to fall short in
providing the closeness and authenticity that Christian youth need to feel good about it as
a real community.
The final question of the survey 29 g) asked youth if they felt that any of these
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communities knew them as their '"real'' selves. This question was asked to link to the
multiple selves' theory that was discussed in the section on adolescent development in
Chapter Three. The youth who responded indicated that youth groups provided the
greatest environment where they could be known for who they really are (89.2 percent).
The church was ranked 75.8 percent for those who felt it provided the proper environment
to be known fairly to very well. The Internet, while not a high number, still registered 43
percent; which seems to indicate that almost half felt they are known in the Internet
environment.

Online Focus Groups (session 1 and 2)
This section will present some of the comments the youth shared who participated
in the two online focus group sessions (see Appendix C and D).
It became apparent that the two males and four females who joined the chat were

from varied backgrounds and experiences, and in a sense, represented the diversity of the
students who submitted responses through the surveys. One of the participants was a 29
year-old-male (possibly a curious youth leader) who offered a perspective from an X'ers
point of view that proved helpful.
After some basic demographic questions to get a sense of whom I was speaking,
we moved into the questions. There was some discussion regarding the youth groups that
they were participants and this was a mixture of responses. Tim appeared disillusioned
with his experiences in his church. Leslie was frustrated that her group had changed and
apparently the leadership had not changed with them, and the group died. Kelsey was a
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sporadic attendee and Jonathan, the older participant was no longer involved.
Some of the interesting comments that came out of the interview centred around
the issue of online experiences.

The interviewer asked what they thought the Internet

was in their lives--a tool, or something that they felt was an integral part of their lives.
Jonathan, the Generation Xer, thought it was quite utilitarian. Representing the younger
group, the Millennial youth said that it was, both utilitarian and an integral part of life. I
took the comment to mean that it was as a tool, but it was also something that was an
integral part of their lives in terms of communication with friends.
One probing question was asked regarding the issue of the artificial or anonymous
nature of the Internet. It was asked to see if this took away from their experience of
online community. Here were their responses: (it should be noted that the author has
chosen not to correct the grammar and spelling of the students' responses in order to
preserve the authentic manner in which they have presented themselves):
Kelsey: I think so, you can't get to know people the same way online as you can in

person.
Jonathan: The physicality of gathering is gone. The interaction is more sterile ...
Randi: I have to agree with Kelsey
Leslie: yes and no, it is harder to get to know people, but there's less judging, so

it's easier to be yourself
Tim: No. It's like the phone ...
Leslie's comment about the less judging triggered later questions relating to the
ability to share online without fear ofrepercussion (relating to question 27). After that,
the interviewer asked the youth to use descriptors to describe the three communities of
church, youth group and online. Their responses were very illuminating in light of the
numerical data.
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Responses for the church: big, traditional, hypocritical, caring, unusual, 900

people, singing, all smile-nothing worthwhile, uplifting, social, intimidating, essential,
rewarding, comfort, familiar, family, helpful, happy, forgiving.
Responses for the youth group: non-judgmental, same as the church, fun and

comfortable.
Responses for online community: sterile, artificial, fake, no limits, open, but still

fun, impersonal, be anyone you pretend, worse than summer camp imposters, honest, like
being the new kid and starting over, faceless, voiceless, scentless.
The responses of the church and youth group sound fairly typical knowing how
youth are wary of the impersonal or traditional nature of the church and the unleashed
openness of the youth group setting. Online is still fun though it exhibits negative
characteristics of sterility and anonymity.
Leslie mentioned that she saw the online community as honest, which comes out
of the survey data as being the highest number one characteristic for online by
comparison with all the communities. As the interviewer, I pursued this characteristic
with her further; she replied to my query:
Leslie: i fell like i can be more open with people if i'm not having the actual
physical meeting, i dont know why, it's just easier to be myself if i'm not worried
about how I'm looking or the tone i'm saying things in, or the other persons
reactions and things ... i dont know if i said that right

Kelsey and Jonathan added their thoughts as well:
Kelsey: It's anonymous, so I know that some people feel more comfortable
opening up ... for me, it also allows me to meet people that I never would have met
otherwise
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Jonathan: the perfect poker face and anonymity
Interviewer: is that important to you personally Jonathan?
Jonathan: sometimes hiding things is good
Leslie: i like the anonymous aspect, i can get to know people easier, and let my
friends get to know me easier, i can be more frank about my beliefs and stuff
Jonathan: but you can go either way, you can subdue yourself or you can create a
bold persona that just isn't you
Jonathan: it's easy to hide and/or lie (that's ironic because I am being very honest
right now)

Angela expressed an interesting point half way though the interview that also
correlates with the survey data--she felt she could be more open without fearing
judgement from others. This was referred to in the data about being accepted online with
out the fear ofjudgement. Next to cliques, judgement was the highest negative quality of
the church community (see Table 5:23). Angela went on to explain that in her particular
situation she could see the judgment in her church community and by comparison she was
able to find comfort online.
Kelsey felt that the youth group was the best for her of the ones presented. She
comments:
Kelsey: Well... my experience of community is the best in the youth group, I
think, because that's mostly my group of friends, and we all know a lot about each
other and are comfortable to open to each other. The church ... well my church is
really small and so there is not as many people I can relate to there ... and on the
net, it's mostly just for fun.
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Jonathan provided his insight as well into the three communities from his perspective:
Jonathan: When I felt the most connected was at Youth Group (c.1987, 88, 89)
the best was Summer Camp (c.1988, 89) and the next was IVCF at University, my
strongest, lasting ties are all in there. Church is much less so, unless it gets down
to a smaller Bible Study (my closest thing to a Youth Group now). Online, I only
keep in touch with those who have moved on to other places, but nothing lasting
as a purely online based community has even come close to lasting ...

The next area that the interview chose to question the youth was in the area of the
characteristics of face-to-face community and what it could provide that the online could
not provide. The responses were very interesting:
Interviewer: In just the opposite way what does face to face community provide
that the internet community can not?
Jonathan: closeness
Kelsey: You actually have a sense of really knowing the person, knowing who
they are
Leslie: it's more real, there's a lot more trust (like Jonathan said about the internet
making it easy to be someone else)
Jonathan: being in the room, seeing honest faces
Interviewer: that is important to you Kelsey?
Angela: I agree with the rest of them
Kelsey: Yes, it is
Jonathan: warmth
Leslie: the aspect of physically seeing the person adds a lot to how well you know
them, being able to hear their tone and see how they respond and act
Interviewer: So in a way then the perfect community should allow us elements of
both the security and honesty of the net and the closeness and the intimacy of the
real world? Comments?
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Jonathan: Right, the anonymity protects us but the contact nurtures us.
Interviewer: hmmmmmmmm
Angela: exactly,
Leslie: yes, that would be great, but is it possible?
Interviewer: that is something to think about
Kelsey: I am more comfortable being with real people--on the net, you don't know
who is telling the truth and who isn't.. .. I don't know if that's what you're asking
though
Interviewer: I don't know .... I guess it goes back to what Jesus taught us that we
should be to one another really
Tim: I say that's what the church SHOULD be

The consensus was that the net did little to provide intimacy, however it gave an
opportunity for sharing and honesty in a low-risk environment. The face-to-face
community provided the warmth and human contact to needed to build intimacy. As
Jonathan so succinctly pointed out, "the anonymity protects us but the contact nurtures
us."
The dialogue of the first interview followed the theme of discussing the virtues of
each of the communities. The second focus group only had two girls return from the first
session, Angela and Leslie. The conversation centred around sharing online and how
important the online environment was to them to share the issues that are sensitive. They
both felt they would be more comfortable sharing online, once again due to the rejection
factor being reduced. Angela seemed to want to talk to people with whom she did not
have any pre-existing relationship while Leslie would use the net for pre-existing
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relationships. Both indicated that they would talk to a cyber youth pastor before talking
to a "live" youth pastor. This was interesting since one of them did not have a youth
pastor and the youth group was fairly dysfunctional. They both discussed the fact its far
easier to talk to someone online than face-to-face for many reasons-- comfort,
overcoming shyness, or avoiding rejection.
Anonymity was brought up in discussing the alteration of identities for protection.
Discussions about uses of aliases and multiple e-mail addresses ensued. They were asked
if the online community had helped them in their faith:
Leslie: yes, i've got a lot closer with a couple of my friends, that i've been able to
keep in touch with, and be more open with online, and also being able to contact
pastors and things about faith questions easily
Angela: oh yeah ... online I have friends from all over the place (New York,
California) places like that whom I've met online ... they encourange me to keep
the love that I have for Christ...and no matter what happens in my family, friends,
school, etc .. .it shouldn't affect how much I love the Lord ...
Angela: same as me Leslie ...
These two young ladies epitomize the longing and the desire to be significant.
They appear to want to find someone, whether online or offline to give them value. If
one thing was learned from this second focus group discussion; ifs that whether through
the typewritten word or an audible one--everyone needs to be encouraged to keep going in
their faith.
In summary, this chapter assumed the task of analysing the survey data that was
revealed in Chapter Five along with the two focus groups. The youth in this survey were
largely dedicated to their faith, churches and youth groups and demonstrated a high
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degree of personal commitment to their faith in Christ. There was a high degree of
satisfaction with their experience of the community, especially with the youth group in
particular, followed in most cases by the church community. The on-line community in
almost all cases did not provide significant assistance in many aspects of Christian faith
development.
Friendships with both Christian and non-Christians were very significant for these
youth which is supported by current research literature regarding attitudes of Canadian
youth. They have not engaged to any degree with making friends they do not already
know on-line.
The characteristics that were shared in the off-line community of church or youth
groups were generally experiential in nature; Christian Love, worship, praying and
fellowship were among the top five characteristics chosen. The highest ranked
characteristic was honesty and this was found in the on-line context.
When comparing the three choices of church, on-line and ideal communities, the
church provided the greatest degree of satisfaction in the qualities of Christian faith and
attitude. The church came in a close second while in most cases the on-line was seen as
inferior to the other two choices. There was the exception of questions regarding sharing
deep issues being close to what the church provided. A significant point that arose from
this study was that the Internet experience allowed a majority of these youth to share
personal issues without fear ofrejection. This anonymous or non face-to-face interaction
seemed to give them the space needed to deal with things that required more sensitivity.
The next and final chapter will examine theoretical material from the early part of
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this dissertation and compare it to the results of the survey data and focus group
materials. The final conclusions derived from this study will be summarized.

CHAPTER 7
THE FUTURE OF COMPUTER MEDIATED COMMUNITY:
THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
COMMUNITY, YOUTH AND THE INTERNET
BASED ON A SAMPLING OF CHARACTERISTICS

My interest in examining the role of community, youth and the Internet was
precipitated by my attendance at a symposium on the Internet and youth ministry
sponsored by Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. While extremely informative, the
symposium raised more questions than it answered. Originally, I had been preparing to
do my dissertation on youth culture and values. Following the symposium, however, I
chose to narrow the focus of this topic to satisfy my own curiosity.
Once I began my research journey, it quickly became apparent there were more
than a few opinions regarding the Internet and youth culture. The reactions ranged from
those who viewed the Internet as the next bastion of interpersonal relationships and cyber
hang-out for Millennial teens, to being seen as an electronic portal to sin and degradation.
Fortunately, there was significant scholarship which could be found between these two
extremes.

I must admit I was amazed and shocked at what I read articles and academic

journals dating back only five years ago. It felt like I was uncovering time capsules from
a bygone era. Books and articles written in 1994, even as late as 1996, were woefully
outdated. Pundits of the time speculated about Internet technology and the advance of
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this new forum of communication and community. Some of the speculations have not
been yet realized; many others have long since been surpassed; while others have missed
the mark entirely.
A full spectrum of opinions was encountered in the literature research portion of
this project. The most equitable positions, in the estimation of this researcher, were those
that promoted a healthy and balanced approach to use of the Internet rather than
advocating abstinence. Results from the study were certainly compelling and, hopefully,
will provide a springboard for continuing research.
Below are listed some of the realities encountered through analysis of the survey
and focus groups:
•

The highest ranked choice (as choice number one) for a characteristic
being experienced by these youth in all three communities (church, online
and the ideal), was honesty in the online community at 23.4 percent (see
Table 5:46).

•

The top three characteristics (cumulative percentages of the top five
rankings) of online community which ranked higher than their
counterparts (the church community and the ideal community) were
Honesty (42 percent), Encouragement (41.6 percent) and Listening (34.6
percent) in that order (see Table 6:5).

•

The last two characteristics in the list of the top five were Christian Love
(31.6 percent) and Praying (29.0 percent) (see Table 6:2).

•

The online community, while ranked by most at a fairly high degree, has
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not provided the youth with a great degree of satisfaction other than for
utilitarian purposes (e-mail, surfing for certain topics, staying in touch
with friends). Seeking out community with relative strangers, especially
for chat, was not a driving concern.
•

The youth group fared the best in the three-way comparison for qualities of
community which provided them with the overall essentials of Christian
faith and personal fulfilment.

•

Certain experiences of the church community were almost matched by the
online experience in low ratings; this was particularly noticeable with
respect to lack of trust and youth not feeling comfortable sharing personal
needs in either community (see Table 5:54 and Table 5:56).

•

Of the 20 characteristics provided, Worship, as a characteristic, was the
highest ranked (cumulative) response in the church community (56.7
percent) and the third lowest at 6.9 percent for on-line community.

Honesty - Relating to Trust and Sharing

Of all possible characteristics, youth who participated in the survey, chose honesty
as their first choice ranking of the online community experience (see Table 5:46). This
ranking was also the highest ranked number one choice among all the three possible
communities (church, online and the ideal community). When considering honesty, one
assumes there is a certain level of trust which must exist between two or more people to
allow transparency online. As was formerly discussed in the third chapter on the theology
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of community, the fallen nature of the human condition belies the possibility of total
honesty. There is, in essence, a loose "honour system" which seems to exist and allows
for honesty to be experienced on-line.
The literature relative to this issue indicated there is a desire by students at this
age to be needed--to have significance--often at the expense of making good personal
choices. (i.e., peer pressures, addiction, following the crowd) Nevertheless, there is an
indication from survey results that there exists a high degree of trust within the online
community. As one of the online focus groups participants stated, "I feel more open to
them because they don't really know me and if they want to judge me they can ... it
doesn't matter because they don't know me ... " Honesty and anonymity seem to be
unlikely allies in this alliance, yet it seems to work.
Since youth approach life in a highly experiential manner, they often lead with
their hearts. While truth is important to them, the sources of truth are often of a
secondary concern.

185

Encouragement - Be All You Can Be

Another of the top three cumulative characteristics which outranked both the
church and the ideal setting was encouragement. Youth seek affirmation! Mentoring is a
task which needs to be taken seriously in this era of youth ministry. In the section on
development in Chapter Three, Susan Harter emphasized the need for youth to receive
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McAllister, 21.
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feedback and exhortation as a means of helping develop a more integrated sense of self 186
Youth by their own admission, are not receiving the encouragement which they are
seeking in the church. To a degree, this may be offset by their very positive experiences
within the youth groups. However, the youth in this study have indicated they seek or
receive a better share of encouragement on-line. Being able to encourage takes a
considerable amount of vulnerability and trust, which by its nature, is linked to the
previously mentioned characteristic of honesty.

187

Since the on-line environment carries with it the stigma which seems to suggest
difficulty in achieving personal intimacy, the quandary arises: Is there value in being
vulnerable on-line? The issue of anonymity and the "cyber-confessional" theory seems to
indicate this is possible. We would like to think youth are discriminating enough to
choose with whom they will interact; in reality, if they are in a needy state, youth will
turn to anyone who shows care and compassion, written or audible.
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Therefore,

perhaps youth workers could be aware of this aspect of on-line interaction and provide
council either on or off-line.
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Harter, 353.
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McAllister draws this conclusion that honesty and mentoring, or encouraging
walk hand in hand, as there needs to be a vulnerability when one shares in the life of
another (McAllister, 130).
188

Harter, 364.
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Listening - Did I Hear You Correctly?

This characteristic of listening would seem least likely to make the top five
selections in the cumulative response; yet, 34.6 percent chose this as an important quality
for their on-line community experience. When discussing the example of listening, one
must consider other aspects of listening beyond mere auditory interaction. When a
person is writing on-line, they can be "heard" and understood. It is very much related to
the other two popular characteristics in the on-line experience. Without two-way
listening, there could not be encouragement. Without honesty, listening could be an
empty and fruitless venture. Youth desire and need to be heard. Their voices need to be
heard and given undivided attention in order that the meaning in not lost and they are
truly understood. For some reason, youth in this study felt they were experiencing the
characteristic of listening on-line to a higher degree than in the church or even compared
to their ideal.
The fact youth chose these three characteristics of honesty, encouragement and
listening, does not mean they do not occur in the church. What it seems to indicate is that
they are experiencing these characteristics to a higher degree in the on-line setting. All
three of these characteristics were higher than what was stated for the ideal community.
There is a possibility these youth have lower expectations of the particular characteristics;
therefore, what they are experiencing on-line is surpassing their ideal expectations. It
could also mean the on-line experience of these three characteristics is a poor imitation of
what they could be experiencing in healthy, intentional off-line community situations.
They may be accepting an inferior quality of honesty, encouragement or listening, for lack
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of better alternatives. This was evidenced somewhat by the comments from the few
students in the focus groups who were mostly comprised of marginalised or
disenfranchised youth who were not connected to a significant church or youth group
community.
The top five cumulative characteristics for church community were Worship,
Christian Love, Praying, Fellowship and Forgiveness (see Table 6:3). All these
characteristics where higher than the on-line and the ideal setting--with the exception of
praying which tied with the ideal. Most, if not all, of these characteristics experienced in
the church are highly experiential in the nature, so they might not be as highly regarded as
possible in the on-line experience. Worship at the current time is not a viable experience
in the on-line environment, thus the reason for being ranked only 6.9 percent.

A Simple Matter of Love

The question was raised in Chapter Two in the section on theology of community:
Is it was possible for youth to experience love on-line? From the survey, it was apparent
love was one of the five highest cumulative characteristics which youth chose as
significant to them (see Table 6:2). They did experience love to a greater degree in the
church at 49.4 percent, but not as high as their ideal estimation of 46.8 percent; however,
by comparison, the on-line experience of love at 31.6 percent was not far behind the
others (see Table 6:3). It was apparent from the survey that these youth, according to
their understanding, experience Christian love on-line. Earlier in Chapter Two, Mary
Ann Fatula helped to establish the characteristic of love as an all encompassing and the
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demonstrable quality of authentic Christian community. Her comments also helped
establish that if love was present, then effective and healthy community can be expected
among the participants. It is worthy of note that almost a third of these youth who were
surveyed felt Christian love was significant in the on-line community.

Youth Culture and the Internet
The use of the Internet for building community has been judged from basically
two attitudes: from those that seem to resent its influence and the perceived threat to face
to-face community, to those that think that it is a necessary part of our evolving culture.
The balance that needs to be achieved can be seen in varying degrees. Niebuhr's five
positions that were outlined in Chapter Two helped to provide a framework to understand
the essential elements of culture and how computer-mediated-communication (CMC) can
be perceived to fit into Christian community. The positions, in light of the study results,
not only show how Christians may view the radical shifts in our postmodern day culture,
but also how they may react to the need for transformation within the culture of the
church. To recap, here are the positions that Niebuhr identified.
Those who view the Internet as a tool of evil are those who may espouse the
Christ against culture model. There is not much likelihood that people of this persuasion
will care to entertain the possibility of using the Internet in ministry. There are those who
may take the view CMC and Christian on-line community are the next frontier for
Christian ministry. This attitude would be best typified by Niebuhr's "Christ of culture"
position. An example of this attitude could be reflected in those who are organizing and
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running on-line churches and congregations to the exclusion of the local congregation
involvement. This attitude is exemplified by those like Fjeldstad who are actively
recruiting missionaries for cyber-evangelism. 189
Niebuhr also depicted the '"Christ above culture" position. People who ascribe to
this view of culture will have a difficult time seeing the Internet as a tool which is capable
of being redeemed for the use of the Kingdom, largely due to its loose, unregulated nature
and moral ambiguity. However, there may be a few of this persuasion who would
attempt to be the trendsetters and provide safe alternatives for youth to participate through
screening software. Michael W. Smith, a popular Christian musician is one of the
proponents of providing safe alternatives for youth that will block offensive or
questionable material on the Internet. "Christ and culture in paradox", the fourth position
ofNiebuhr, is one of the more probable positions which would find Christians engaging
in on-line Christian community. This position recognizes the weaknesses of on-line
community and the inherent limitations which exist within it, and looks for the viable
options which allow for authentic or safe participation on-line. Many of the younger
Christian generations would fall into this category as they are the practitioners of
computer-mediated-communication and therefore recognize the potential for positive
ministry. The older generations, those unfamiliar with CMC or those who only see the
Internet for utilitarian means, will not likely fall into the "Christ and Culture in paradox''
model.
The final position, which is not too unlike the last one which was discussed, is
189

Fjeldstad, 28.
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''Christ the transformer of culture." The difference this position would reflect in CMC
would be that Christians who take this view would be actively involved in making an
impact on-line by engaging people in Christian community, developing web sites which
engage non-believers, and generally embarking on a mission of transformation with those
they encounter.
This position, and the last one discussed, are the two which describe those who
are engaging in on-line activity in Christian community in a responsible manner, unlike
perhaps those of the ''Christ of culture" mind-set. The purpose for elaborating Niebuhr's
positions on culture here, and in Chapter Two, is to help us to recognize the influence of
different faith backgrounds and understanding of who the people are that likely will
engage in CMC and Christian community on-line. Niebuhr's positions, especially the last
one, coupled with the results of this study of 231 Canadian youth, help Christians to
realize there are radical transformations taking place within our postmodern culture. The
repercussions are being felt in the church, which by the accounts of these youth is lacking
in its ability to be transformed. The study has shown that these youth are not receiving
what they are desiring within the church, which they are seemingly finding on-line.
While a great deal of these needs are being met adequately within their segregated peer
group settings (i.e., youth groups, clubs), a few, to a higher degree, are being provided
through the on-line community.
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Millennial Christian Youth and the On-line Community

While understanding the impact that physiological development can have on the
actions of the youth with whom we are working, as illustrated by Susan Harter, it is
equally important that we gain a clearer understanding of how faith development can
have an impact on the decisions that youth make with respect to on-line activity. James
Fowler's groundbreaking work Stages ofFaith, provided some of the principles that
helped us to determine what youth are thinking at this vulnerable stage of life and faith.
Synthetic-Conventional Faith (adolescence and beyond) is the stage that is closely
associated with this age group, as outlined in Chapter Three of this dissertation. At this
particular stage, youth are beginning to chart their own courses and synthesizing from
external sources to formulate their own faith agenda. It is a critical stage considering that
youth are questioning the established norms and values that parents, church leaders and
teachers have given to them in the past. The youth in this study have made their
observations known about their preferences for various characteristics related to the
communities of youth group, church and on-line. This study revealed that youth accepted
the support and sustaining community of the youth group. They were impressed with the
church to a lesser degree, and in most cases they found the Internet lacked in providing
the basics for Christian faith development; with the exception of allowing for a deeper
vulnerability, which was not found in either the church or the youth group.
Since the Internet, as shown in the survey results, is a significant part of this
information gathering process, it is critical that we help youth to begin to discern what is
appropriate, to affirm them in their questioning so they might be careful not to accept all
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that is on-line as truth. Being aware of these characteristics and stages of faith
development are critical when assisting youth in the types of activities and the
communities in which they engage in order to help them assimilate information and
understand the feedback. It was mentioned earlier that youth are sensing a great deal of
encouragement, listening, and honesty on-line, thus it could make them more vulnerable
to deception and mis-information which could set back their spiritual and self
development.

Suggested Uses for Ministry within On-line Community
In light of the review which has been undertaken through this study, I would like
to offer some suggestions to consider for ministry to millennial youth in a computer
mediated community.
1. In order to connect at a deeper level in the lives of youth who are currently

involved in our ministries, there ought to be a concerted effort to facilitate the opportunity
for them to meet on-line either with each other or with a youth pastor. Since youth seek a
deeper level of honesty online (see Table 6:4), and are more willing to listen and be
heard, as revealed in the study (see Table 6:4). youth workers can take advantage of the
openness to engage their youth at a deeper level.
Contacting youth is easily facilitated through various community-type programs
(for example ICQ) which are often free of charge and user friendly. Often, youth can be
found on-line surfing the net after school or in the evenings. This would be a prime time
to interact with these youth and ''catch up" on their day and perhaps entertain some
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deeper questions as they present themselves. While a youth group or ISCF club
obviously needs to maintain its real world presence, mission and purpose, an extension
can be made into the dimension of the Internet. This could be done by youth themselves
who are gifted with computers (a great group project to help build community on-line and
augment the "real world'' community which already exists within a youth group, through
creation and promotion of their web site, etc.).
Youth pastors could list the hours when they are "in" or on-line, so youth who
desire to approach them can talk about the issues of concern. Youth need to be able to
talk to leaders who are role models or people in authority whom they respect. This is why
there is such an attraction for youth to log on-line and "talk" to movie, pop music and
television celebrities today on the Internet in special chat forums. Youth leaders should
be prepared to be accessible through this medium.
This survey review has revealed a need: An effort needs to be made to help youth
side-step fear of rejection or judgement in their face-to-face encounters in the church. It
is apparent there needs to be a more focussed effort on helping youth to build confidence
in their leaders and mentors so they are able to share with confidence and confidentiality.
The opportunity to share on-line may help break down some of the walls of tension and
allow a more free flowing of discussion about the deeper issues of concern. It could also
be a first step which can lead the youth worker to invite the youth to meet and talk about
these specific issues face-to- face. While possibly slow to accept the idea, churches will
need to free youth workers and pastors to allow time to become involved with on-line
ministry to their youth in addition to their regular activities. There is a high need for
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integrity on the part of the youth pastor to link up with the youth and not waste time while
being on-line.
2. A second possibility for applying these findings is found in training programs.
Teaching youth, for example, how to interact with non-Christian and Christian friends on
line in a more encouraging, honest manner while utilizing better listening skills, as
revealed in the study. Youth workers could also discuss on-line case studies and
incorporate discussions around issues which impact both on-line and off-line worlds. For
example, youth love music: for the case of honesty, what should a Christian's response be
to Napster and other related services which are computer-mediated communities, that
allow illegal transferring of MP3 music files without compensating the artists who wrote
the music? Part of the responsibility, as the results of this study show, is to help youth
interact in all the community settings with their non-Christian and Christian friends so
they cannot only act appropriately (i.e. being more encouraging, honest and more
attentive) and make good choices, but also can enter into purposeful dialogue about their
faith.
Earlier in this dissertation, it was suggested teaching apologetics in a rudimentary
form could help youth interact evangelistically with their non-Christian friends. In the
postmodern milieu, there is a greater need to teach youth how to tell their story and ask
others to share their stories. The postmodern narrative philosophy lends itself beautifully
to the sharing of stories within the Internet community. Students enjoy listening to other
people's stories and telling their own story.
One of the goals is to help students develop their own conscience when
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interacting with people on the Internet. Allowing youth to separate their values and
Christian principles from their interactions on-line is not a healthy outcome. Integration
of life and faith must be a carry-over into their involvement on the Internet. Youth
workers must help them to realise every aspect of life needs to be under the Lordship of
Christ. 190
The survey results have shown that Christian youth have a significant number of
non-Christian friends in their educational environment. Could there not be an
opportunity to invite these youth to take part in on-line activities which are organized by
church youth groups or ISCF clubs and therefore create a bridge to their offline youth
group or club community? The Internet is the perfect intermediate step to encourage
post-Christian youth to see what our groups are all about before they have to take the
more difficult risk of entering the church or Christian club environment.

3. Spiritual support through prayer can be powerful. Prayer was the fifth highest
ranked cumulative characteristic youth experienced on-line (see Table 6:5). On-line
prayer can have as great an impact as it does in the off-line world. Prayers can be typed
in advance (giving a chance to think more deliberately) and sent to youth, with an
attached note telling them someone is prayed for them at a particular time of day. Or, in
the chat-type programs such as ICQ, a person can type in real time and interact with the

190

McAllister cautions youth may take the attitude their on-line existence as a
Christian is virtual spirituality--or an extension of virtual reality. Youth can fall into the
trap when they have had enough of Christ, they can simply "switch off' much as they
would with someone on the Internet they do not agree with (McAllister, 110.).
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other in real time prayer. It could be possible for a youth pastor to send prayer requests
gathered from the youth group and distribute them out on a daily basis. The possibility of
soliciting anonymous prayer requests is also very possible as a part of a prayer ministry.
The survey results illustrated 90 percent of the youth check their e-mail either
many times daily or weekly. Statistics are showing, as was mentioned earlier, in this
dissertation, more and more youth are acquiring e-mail accounts, and they have the ability
to check e-mail while at school or from another computer. Prayer requests can now be
received or shared by these youth at any time of day or night when they are logged on.
There are many exciting possibilities to consider when thinking about prayer and the
Internet. As youth leaders, we need to consider taking advantage of this technology to
encourage youth by praying and making it meaningful for them.

Summary
The future of computer mediated communication (CMC) continues to unfold as
new advances in technology are released almost daily. Upon reflecting over the last few
years, and considering where trends seem to be moving with regard to CMC, it is hard not
to become enthused about the potential for furthering the impact of local youth ministry.
It can not be assumed using the Internet will be the solitary factor which will

make inroads into the lives of youth. As in the past, youth workers will still need to
invest in the face-to-face communities they have laboured to establish. The results of this
study have shown, without a doubt, that a youth group has had the greatest impact in the
lives of these youth who responded to the survey. The results should be a resounding
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affirmation to youth pastors and club sponsors who have taken the time to invest in the
lives of the young people.
Beyond the Internet, many other factors beyond the scope of this study, will have
a direct impact on the way in which youth ministry will be conducted in the new
millennium. Youth workers will minister to youth in a post-Christian era. Globalization
and rapid changes occurring on the political and economic scene will have an impact on
how youth will view their world. All these factors and more will interact to create a
more complex and needy world in which youth pastors and youth workers will continue
to endeavour to reach youth with the timeless gospel of Christ.
This study has indicated the Internet is playing a significant role at the present
time in the lives of Christian millennial youth. Perhaps their children will take the use of
this new technology to the next level and beyond. If personal observations over the past
five years, the review of literature, and this survey project are any indication, we can-not
ignore the potential that exists for the use of the Internet in youth ministry. The task
before those who work directly with youth, is to launch into this new forum and
experiment with technology and develop new models of ministry. The next ten years will
indeed be exciting as creativity is released and new developments are created to cause
people to interact with this medium for the purpose of fostering on-line and offline
community among Christian youth.
Community is important to youth. They are communal beings who desire to be
connected with one another. The Internet is creating a conduit through which they are
able to extend their friendship networks to friends in their everyday world, or to people
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whom they have never met in real life. What youth workers should develop is a clear
understanding of the theology of community and youth ministry as it relates to
technology. When we are confirmed in what we believe, we can extend the boundaries to
include these new avenues for reaching youth.
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what'stt
username:

students
password:

waldo
ID Code:

Survey Invitation Card.

The usemame and password were the same for all cards. The ID Code: number was
unique for each card numbered from 0001 to 6500. The duration of the access window
for the site was from October 15 1h to November 301\ 2000.
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·.

Thank you for taking the time to answer this
ONLINE survey*. Please answer all the questions
that you can, this is not a test, we just want YOUR
views. This survey is completely confidential and no
one will know that you filled out this survey form.
We will not ask your name. If you come across a
question that you do not understand, please skip it
and then move on. This survey should take you about
10-15 minutes of your time. Please take the questions seriously -- but have fun
doing them as well! If there are words that you do not understand click on the
highlighted word for a better explanation (i.e.: community) then hit your back
button to return to the survey. Questions? cyw@fundy.net
After you are finished filling in the survey, please press the Submit
button at the bottom of the survey (only once) and you are all done!
A confirmation page will appear when you are done.

Some Basic Information
ID Code:

(required from postcard)

1. What Canadian province do you currently live in?
l~el~_ct__a Pr~~i~ce . . 1f.I
2.

How old were you on your last birthday?

~BBBBBB
I~~~~~
\older
I~~~~~ than 23

CJ

3.
What grade/year of your program are you in?
[se~ect a_~r~d~ or le~~_!___
_____ ]

httn ://user .fundv .net/carters/ survevform/index.htm
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r Male

Are you male or female?

r Female

You and Your Faith Experience

5.

How many times a month do you attend your church worship service?
!How n:_~y? _ ____

if

6.

How many times a month do you attend your church youth group or young adults
group?

7.
What denomination or faith are you currently associated with?
ICho~e you'._~en_omination_

1J

If not listed above, tell us which one you are with:
->

8.

Would you term your relationship with God as:

r:rsonal

~

r

II
II

On the way

r

I
II

Random

r

I
II

Not really
interested

r

9. Some questions about your church and friends
----

I

I

IDo you go to church with
Iyour friends instead of
Iwith your family?
I
Do you have nonChristian friends?
Do you go to church
services with your
family?

IDo you go to a different
church from that of your

I
I
I

YES

NO

r
r

r

r

r

r

http ://user. fundv .net/carters/surveyform/index.htm
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:)family?

10. How many times have you changed churches in the past 5 years?

!f

jse!ect tim_e:>_______

If you did change churches can you explain in the box below. in a few words why you
changed?

·>

11. How would you rank your experience of the following?

I

-- ·-- - -

Genuine community at
. my church or youth
group
My relationship with
m~ non-Christian
friends

I

Somewhat
Very
Satisfactory
: Satisfactory satisfactory

CCDCJ
CCDCJ

' Genuine Christian
community while
I am on the
Internet
Sharing my Christian
faith online
My church has
helped me grow in
1
my faith as a
Christian
I

Dissatisfactory

I

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

I

r

r

r

I

r
r

II

r

I

r

12. What do you believe to be the 2_mo~t important characteristics of Christian
community ~!'l Your ChurdL
OR Youth Group Or Christian Club as you are experiencing them now?
NOTE: Please select QrtlV from the list below and number them from 1 being the
most important. 2 next important, 3 next important. 4 next important and finally 5 as
the last selection. {For example:
Tolerance would be the third highest rating) If
only a few apply only indicate the ones that apply to your situation, if none apply then
leave them blank.

r

http://user.fundv.net/carters/surveyform/index.htrn
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~~l==H==-o==~=~=sty==-=-=======:111 Accountabili:!°}'

I I Forgiveness

II~ Christian Love

I l l Listening

I l l Kindness

lr-J Unity

Ir==-

I C Openness

I l l Fellowship

;:::::::::::::::::::::===============~

;:::::::==================~

Peace

l l C Acceptance
l l C Giving of time

;::::::::::::::::::::::::===============~

--·=--·=·=I=n=te=g=r'=.ty=======:ll1= Loyalty

IL ___' Encouragement

1::::=[:::::::·

11~1=--==-==-·'=N=o=n=-J=·u=dg=m=e=n=ta=l=====:llL Mission

Ill Worship

1

111 Praying for another
JICothe~

. _ __ . .

I l l Use of Spiritual gifts l l Cother!_ __ ,,
.

llCothe~ .. __

_

.. ..

___________ _

:j!r~otherl

13.

No situation is perfect. Please list below any negative qualities (if any) that you
may have
experienced with your church, youth group or club experiences.

b.[2 ___

a.[->

c.

What are some of your thoughts on these next questions:
14. How would you rank the following for importance for you?

r

--Very
Important

I

IMy attendance of I
j worship

services

IMy friendships at
, my school

IAbility to access
!the Internet
To be able to
keep in touch with
1
close Christian
friends via the
net

I
I
:

I

My friendships at
church
My involvement in
my youth group
or Bible study
group

I

r
r
r

II
[I

I

r

r
I

r

II

--

Fairly
Important

Not Very
Important

Not
Important

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

II

r

http ://user. fundy .net/carters/ surveyfonn/index.htm
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r

I
I
I

r

II

r

I

r
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About how many Christian friends do you have in your non-online world?

r Less than 10

r between 10 and 20

r between 20 and 30

r more

than 30
b. About how many non-Christian friends do you have in your non-online world?

r between 10 and 20

r Less than 10

r between 20 and 30

r more

than 30

Some Net Questions
16.

Relationships. . .

r

---

I

Very
Significant

Fairly
Significant

Not Very
Significant

Not
Significant

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

r

Do you consider the
relationships that you
have with online
friends as:

IDo you consider the
relationships that you
have with non-online
1
friends as:

17. Do you have access to the internet at home?

18. About how
hours a day
19.

many

h__~rs

r YES

a day on average would you spend online?

How many email addresses do you have?

IHow many?

r NO

L___

j

How many nic~names or aliases do you have?
!How many? '.§1

20.

21.

About how often do you access web sites?

jHow often?

j

http ://user .fundy .net/carters/surveyform/index.htm
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22. About how often do you access chat rooms? [~ o_w ?fY~n.-7. --

rn

j

_3

23. About how often do you use or check your e-mail? jHol/V__one_n,?

24. a. How many Christian friends have you made on the net that you have never met in
person?
\ Less than 10
than 30

\ between 10 and 20

\ between 20 and 30

\more

b. How many non-Christian friends have you made on the net that you have never
met in person?

r- between 10 and 20

\ Less than 10
than 30

\ between 20 and 30

\more

25. What are some of the sites or items that you access while online (check any that
apply)

rl

Chris;ian
Music sites

I Christian
Chat Rooms

J

1 Secular

m~sic sites

I

I

-=

I Christian MP3 (download)

1 ICQ (I SUk You) Chat

1 Devotional/ r- other?J
sites
--·

.

I
II 1

Research for homework

·11 I

other~

26. A} Which do you believe are the 5 most important

-

·~~---~~

I

-I

characteristi~ of Christian

community with your ONLINE COMMUNITY OR INTERNET CONTACTS ON THE WEB?
NOTE: Please select Q!ll)'.J> from the list below and number them from 1 being the
most im_portant. 2 next important. 3 next important. 4 next important and finally 5 as

r

the last selection. (For example:
Tolerance would be the third highest rating) If
only a few apply only indicate the ones that apply to your situation, if none apply then
leave them blank.

j(_

~Honesty

!Jr
!Ir
llr

Accountability

llC Christian Love

1:======================:
Forgiveness
Listening
II~ Kindness
1:========================:::::::=========================:::::
Acceptance
unity
Peace
1:=========:~======================:::::;

Ir
.IC-

http://user.fundy.net/carters/surveyform/index.htm
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\II Openness

\\I Fellowship

\\r---: Giving of time

==:=I=nt=e=gr=it=y====~,,~I===_=L=oy=a=lty=========!111 Encouragement

IJ:==I

il:L:.:::;N:o:n:-:ju:d:g:m:e:nt:a:I:::::11~1=====M=i=ss=io===n=====::::!llr Worship

l Praying for another II~ Use of Spiritual gifts jjf __ ;other[.
.Ir
/ICother( _ .. _ JIothe~
Illother.

B) No situation is perfect. Please list below any negative qualities (if any) that you
may have experienced with your Internet online experiences.

b.I->

a.->

c.

->

27. Where everyone knows your name ...

--

-

I

11

Does being anonymQ_u~
take away from the
intimacy or closeness
that you experience
I with your online
I
j friends?
Does being anonymous
make it easier to share
personal or sensitive
issues online?

A Great
Deal

I

Quite a
bit

('

('

('

('

I

Some

II

Not at All

I

('

('

D

('

Final Questions
28. If you could create Qr join the IDEAL _Ql'.'__PERFECT Christian Communi:ty what would
be the 5 !T\OSt im~rt(Jnt ~ha__racteristics of that community from the list below?
NOTE: Please select onl¥_5 from the list below and number them from 1 being the
most irn.PQrtarit 2 next important, 3 next important, 4 next important and finally 5 as
the last selection. (For example:
Tolerance would be the third highest rating) If
only a few apply indicate the ones that apply to your situation, if none apply then leave
them blank.

r

~Honesty

jjr:=-- Accountability

http ://user .fundy .net/carters/surveyform/index.htm
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Ill Listening
Ill Peace

;;::::::::=====================:

/Iii Forgiveness
II Unity

11,---: Kindness
Ill Acceptance

l:=j[=.=·=·=o=p=e=n=ne=s=s======!lr- Fellowship

Iii .... : Giving of time

Ill Loyalty
II~ Encouragement
IC Non-judgmental Ill Mission
!Ir Worship
1;:::::::::=:::==================:
/II Praying for another IllUse of Spiritual gifts IllotherL ___ . __
ir-other[ _ _ Illothe~
. ll'-=otherl_____
lj,---: Integrity

1;::::::;:::::::::::::================:

29.

Please rate the following in terms of that which has given you the greatest help in
the following areas. Please rate each community by choosing an answer for each box.
r-~-

-I
·-·

-·

-- --

-.

..

·-.

CHURCH
COMMUNITY

Increased or benefited
!select 9ne __
my prayer life

---- ------------ ·

-

YOUTH GROUP
COMMUNITY

I

ONLINE
COMMUNITY

:3 (se~ect one ___ ii jj(sel_ect one_
,_.

•I

IHas allowed me to
1

share my deepest needs

I and hurts without fear

!select one

!
..

[select one

3

(select one_

!1

51

!select one

51
~

!select one

!
_jl

of rejection
Has taught me about
the Christian faith and jselect one
· equipped me for service
I feel comfortable
sharing about sensitive
or personal issues

[select one

21

[s~ect one__

3
,.

JSelect one

Makes me feel a part
of a body, a sense of
Ibelonging to something

jselect one

31..

jselect one

ii;,

fS~lect on~

Gives me a sense of
what a "real" or
authentic community is
I all about

!select one._

!I

j_~el~~t

one ..

ti

(select on_e ____

id

[~e~~ct _<?ne_

lJ

lSelect one

II

am known best in this
- the "real" (sele~t o_'.le
me ...

Icommunity

~·

,~-

!I

.

]

-~-----·-

--- ----

it

When You have completed the questions
above click on the SUBM.lfbutton once and wait

http://user.fundy.net/carters/surveyform/index.htrn
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* (The FINE Print) This survey is part of a research project being conducted by .Jeff
Carter to fulfill the requirements to complete a Doctor of Ministry degree at McMaster
Divinity College. The survey has been approved by the Committee on Ethics in Research
of McMaster University.
Copyright © 2000 .Jeff Carter. All rights reserved.
Revised: February 13. 2001 00:28
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APPENDIXC.

ONLINE FOCUS GROUP - 9:00 PM (Atl) 114/01
(Interviewer's Note: Preamble conversation took place for about 5 minutes until the
majority of students entered the chat room)
Interviewer: Just a note that this has been approved by the Committee for Ethics in
Reseach at McMaster University Ethics Board and your participation is totally
voluntary ...
Interviewer: is that ok with everyone?
Jonathan: yes
Kelsey: yep
Leslie: yes
Tim agrees to all...
Interviewer: Ok cool, well lets begin ...
Interviewer: one way that we can keep it clear is to each respond once to a question unless
I ask you to clarify or expand on the comment ok? other than that feel free to have fun
with it
Interviewer: First Question (I have to ask) how old are you?
Tim: 16
Leslie: 16
Jonathan: 29
Kelsey: 15
Interviewer: gender?
Jonathan: m
Leslie: F

C2
Kelsey: f
Tim:m
Interviewer: Do you attend a church regularly?
Jonathan: yes
Leslie: Yes
Kelsey: most of the time
Tim: Not anymore.
Interviewer: Do you attend youth group regularly? If yes, How often?
Jonathan: no, NIA
Kelsey: not regularly but sometimes ... once every couple months or so
Leslie: Not anymore
Tim: Yes ... Weekly Basis
Interviewer: Any reasons why those of you that are not attending can elaborate?
Jonathan: Feel too old to be with first and second year Univ.or younger students.
Tim: I felt unwanted there ..
Interviewer: How often do you use email?
Leslie: I used to go, like EVERY time, but the youth leader just doesnt seem to put
effort into it anymore, our entire Sr. High group has stopped going ... The church is
trying to Revamp it, but there isnt muchyouth support at our Church
Interviewer: Thanks Leslie ....
Jonathan: every work day, MTWTF
Leslie: Everyday
Interviewer: Can I ask you some more about that?

C3
Kelsey: I use email a lot, usually every day
Interviewer: (about the youth group>?)
Leslie: me?
Interviewer: u huh .... Leslie would you say that there was a close knit community in your
youth group>?
Interviewer: at one time?
Tim: I use E-mail many times daily
Leslie: Yes, like, in Elementary and JrHigh, we'd all grown up in the Church
Interviewer: what were the best qualities of that community? When it was rolling well?
Leslie: Injr.High, we were all going to the same school, and we all were dealing with
the same issues, it was easy to go to Youth Group and feel like we could be ourselves,
because we'd all known each other for so long
Interviewer: Leslie , then what changed? Do not worry about the pauses in typing ....
Interviewer: While Leslie is preparing her answer the rest of you can prepare your
answers to the next Question: Do you use Chat rooms if so how often?
Kelsey: I don't use chat rooms often... maybe once a month, to chat with friends of mine
from the States
Leslie: In sr.High we were all going to different school, which wasnt that bad, just that we
didnt know each others friends anymore, we didnt really have as much to talk about, and
the youth leaders sort of seemed to put less effort into the group, like ... I dont really
know, just like they hadnt seen us change and grow too much, and they seemed to give up
more, eventually
everyone stopped going, the activities were never well planned ... (on a totally diff note I
want to say that our Sunday school class has become better than ever)
Tim: I've been using them more lately
Leslie: sorry, that was long ..................... I rarely use chat rooms .. .
Jonathan: I did a lot in College.

C4
Interviewer: Great Thanks Leslie if we have time at the end I may come back to this ok?
Leslie: sure
Interviewer: that was excellent Leslie thanks
Leslie: np
Jonathan: I can offer some on that subject too
Interviewer: Ok sure Jonathan
Jonathan: later?
Interviewer: no now would be ok ....
Interviewer: if people want they can
Interviewer: type answers in shorter sentences
Interviewer: and that way it comes a little quicker
Jonathan: I found that in Jr. High things went the same in Grand Bay, but not only was
the group tight in Church, they did a lot
Jonathan: of things outside together, all you needed was one or two catalyst people to do
a bit of acalling
Jonathan: and people would get together "if you plan it they will come ... "
Interviewer: What would you say the best qualites of that community were Jonathan?
Jonathan: Common belief
Jonathan: common interests in subgroups
Jonathan: age similarity
Jonathan: laughter
Jonathan: everyone could talk about God and be comfortable
Interviewer: Great thanks Jonathan .... I hope to jump back to this again if we get time at

cs
the end ... I appreciate these answers they are really helpful...
Interviewer: I don't want to leave Kelsey or Tim out either!
Tim: Thats OK
Kelsey: Yeah ...
Interviewer: Question: would you consider the internet a integral part of your life? Why?
Tim: Yes.
Jonathan: no not really
Kelsey: Hmmm .... it's important I guess, I do do stuff on it a lot
Tim: It allows me to commicate with others ...
Jonathan: the email is the only integral part
Leslie: um, yes, it's my main form of communication with my friends, like, on MSM
messenger and stuff
[Randi joined channel _surveys]
Interviewer: HI Randi we are just getting going .....
Interviewer: Randi I am asking questions and asking people to respond and I ask people
to elaborate on ceratin answers ok?
Randi: okay
Interviewer: Randi for my records can you let me know your gender and age?
Randi: f/14
Interviewer: Jonathan as the "token X-er" here (sorry for the label) would you say that you
see it more as a functional tool rather than a integral part of your life?
Jonathan: exactly
Interviewer: For the rest of you "millenial youth!(l3-18) Do you see it as merely a tool or
a functional part of your everyday life?
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Kelsey: Some of both, I think ...
Tim: Both for me.
Randi: both for me too
Leslie: both, i agree
Intervie\Ver: thanks
Intervie\Ver: interesting thanks ....
Intervie\Ver: Question : Do you experience community \Vith other people online?
Intervie\Ver: if so Ho\V?
Kelsey: To some degree
Leslie: not really, i pretty much just talk to the people i kno\V from school and things
Intervie\Ver: ok. .... thats cool
Intervie\Ver: any others?
Tim: Yes. I feel that I have communiction \Vith others that isn't boud by flesh ..
Randi: I'm like Leslie!
Jonathan: No. I did have a group I \Vould talk to on a chat, but it \Vas so unreal because
they could have been anyone ...\Vith email, I already kno\V the person.
Intervie\Ver: Question (further to this one) Do you feel that the artificial nature of the Web
takes a\Vay from your experience of community?
Kelsey: I think so, you can't get to kno\V people the same \Vay online as you can in person.
Jonathan: The physicality of gathering is gone. The interaction is more sterile ...
Randi: I have to agree \Vith Kelsey
Leslie: yes and no, it is harder to get to kno\V people, but there's less judging, so it's easier
to be yourself
Tim: No. It's like the phone ..
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Interviewer: thanks folks .... this is helpful
Tim: You are still the person that you are ..
Interviewer: Ok we are halfway!
Interviewer: ready for the second round?
Jonathan: yes
Kelsey: sure
Leslie: sure
Randi: sure
Tim: No prob
Interviewer: Ok lets treat this next question like a rapid fire answer round
Interviewer: just send single words that describe Christian community to you as you
experience it in the following categories ok

Interviewer: The church?
Jonathan: big
Leslie: traditional
Tim: Hypocritical
Kelsey: caring
Interviewer: you can send as many as you like
Randi: unusual
Jonathan: 900 people
Jonathan: singing
Tim: All smile, nothing worthwhile

C8
Kelsey: uplifting
Jonathan: social
Leslie: intimidating
Jonathan: essential
Jonathan: cyclical
Leslie: rewarding
Interviewer: I am looking for qualities or characteristics of Christian community .... (ie:
tolerance etc etc) most of what you have sent is good I just should have been more
specific ... my fault
Interviewer: keep 'em coming

Interviewer: they can be positive or negative
Jonathan: comfort
Jonathan: familiar
Jonathan: family
Kelsey: helpful
Jonathan: happy
Jonathan: forgiving
Tim: I don't understand..
Interviewer: Ok Lets Shift to the next category with the same question and rapid fire
answers as above ...
Interviewer: Oops let me explain again Tim
Interviewer: What I am looking for are qualities or characteristics
Tim: OK.. I think I get it now ..
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Interviewer: of community.... ie: loving, caring, hypocritical etc.
Tim: Sorry.
Interviewer: no problem!
Interviewer: ok next category
Jonathan: what we see them as or what they should be?
Interviewer: As you experience them or see them now
Jonathan: OK
Interviewer: THE youth group (If it applies)
Kelsey: non-judgmental
Tim: Same as the church.
Kelsey: fun
Jonathan: NIA
Kelsey: comfortable
Interviewer: Ok and the last category
Tim: LOL
Interviewer: qualities of Community ONLINE
Jonathan: sterile
Kelsey: artificial
Jonathan: fake
Tim: No limits
Tim: Open
Kelsey: but still fun

ClO

Leslie: impersonal
Jonathan: be anyone you pretend
Jonathan: worse than summer camp imposters
Leslie: honest
Jonathan: like being the new kid and starting over
Jonathan: faceless
Jonathan: voiceless
Jonathan: scentless
[Angela joined channel _surveys]
Interviewer: Hi Anglea ... welcome to the focus group
Angela: hi
Interviewer: I am just asking questions and getting people to respond to them and then
asking for them to elaborate if I want more info ok?
Angela: understand
Interviewer: Also Angela can you let me know your age?
Angela: I am fourteen
Interviewer: QUESTION: Do you find that your online experience of community is
satisfying? How or Why?
Kelsey: I have made some friends online ... it is fun and you can get to know them .... but
it's just not the same as in real life
Jonathan: Only when I can get or keep in contact over long distnces, with people I've
already met in person
Jonathan: Communication tool
Leslie: um, it's not really 'satisfying', i dunno, i use it, like, instead of the phone
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Angela: cool... well personally I've met a lot of friends on the net...
Interviewer: So Leslie its back to partly being a tool for you then?
Angela: but I could do without it...
Leslie: yes
Angela: there's always the phone and the advantage is hearing the others voice
Angela: but when I'm on the net I feel more open to what I want to say and people don't
judge you so much
Interviewer: that is helpful Angela .... thanks .... !
Angela: no prob
Interviewer: Ok here is a BIG question that may need time to answer
Interviewer: Question: How would you compare your experience of community in 1) your
church 2) your youth group and your 3) Online community if you are a part of one
Interviewer: (maybe its too big?)
Angela: well...oh my ... where I live it's very small ...so in my church it's different... people
are always judging you but I feel comfortable there ...
Leslie: the church seems really traditional, everyone sort of knows where they stand,
while the youth group changes a lot, the purpose of it shifts and suff. .. i dont know ...
something like that
Interviewer: ok .....
Tim: I feel respected online, whereas I'm just "Tim" at church I youth Group
Interviewer: great.. ... any more?
Kelsey: Well... my experience of community is the best in the youth group, I think,
because that's mostly my group of friends, and we all know a lot about each other and are
comfortable to open to each other. The church... well my church is really small and so
there is not as many people I can relate to there ... and on the net, it's mostly just for fun.
Interviewer: that's really helpful Kelsey thanks
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Angela: In my youth group ... wow ...you've really touched a spot there .. .I'm the only
christian in my youth group so I don't really seem part of the others even though I know I
am, so I don't feel I have either relationship with my youth group
Interviewer: that's very interesting Angela .... something to think about there ....
Interviewer: any others in the works or ready for the next question?
Leslie: next
Kelsey: go ahead
Jonathan: When I felt the most connected was at Youth Group (c.1987, 88, 89) the best
was Summer Camp (c.1988, 89) and the next was IVCF at University, my strongest,
lasting ties are all in there. Church is much less so, unless it gets down to a smaller Bible
Study (my closest thing to a Youth Group now). Online, I only keep in touch with those
who have moved on to
other places, but nothing lasting as a purely online based community has even come close
to lasting ...
Interviewer: Ok before I go on can I ask Leslie to clarify a point she made earlier?
Leslie: um ... sure
Leslie: (i agree with the best sense of community being camp, btw)
Interviewer: Leslie you had mentioned as one of your qualities of online experience that
being honest was one of them why would that be?
Interviewer: say versus church or youth group ... am I clear in my question?
Leslie: i fell like i can be more open with people if i'm not having the actual physical
meeting, i dont know why, it's just easier to be myself if i'm not worried about how i'm
looking or the tone i'm saying things in, or the other persons reactions and things ... i
dont know if i said that right
Interviewer: While Leslie is preparing an answer the rest can be thinking about the
next question
Interviewer: QUESTION: What qualities done the internet provide that face to face
community does not?
Interviewer: I understand perfectly Leslie thanks!
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Kelsey: It's anonymous, so I know that some people feel more comfortable opening up ...
for me, it also allows me to meet people that I never would have met otherwise
Jonathan: the perfect poker face and anonymity
Interviewer: is that important to you personally
Jonathan?
Jonathan: sometimes hiding things is good
Leslie: i like the anonymous aspect, i can get to know people easier, and let my friends
get to know me easier, i can be more frank about my beliefs and stuff
Interviewer: I am asking two more questions to the group feel free to give your thoughts ...
Interviewer: these are really important answers thanks for these responses ....
Jonathan: but you can go either way, you can subdue yourself or you can create a bold
persona that just isn't you
Interviewer: that's really helpful Jonathan ....... ok next question (one more after that)
Jonathan: it's easy to hide and/or lie (that's ironic because I am being very honest right
now)
Interviewer: Yes, I agree ... (I wish I could get into a discussion on this one!)
Interviewer: OK next question
Interviewer: In just the opposite why what does face to face community provide that the
internet community can not?
Jonathan: closeness
Kelsey: You actually have a sense of really knowing the person, knowing who they are
Leslie: it's more real, there's a lot more trust (like Jonathan said about the internet making
it easy to be someone else)
Jonathan: being in the room, seeing honest faces
Interviewer: that is important to you Kelsey?
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Angela: I agree with the rest of them
Kelsey: Yes, it is
Jonathan: warmth
Leslie: the aspect of physically seeing the person adds a lot to how well you know them,
being able to hear their tone and see how they respond and act
Interviewer: So in a way then the perfect community should allow us elements of both the
security and honesty of the net and the closeness and the intimacy of the real world?
Comments?
Jonathan: Right, the anonymity protects us but the contact nurtures us.
Interviewer: hmmmmmmmm
Angela: exactly,
Leslie: yes, that would be great. but is it possible?
Interviewer: that is something to think about
Kelsey: I am more comfortable being with real people--on the net, you don't know who is
telling the truth and who isn't.. .. I don't know if that's what you're asking though
Interviewer: I don't know .... I guess it goes back to what Jesus taught us that we should be
to one another really
Tim: I say that's what the church SHOULD be
Interviewer: One last question:
Jonathan: I've always said that telling someone something personal is like handing
someone a little dagger. Can you trust them not to use it on you?
Interviewer: good point (no pun intended!)
Angela: that's a good way to think about it Jonathan!
Jonathan: tee hee Jeff, tee hee
Kelsey: Very interesting... but when you get to know people, really, you can trust them
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Interviewer: Before I ask the last question I forgot to ask a question of each of you
Jonathan: Can you? ..... .
Interviewer: can you describe your faith (assuming in Christ) as 1) personal 2) one the
way) random 4) not really interested
Interviewer: # 2 should be on the way
Interviewer: 3) is random
Leslie: personal...
Kelsey: somewhere in between 1 and 2 ... closer to 1
Jonathan: on the way ... and a little bit personal now
Tim: l> personal, but shold be made public
Angela: I agree with Kelsey ...
Leslie: personal, but still on the way ... getting more personal, i suppose
Interviewer: ok thanks
Interviewer: last question
Interviewer: assuming that you would be comfortable sharing your faith with another
freind
Interviewer: how would it be easiest? face to face or via the internet?
[Jenn joined channel _surveys]
Interviewer: what would be the most meaningful do you think?
Interviewer: Hi Jenn
XLJenn: hello
Kelsey: Actually ... face to face. You can really talk to people and find out what they are
thinking. It's much more meaningful in person, I think
Interviewer: Jenn we are just wrapping up our online focus group with the last question
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for the evening
Jonathan: easier is the net, but it might be only as deep or personal as a bumper sticker
Angela: I believe it SHOULD be easier face to face and the most meaningful this way ...
but for me where I'm the only christian in youth where I live I get put down a lot and
would feel a lot better ifl could do it via the internet... though I've done it many times
face to face ...
Tim: I agree wiht Jonathan
Leslie: face to face would be much more meaningful, it would really help the person to
see your passion for Christ, but over the comp. would probably be easier for the one
sharing
XLJenn: me too
Jonathan: the better has to be in person, because you have something at stake, they
actually know you
Interviewer: those are really excellent points I wish I could have another hour with all of
you but I don't want to keep you over time .....
XLJenn: Talking face to face means that you can explian yourself better then on the net.
Leslie: i agree with jenn
Kelsey: In person, they can actually see that you mean what you are saying ... on the net,
they have no idea if you are serious or not.
Leslie: it would be harder to share face-to-face, but it would be a lot better for the one
you're sharing with
Jenn: I am going through something like this right now ...
[Jenn left channel _surveys]
Kelsey: I actually find it easier to say things in person ... most of the time
Interviewer: For now I do want to say a HUGE thanks to each and everyone of you ... this
has been a great experience for me I have TONS of material here to work with.
(Note: following this point in the interview there were several lines just dealing with
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signing off and ending the personal conversations)

Dl
APPENDIXD.

ONLINE FOCUS GROUP - 8:00 PM (Atl) 118/01

[Angela joined channel_surveys]
Interviewer: really? Ok. ... let me see
Interviewer: Hey Angela better late than never!
Angela: hi everyone ...
Leslie: hello
Angela: yeah ... mom wanted me to wait to get on till my brother came home ...
Angela: cause we only got one phone line ..
Interviewer: That's ok!
Angela: so when did u guys come here??
Interviewer: I was just going to ask Leslie a question but you can pitch in too if you want
Interviewer: Here is what I noticed in our last conversation ..
Interviewer: about 10 minutes ago
Angela: cool
Interviewer: we had talked about it being sometimes easier to talk to people about
issues and things online because we could be less vulnerable
Leslie: yes
Leslie: i agree with that
Interviewer: I was wondering why that is or what things make that true?
Angela: I agree too ...
Leslie: hmm ...
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Angela: um... I don't really know...
Leslie: i'm not sure why ... maybe just because the other person cant see us, or something,
i dont really know
Angela: I feel more open to them, because they don't really know me and if they want to
judge me they can .. .it doesn't matter because they don't know me ...
Interviewer: One of the students I interviewed mentioned is was because you did not have
to face the possibility ofrejection (the eyes tell a lot)
Angela: yeah ... that's the truth
Leslie: it's sort of, they cant see one's reactions, and the tone of voice ... yes, what you said!
Interviewer: Do you think that because they do not know you its no more important... than
say a face to face friend?
Leslie:??
Angela: it's just as important.. ..
Interviewer: what I was saying before was are the people that you can't see online any
less significant to you than face to face people ... is it easier to dismiss them because they
are not "real"?
Leslie: no, they're just as 'real', i don't know, i pretty much just talk to people i know from
life, too
Angela: same as me...
Interviewer: here is a good question .... that hinges on this topic
Interviewer: if you had a very personal issue to talk about who would you find it easier to
talk to
Angela: people online ...
Interviewer: a person on the net or a face to face person?
Angela: I've dealt with that a lot...
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Interviewer: assuming that you knew both really well
Leslie: online friends, as well
Angela: I find it hard to talk to my friends and I don't really want them to know.
Leslie: i would most want to talk to a 'life' friend online, like, with msn or something
Angela: I don't talk to people online that I know real well.. .I mean I talk to some that I
know but most of them I don't...
Interviewer: Angela were you the one that was the only Christian in your youth group?
Angela: yeah ...
Leslie: it's really great, though, some of the organizations (like Zjam) where you can
talk to youth pastors online, and stuff
Interviewer: ok now I understand your answer a bit better
Interviewer: have you done that (talked to online youth pastors?)
Angela: I haven't...
Leslie: yes
Interviewer: do you have a youth pastor?
Angela: nope ...
Leslie: um ... not really, we have a few 'youth group leaders', but they dont seem to
focused, and we have a sunday school teacher, who is a wonderful teacher, but sort of
intimidating
Interviewer: which would you find it easier to talk to then (the youth pastor online or the
youth leaders in your church) about tough personal questions?
Leslie: the youth pastor online, same as talkign to friends online
Leslie: talking*
Angela: I don't really know ... probably the online youth pastor. ..
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Interviewer: I am trying to find out why so many youth find it easier to talk to people on
the net vs. face to face people
Interviewer: its a thread that keeps corning back more and more
Leslie: i dont really know why, it's harder to be vulnerable face to face with someone
Interviewer: Tim mentioned to me a while ago it was easier to talk to me online about some
deep issues because the threat of a negative reaction or disapproval was distanced from
him than if we were face to face
Angela: I find it easier because online I don't have to talk ...just write ... and when I try to
talk about some issues I get all shy and stuff in person and can't talk ... so it's easier to me
online just to type
Angela: true
Interviewer: That's interesting Angela
Leslie: I agree with both of those, totally
Interviewer: acceptance in a youth group is pretty critical or at school, maybe the net
provides instant acceptance?
Leslie: online conversations, even with people that one knows from 'life' reduce a lot of
the tension, and emotions and stuff
Interviewer: hrnrnrnrnrnrnrn so maybe there is a place for youth pastors, teachers etc ... to
use the net to "talk" about issues that students would not be able to talk about in person ...
or to at least get the ball rolling
Interviewer: this is good stuff this is very helpful
Angela: exactly ...
Leslie: like, there's the Zjarn bulliten boards, they have sections for just students, and for
just pastors, and for students to ask pastors ... and stuff
Interviewer: what is the URL for that site Leslie?
Interviewer: is it Zjarn.corn?
Leslie: i dont know the address for the zjarn boards ... but there's a link for the zjarn site,
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which is www.zjam.com
Interviewer: cool... I'll check it out later ....
Interviewer: I was mentioning that trust seems to be a big factor either on or offline
Leslie: yes, tis
Interviewer: online you never know if the person is being real
Interviewer: offline you never know if you might get rejected
Angela: yep
Angela: ture
Angela: *true
Leslie: yes
Interviewer: is belonging important to you?
Interviewer: either to youth groups, online groups etc etc
Angela: well to a certain extent. ..
Interviewer: belonging sorry
Leslie: well, yea, i guess
Interviewer: I guess hat depends on personality too huh?
Leslie: yea
Angela: yeah ...
Angela: definately
Interviewer: This is a personal question and feel free to pass
Angela: at my youth group I am who I am ... no one can change that.. Online I am
who I am ... but while I'm out with my friends I change ...
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Interviewer: have you ever stretched the truth a bit about yourself online? To protect
yourself or for whatever reason?
Angela: I mean ...not in a bad way I don't think ... I just don't talk as much ... or anything ...
Interviewer: ok
Angela: sometimes if I haven't felt comfortable talking to someone online I'll tell
them a different age or where I live or something but other than that no ...
Leslie: well, i dont really talk to anyone other than people i already know, so i couldnt
really ... but if i was talking to someone i didnt know, hmm, i might, i'm not sure
Interviewer: some students that I interviewed had as many as 10 email address names or
aliases
Angela: i have many different e-mail addresses ...
Leslie: i have more than one email, but not for a different 'identity' or anything, just for
different uses
Interviewer: cool thanks for being honest
Angela: like 7 or sumthing ...
Leslie: 3
Angela: but I don't use them anymore ... only two I use ... now ...
Interviewer: they had assumed different identities for different reasons
Angela: but like Leslie said it's not for different identity
Interviewer: ok cool
Leslie: yea, it's just, one's for more 'professional' things (the one you have) and then, i
have more fun ones, for forwards and stuff
Interviewer: ok that makes sense
Angela: I just like to try out what the different sites (yahoo, hotmail, excite, etc.) offer. ..
what kinda cool clubs and stuff. ..
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Interviewer: so last question
Angela: yeah ...
Interviewer: would you say that your faith has been helped by being online in anyway?
Interviewer: if so how?
Interviewer: or has it been harmed? if so how?
Leslie: yes, i've got a lot closer with a couple of my friends, that i've been able to keep in
touch with, and be more open with online, and also being able to contact pastors and
things about faith questions easily
Angela: oh yeah ... online I have friends from all over the place (New York, California)
places like that whom I've met online ... they encourange me to keep the love that I have
for Christ...and no matter what happens in my family, friends, school, etc .. .it shouldn't
affect how much I love the
Lord ...
Angela: same as me Leslie ...
Interviewer: If there was something that you wanted adults to "get" about how important
the internet is in your life (or not important about it) what would that one thing be.>? (I
snuck in another one sorry)
Leslie: um...
Angela: here ... no one really talks to me about that kinda stuff, u know... and all my
friends neglect me to some point... because I'm a christian ... they don't tell me this but I
can tell
Angela: I don't know...
Interviewer: for example some think that it's a big waste of time .... that youth are going to
be absorbed into this mindless void and become social introverts
Leslie: i can really be me online, i don't feel judged by how i look or anything, i can talk
to my friends a lot easier ...
Angela: that is not true ... [interviewers note: Angela was referring to my comment not
Leslie]
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Angela: I mean .. .I spend a lot of time on the net...
Angela: Jeff
Angela: but....
Interviewer: about how much a day would you spend online?
Angela: I mean ... the net is just somewhere to get away from the world that is out there ...
Angela: who me??
Angela: It depends really ...
Angela: I mean some days I may spend no time on or just long enough to check my mail. ..
Interviewer: both of you if you want
Angela: but other times I get on and spend hours on ..
Angela: it also depends on my parents
Interviewer: do you both check email daily or more than once daily?
Leslie: i used to use it a lot, too much, like, 4 hours a day, but recently, for about the past
month, i limited myself to only an hour a day
Interviewer: (suddenly thinking about more questions! sorry!)
Leslie: yes, at least daily
Interviewer: so then you both do not think that statement about the mindless void is true
that there can be both online and offline in balance?
Angela: ifl get on at my school I usually check my mail. .. and ifl get on home I'll check
it... also ifl get on after school then after supper I'll check it then ... but I don't sign out
then sign back in two seconds later just to see if someone wrote me ...
Angela: truth to that one ...
Leslie: um ... i'm not sure
Interviewer: ok LOL (you are not addicts!)
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Angela: I hope not. ..
Angela: no .. .I"m not
Leslie: i mean, people can totally live from the computer, but, i dont know ... i don't think
it would ever get that bad that everyone would just surround their lives from the internet
Interviewer: certainly not ... I was just joking (there hard to see my smile see!) :)
Leslie: he he
Angela: LoL
Leslie: brb, one sec
Interviewer: well I should let you ladies go .... I appreciate your honesty tonight and
helping me understand more of what we talked about last week, this actually really helped
clue me is some more
Angela: I mean ... when we first got the net I used to spend most of my time on there like
an time my partents would let me ... but now ... there's just not the interest
Angela: no prob ...
Interviewer: it wears out after a while? Kinda gets boring?
Angela: yeah ..exactly
Leslie: i'm back, sorry about that
Leslie: i agree w that
Interviewer: here is one crazy thought.. ... are girls you think more into the relationships
and the guys are more into the games and stuff
Interviewer: no guys here to defend themselves!
Angela: probably ... my brothers get on and play games ..and stuff. .. but me ... I get on and
talk. .. or leave messages on message boards ...
Interviewer: hmmmmmmmmm neat observation
Angela: hey Leslie if u like you can add me to msn messenger. ..
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Leslie: um, i mean, i am talkign to my friends all the time on here, but a lot of games, and
stuff, too ... my brother is mostly chatting
Interviewer: East meets west!
Leslie: i dont think gender has too much to do with it, maybe just a bit
Angela: I don't really like games
Angela: ture Leslie
Interviewer: well ladies I will say good bye and
thanks so much for your help ....
(Interviewers note: the conversation ended here after a few more exchanges of a personal
nature between the two girls and they exchanged email addresses to stay in touch)

